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PREFACE

TO manyi the nost pressing problem for vocational education in the Sedon.;

dary schools Of the United States is that it seems to have lost its direction,

and consequently is jeopardizing its future place in public education. The

recent studies of the secondary sehools have largely ignored andlytis of voca-

tional education or have placed it in a negative or at least United perspeo=

tive. The preSS foi, increasing student time devoted to academic courses has

begun to squeeze vocational education out of the secondary school. How is voca-

tional education to react in this context? The major assumption underlYing this

report it thet Vocational education would be better served if its leaders and

practitioners could mOre clearly state the purposes of vocational education in

the secondary school and, more importantly, provide reatont fbr the appropriate-

ness of the purposes which are convincing in the wider context Of SChooling and

eduCatiOn. Thit latter characteristic, that of providing appropriate and con-

vincing reasons, is the tklor focus Of the effort reported here.

Essentially the report describes some important idea-6 relevant to a

diScuttion of the purposes for vocational lducation in the secOndary SChool.

The contents are bated on a year long study and focused dialogue by the authors

about the purpose of vocational education. The study involved review of

current studies of secondary schools, 20th century perspectives on vocational

education and its specific fields, the purposes of education more broadly,

future social arid eConomic forces, and key concepts often used to give meaning to

the purpose of vocational education. We hope that this report will serve to

share some of the spirit and results of our study and debate together as a means

to stimulate and give direction to continued thought and debate across the

country.

The effort to produce this report was initiated by the formation of a study

group which came to be known as the Study Group on Vocational Education in the

Secondary School. Our first meeting was held on September 21, 1983. We had

only one rule of conduct: you can't talk if you don't read in preparation for

meetings. The process involved reading and summary of a considerable volume of

literature, spirited debate over issues, and summary of interpretations or at

minimum, important questions. The members of the Study Group were:
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o Gear& Cope, Professor of Agricultural Education and Associate Director

of the Minnesota Research and Development Center for Vocational

Education (MRDC); research interests include planning and evaluation of

vocational education.

o Jeannette Daines, Research Assistant in the MRDC and Ph.D. candidate in

Vocational Education; research interests include policy analysis as it

relates to issues of human resource development, cultural aspects of

schooling, and characteristics of students as they affect learning.

o Linda Ernst, Research Assistant in the MRDC and Ph.D. candidate in

Vocational Education with emphasis on the general aspects of the voca=

tional education fields; research interests include human development

through education, family, and work.

o James Knight, Associate Professor of Agricultural Education at Ohio State

University and visiting professor at the University of Minnesota (at the

time); research interests include sclool climate and educational equity.

o Gary Leske, Associate Professor of Avicultural Education and a research

program director in the MRDC; research interests include cooperative work

experience programs and vocational youth organizations.

o John Persico, Research Assistant in the MRDC and Ph.D. candidate in

Vocational Education; research interests include training and development

in tbe private sector and cooperative work experience programs.

o Jane Plihal, Assistant Professor in Home Economics Education and a

research program director in the MRDC; research interests include teacher

eductiticn, educational equity, and international education.

o Steve Scholl, Research Assistant in the MRDC and Ph.D. candidate in

Vocational Education; research interests include vocational development

and special needs learners.

A review of the table of contents for this report gives a good orientation

to its organization. We started our conversation together with an article by

Sewell in the September 19, 1983 issue of Fortune magazine entitled, "Vocational

Education That Works." From there we moved to detailed probing of current stud-

ies on secondary education, past and present perspectives on the purposes of

vocational education, purposes of the specific fields within vocational education,
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and purposes of education more genteelly, and last, future economic, social and

technological trends likely to affect vocatiOnal education. Discussion resulted

in certain "considerations" for formulating a statement of_ purposes foe Voca-

tional education such a8 things to take into account; a sense of complexity

involved, ideas about competing ihterestSi and an understanding of how things

are and how they came to be and how things might be different in the future

Next came some actual deaft purpose statements for vocational educetiOnt eefled

tion on the nature of a purpose etatemeht (iseei how would you know if you had

one, What is the purpose of a purpose statemeht)0 and selection and analysis of

key concepts central to a purposes statement for vocational education. Using

conceptual analysis, a tedhhitthe borrowed from philosophy, we tried to nunpaok"

words that we used in connectiOn With VOcational education to become more

conscious of their full meaning and what it VOUld Mean to act as if we held this

meshing Last we finished (only because our time together_was coming to a clo-

se) with some reflectiond &bait what we had learned concerning the process Of

stating purpose for an educational phenOtenton represented in vocational educa

tiOn and the content of such a purpose statement, itaelf. Remember, our goal

WRS to clarify idaUtd etlevant to a discussion of the purpose of vocational edu-

cation in the secondary school, peovide Some helpful ideas and stimulate and

direct further thought and debate amohg Others.

De. Harry Silberman, Professor of Education it the Geaduate School_of

Education at the uhiveetity of California-Los Angeles, was one of tht fieet per-

sons invited to provide further thought and comment on our work at a symposium

held at the American Vocational Association Annual Meeting. He consented to

have his remarks indluded with this report as a start toward continued And

wider ranging dialogue amOhg -others.

We hope this report will help Make Oldee the breadth and depth of study and

discussion required to develop and adequate position on the purposes of voca-

tional education in the Secondary schools of the United States. A position of

this reasoned nature will be edquieed if the position is to be convincing to

other educatorsi to policy makers Ind to tht general public. But even more

Significant to usi a position whiCh has undergone this scrutiny should also be

in the best intereSts Of Vodational education as a field of professional head:.

tice. We hope that the process of study which we used and its pattern of

tangible results shared here will stimulate you to think and debate these impor-

tant issues.



In all of this, we have seamed to continuously raise the issue of the legit-

imaay of vocational education as an integral part of education, particularly

"academic" education. Often there was a movement between high hopes and a sense

of the futility in addressing this issue. We chose to close this preface with a

poem that seems to capture this essense, but on a higher level raises an idec

we think worth reflecting upon and giving encouragement to step beyond the ten=

sion between learning by hands and by head--to consider :hat the mind as center

of learning may be much more diffuse and our bodies much more integrated than

these two naive conceptual categories would imply.

The Mind in Hand
By Miles Richardson

Louisiana State University
"Where is the mind?
Inthehan& or the brain?
"In the brain, of course."
Students always reply.

"Look how the hand
reaches out. How it grasps.
Look at the way
it touches. How it caresses.

Look at the hand,
gripping a hammer,
threading a needle,
cuddling a baby.

Look at the hand,
as it feels,
as it writes,
even as it speaks.

Look at the hand and
tell me, "where's the mind?"
"In the brain, of course,"
Students always reply.

Special thanks go to the many heads and hands which helped move this

manuscript from taped conversation and hand written notes to the form in which

it is presented here. Those carrying this responsibility inalLue: Mary Gupta,

Conny Rime, Patricia Noeldner, Vivian Gordon, Karen Schuller, LaRayne Kuehl and

Merri Fromm.
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Part I

Importance of Re =Addressing Purpose of
Vocational Education in the Secondary School

The purpose of this effort was to develop a framework for thinking about

the purpose(s) of secondary vocational education. This framework will be uSed

to provide direction to specific research projects fmnsed on areas such as

equity, school climate, employer satisfaction, and quality of secondary voca-

tional education. That direction will be articulated by developing a Statement

which clarifies the issues involved in developing a purpose statement for voca-

tional education in the secondary school and, to the extent possible, brings

helpful ideas and/or closure to these issues. For some issues, this may mean

simply describing alternative positions on the issues and the baseS for these

poSitions. The direction statement should serve to better define problems and

research approacheS for planning subsequent research actAvities.

The process of work used depended mainly on study group participation in:

(a) discussion of the topic, (b) orderly progress through important issues, (c)

Sufficient Study of background information and alternative perspectives, (d)

building of consensus on significant issues, and (e) cumulative, accurate

synthesis of group activities. A series of meetings was conducted to

accomplish the task. Study group members examined background materials in prep-

aration for each week's meeting.

Introduction

A recent article in Fortune entitled, "Vocational Education That Works"

(Sewall, 1983), contrary to its title, was extremely critical of secondary voca-

tional education as found in comprehensive high schools. Sewell indicated that

it:

1. Lacks common and focused goals.

2. Lacks up-to-date equipment.

3. Is inappropriately tailored to students' levels of development.

. Lacks rigorous standards.

5. Does not teach basic skills in mathematics, language and science.

6. Is out of date in content.

1=1



7. Is unrealistic in its objectives.

8. Lacks linkage to employers.

9. Lacks qualified teachers (and the resources to hire them).

Dismissing questions regarding the validity of the evidence used to justify

theSe conclusions and the reporting style used for communication, a reflective

and careful response to Sewall's "rightness" would depend on the purpoSts one

holds for secondary vocational education. If that purpose was primarily initial

job placement and assuming his evidence was valid, the response might be

that he was right. However, consider for the moment a different set of purposes

such as long term employability, making academic education more relevant,

exploration of the world of work, preparation for advanced education, or explic-

itly including work of the home along with work in industry. How critical does

up-to-date and sophisticated equipment now become? What would be appropriate

content if these were the purposes of secondary vocational education? How

important would it be to have teachers with a large amount of recent and rele=

vent occupational experience? What would rigorous standards look like for this

educational program? How would work be defined? Would the emphasis be on short

or long term consequences for students? Would it make sense to provide these

programs in separate, specialized high school facilities?

The question of purpose seems primary-=it is begged by every other

question. Unless one is clear about the purpose of secondary vocational

education, it is very likely that one is apt to ask the wrong questions for

purpoSes of program improvement and accountability. And, with false

consciousness of doing what is right, use these results to lead in an

inappropriate direction. Turning then to the primary question of purpose, how

is it best approached and resolved?

A Strategy for Deriving a Concept of Purpose

There are many ways to think about where to look for ideas and thoughts

about purpose in an educational program such as secondary vocational education.

One could look to educational philosophers, to present state And federal laws

and regulations, to past and present leaders in vocational education, to thoSe

teaching or administering vocational education programs today, or to those

bearing the consequences of secondary vocational education--present or former

students, parents, and employers.
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In order to thoughtfully select what input would be included in such an

effort and to explicitly recognize what would be left unexamined, a general

frameWork was developed to guide decision making. This framework is shown as

Figure 1. The framework is focused on the purpose of secondary vocational edu=

cation at the present time, the goal of this- effort. Surrounding this more

focused goal is consideration of present thinking about secondary education more

generally. Understanding present thinking about education would in turn benefit

from a broader examination of social currents, both national and international.

This focus on the present in a broader and broader context is shown as a series

of concentric circles in Figure 1 with secondary vocational education as the

center of focus and broad social currents at the perimeter.

In addition to focus on the preSent, a similar examination of both the past

and future would provide insight into how things have come to be as they are and

how thing8 ought be changed to create a better future. These considerations are

shown in Figure 1 by shoWing additional series of concentric circles expanding

the framework horizontally, both to the right (future) and left (past).

The strategy adopted to derive a concept of purpose for secondary vocational

education in thiS effort was to focus attention specifically on: (a) preSent

critiques of secondary education, (b) past concepts of purpose for secondary

vocational education, (c) past concepts of purpose for secondary education, and

(d) future social currents. Each of the examinations pressed specifically

toward implications for Secondary vocational education. The criteria used to

select this strategy for deriving purpose were: (a) the amount of time and

resources available for the effort (both very limitt4), and (b) an interest in

re=examination of the issue of purpose of secondary vocational education in a

fresh light without keying-in immediately to present notions of purpose which

are coming under significant critique.

Reference

Sewell, G. T. (1983 September 19). Vocational education that works. Fortune.
p. 68=78.



Figure 1. A framework for deriving a concept of purpose for secondary voca-

tional education.
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Part II

Implications of Current Studies of Secondary Education

There is currently a flurry of reports being brought before the public

concerning public secondary education in the United States. The fir-St task

selected by the Study group was to identify these studies, secure copies of

the resulting reports (or what had been announced publicly), read the reports,

and summarize findings which may have implications for the purpose of secondary

vocational education. The reports examined with selected quotations and major

points with respect to their findings follow.

Selected Quotations and Major Points

o National Commission on Excellence in Education. (1983). A-nation-at ris
WaShington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office.

Selected Quotations

Our goal must be to develop the talents of all to their fullest.
Attaining that goal requires that we expect and assist all stu-
dentS to Work to the limits of their capabilities. (p. 13)

At the heart of such a society is the committment to a set of
values and to a system of education that affords all members the
opportunity to stretch their minds to full capacity, from early
childhood through adulthood, learning more as the world itself
changes. Such a society has as a basic foundation the idea that
education is important not only because of what it contributes to
one's career goals but also because of the value it adds to the
general quality of one's life. (p. 13=14)

We must demand the best effort and performance from all students,
whether they are gifted or less able, affluent or disadvantaged,
whether destined for college, the farm, or industry. (p. 24)

Mk or Points

High school requirements need to be strengthened to include the basics

(English, mathematics, science, social studies, computer science, and

foreign language).

Colleges and univerSities need to raise admission requirements.

More time should be spent on learning the "New Basics" by making a

longer school day, a longer school year, or by spending time available

2-1
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more efficiently.

The teaching profession should be more rewarding.

Local, state and federal government must recognize the need to achieve

these reforms.

o GoodIad, J. I. (1984). A place calledschool. New York: McGraw-Hill.

Seleeted Quotations

The theme I pursue here is_twofold. _First,_as_we have already
seen,_teachers, students, and_parents in the schools we studied
want more than is implied by the words "intellectual development."
They want some reasonably balanced attention to intellectual,
social, vocational, and personal emphases in the school's program
of studies. Second, even all of these would not be enough. The
school is to be also, in the eyes_of_parents_and students, a nur-
turing, caring place. The parents we encountered want their
children to be seen as individuals--persons and learners-=and to be
safe. Their children want to be known as persons as well as stu-
dents. Many teachers, too, would like there to be greater school
attention to students' personal attributes such as those once
implied by the word "deportment" on report_cards, though, as we
shall see more clearly later, they have a difficult time moving
beyond the pedagogical baggage of academics to achieve such empha-
ses. (p. 61-62)

The categories of the prototype will be the same for all students.
For specification of these broad categories, I go back to the
recommendations of the Harvard report,_General education in a.free_
society, discussed in Chapter 5. If we ean agree on the importance
of the "five fingers" of human knowledge and organized experience==
wathematics and science, literature and language, society and
social studies, the arts, the vocations--then it remains to deter-
mine the desired balance, acceptable degrees of variance among
them, and the time, if any, to be left completely free for indivi-
dual choice. (p. 286)

Ma or Points

Parents, teachers, and students were asked to rate the four areas of

social development, intellectual development, personal development, and

vocational development on their importance in the educational setting,

elementary throUgh high sehool. Parents and teachers rated intellectual

development highest; however, the other areas also received high scores.

They saw a combination of the above areas as important goals for educa-

tion. Goodlad also found that for teachers and parents the preferred

emphasis was fairly eonSiStent With what they felt was happening in the

2=2



school.

- Goodlad proposed the following outline as goals for schooling in the

United States.

A. Academic goals

1. Basic skills
2. Intellectual development (ability to think rationally)

B. Vocational goals

1. Career education

C. Social, civic and cultural goals

1. Interpersonal understandings
2. Citizenship participation
3. Enculturation
4. Moral and ethical character

D. Personal goals

1. Emotional and physical well being
2. Creativit*/ and aesthetic expression
3. Self-realization

Students are tracked vocational or academic (he calls it handedness or

headedness) as a result of groupings in the elementary grades.

The poor and slow learners become involved in the handedness track.

However, he concluded that vocational education in school is irrelevant

to job fate.

People must look at the problems of schools as a system.

Decision making and authority regarding schools must be shared by

administrators, teachers, and parents. There should be more decentraliza-

tion than at present.

Students who are less able have the same right to be exposed to all

Iearnings.

o Task Force:Education for_EcOndthic_Growthi (1983). Action=for
excellence. Denver: Education Commission of the States.

Selected Quotationz

It is the thesis of this report that our future as a nation--our
national defense, our social stability and well-being and our
national prosperity--will depend on our ability to improve educa-
tion and training for millions of individual citizens. (p. 14)

2-3
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Our commitment to democratic values, to free individual cboice and
to equality of opportunity forbid us to establish an educational
caste system. (p. 17)

To sum up we have expected too little of our schools over the
past two decades, in terms of quality--and we have gotten to too
little. (p. 32)

Major Points

- Major imperatives for schools are to upgrade the definition of basic

skills and to mobilize the school system to teach these skills.

- Because of advancing technology, "basic" must be more than simple

reading, writing, mathematics, and science skills; it must include

higher order skills (e.g., reasoning, influence, problem solving).

These "learning to learn skills" broaden the definition of basic

skills.

- The United States must raise both the ceiling and floor in educational

achievement.

- A classification of jobs based upon required skill is presented:

1. Unskilled jobs--require less than today's basics (e.g.,
janitor).

2. Basic jobs--require today's basics (e.g., store clerk).

3. Learning to learn jobs--require basics plus learning to
learn (e.g., most factory and service jobs)

4. Professional jobs--require basics plus learning to learn
plus more sophisticated intellectual skill8.

= If knowledge is power, society must increase knowledge of all, not a few.

= Students don't take enough science and mathematics (1 in 5 takes physics).

- There is a gap in teacher quality.

- Curriculum must focus on motivational as well as cognitive goals.

- Need to increase instructional time in academic subjects.

- There is a perception gap between what teachers think is adequate prep-

aration and that required by employers; education/business partnerships

are needed.

= There is a need to marshal resources to improve and develop public con-

fidence in school; education is a chief responsibility of state and local

communities.
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Twentieth Century Fund Task Force on Federal Elementary and Secondary
Education Policy. (1983). Making the grades. New York: Author.

Selected Quotations

Educating the young is_a compelling national interest, and that
action by the federal government can be as appropriate as action
state and local governments. (p. 4)

Whatever the fate of the Department (of Education), we urge that
the collection of data remain a federal responsibility. (p. 15)

Too many young people are leaving the Schools without acquiring
essential learning skills and without seIf-discipIine or purpose.
(p. 1)

Disaster can be averted only if there is a naticnal commitment to
excellence in our public schools. (p. 1)

by

In essence, the skills that were owe peaSeSsed by only a few must
now be held by the many if the United States is to remain com-
petitive in an advancing teehnologieal world. (p. 2)

Maler-loints

A federal presence should be maintained in education, but it should be
less obtrusive.

A national Master Teachers Program that recognizes and rewards teaching

excellence should be established and funded by the federal government.

The Federal government should state that the most important objective of

elementary and secondary education in the United States is to develop

literacy in the English language.

Federal funds ean support bilingual programs for the purpose of teaching

non-English speaking children to speak, read, and write English.

Every student should have opportunity to acquire proficiency in a

second language

Federal government should emphasize programs to develop scientific

literacy for all and to provide advanced training in science and math

for secondary students.

Federal programs for the poor and handicapped should continue.

The Federal government should assist depressed areas with immigrants and

impoverished groups to improve educational performance.

Research should be dune to (a) collect factual information about

aspects of the system; (b) collect information about performance of
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students, teachers and schools; (c) evaluate federaliy sponsored

programs; and (d) examine the learning process.

Special federal fellowships should be provided for students needing

remediation; these could be awarded to school districts to encourage

creation of small, individualized academies staffed by certified teachers.

- Tuition tax credits were opposed.

Strong commitment to merit pay was expressed.

o Adler, Y. J. (1982). The paideia proposal: An educational manifes
New York: MacMillan.

Selected Quotations

In the Twentieth Century,_we demand twelve years of common
schooling at public expense for every child in the country. It is
no longer a radical Opmand. But our present tracking system of
public schooling still divides children into those destined only
for labor and those destined for more schooling. (p. 12)

The twelve years of basic schooling must_prepare them for this
task, not by training them for one or another particular job in our
industrial economy, but by giving them the basic skills that are
common to all work in a society such as ours. (p. 17)

. . be best defined, positively, by saying that it must be
general and liberal; and negatively, by saying that it must be
nonspecialized and nonvocational. (p. 18)

In the later years they should receive instruction to prepare them
for choosing and finding a career. This is not done by requiring
them to make a premature choice of a job and by giving them
training for that particular job. Rather, the young person should
be introduced to the wide range of human work--the kinds of occupa-
tions and careers, their significance and requirements, their
rewards and opportunities. (p. 33)

Ma or_Points

In every school, in grades 1-12, there should be the same quantity and

quality of education--a one-track system for all.

With few exceptions, every child is educabie--not just trainable for

jobs; there are no unteachabie children.

The three main concerns of public schooling (12 years) are: (a) personal

growth or self-improvement--mental, moral, spiritual; (b) citizenship;

and (c) vocational development (basic skills common to all work--not job

training).
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Three main modes of teaching and learning are: (a) acqusition of organ=

ized knowledgedidactic instruction; (b) development of intellectual

skills=-coaching, supervised practice; and (c) enlarged understanding of

ideas and valuesSocratic questioning.

Eliminate all "non-essentials" from the school day==if retained make

them extracurricular.

Eliminate from the curriculum all training for specific jobs.

Introduce the study of a second language for a sufficient period of

time to assure competence in its use.

Eliminate all electives except choice of language.

Restore homework and home projects.

Develop adequate preschool preparation.

Utilize remedial instruction.

Teachers for such a program should have a bi-oad liberal education,

he paid adequately, and have better working conditions.

The principal should be an instructional leader.

Vocational (job) training should occur at technical schools with a

strong liberal education program component.

o Boyer, E. L. (1983). High school. New York: Harper & Row Publishers.

Selected Quotations

There is a growing national consensus that our future depends
on public education. (p. 1)

Clearly, education and the security of the nation are inter-
locked. (I). 5)

But to push for excellence in ways that ignore the needs of
the less privileged students is to undermine the future of the
nation. (p. 6)

We need tis, Out students in touch with knowledge in a coherent
way so that they are contributing members of a common CUlturt.
(O. 66)

More_substance, not_more_time is our most_urgent problem. . .

Our goal is sot to impose_a single.curriculum on every school,
bUt_tO Ohderscore_the_point that=what is taught in school
detertines what is learned. (p. 84)

The mastery of English is the first and moSt estential goal of
education. (p. 93)
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We believe, however, the American public education is beginning
to improve. (1). 39)

But when it comes to preparing students for a specific job and
putting them on the first hinge of the career ladder, the results
of vocational education are largely disappointing. (p. 120)

Job prospects for graduates of vocational programs are not much
better, overall, than they are for students in the nonspecialized
curriculum. (p. 121)

Increasingly, it appears, high school vocational programs will
be either irrelevant or inadequate. At one end will be low-paying,
dead end jobs for which formal education will not be required
and to which precious school time should not be given. (p. 123)

We propose four essential goals and the ways these goals can be
achieved.

First, the high school should help all students develop
the capacity to think critically and communicate effec-
tively through a mastery of language.
Second, the_high school should help all students learn
about themselves, the human heritage, and the inter=
dependent world in which they linye through a core cur-
riculum based upon consequential human experiences common
to all people.

Third, the high school should prepare all students for
work and further education through a program of electives
that develop individual aptitudes and interesto.
Fourth, the high school should help all students fulfill
their social and civic obligations through school and
community service. (p. 66-67)

After visiting schools fran coast to coast, we are left with the
distinct impression that_high schools lack a clear and vital
mission. They are unable to find common purpoLes or establish
educational priorities that are wiJely shared. They seem unable
put it all together. The institution is adrift. (p. 63)

The world has become a more crowded, more_interconnectedi_more_
volatile and unstable place. If education_cannot help students
see beyond_themselves_and better_understand the inter-dependent
nature_of our_world, each_new generation will remain ignorant
and its capacity to live confidently and responsibly will be
dangerously diminished. (p. 54)

We do not suggest that schools can be society's cure for every
social ill. A report card on public education is a report card
on the nation. Schools can rise no higher than the communities
that support them. And to blame schools for the "rising tide
of mediocrity" is to confuse symptoms with the disease. (p. 5-6)
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More frequently, however, we found low academic standards and a
stigma attached to teaching nonacademic students, many of whom were
in vocational education. One administrator describes the tracking
in hiS school at "insidious and discriminatory." As he puts it:
Thd initial assignment is critical and it occurs in elementary
school. It completely determines what the student will come away
with. Some students come into school, get lost in a nonacademic
life--do nothing, learn nothing, just hang around for four years.
(p. 125)

Putting students into boxes can no_longer be defended. To call
some students "academic" and others "nonacademic" has a powerful
andi in some instances, devastating impact on how teachers think
about the students and how students think about themselves.
(p. 126)

_AM1pr Points

Future and national security are closely related to public education.

Excellence in education must not ignore needs of the less privileged.

Four proposed purposes of education are to (a) develop critical

thinking, (b) understand human heritage, (c) prepare for further educa-

tion and work, and (d) build a spirit of community and service.

For schools to educate, a shared sense of purpose has to exist and

permeate all those involvcd.

Electives should only amount to one third of the total program.

More substance is needed within the allotted time, not more time.

Curriculum recommendations: (a) English is first priority, and (b) the

curriculum core (to enlarge one's vision/global perspective) should

include cultural literacy, history (U. S., West, Non-Western), science,

math, foreign lanuguage, arts, technology, health, work, senior indepen-

dent project, and service.

High school has to provide for those not going to college the transition

to citizenship in society.

Elimination of tracking is recommended.

Implications for Purpose and Process of Secondary Vocational Education

Beyond consideration of the above selected quotations end major points, an

attempt was made to examine the content of these studies for specific implica-

tions for secondary vocational education. The approach taken was to entertain

four questions with respect to the studies: (a) What is "wrong" with secondary
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education?, (b) what is "right" with secondary education?, (c) what are the

implications of what is wrong and right for the purpose of secondary education?

and (d) what are the implications of this purpose of secondary education for the

purpose of secondary vocational education? These questions have a logical order

to address--starting with question (a) and moving to question (d)--as a means to

provide internal validity to the response to question (d). Emerging from the

exploration of these questions were implications for two aspects of secondary

vocational education--its process and its product. The results of discussing

the studies are shown in Table 1.

A review of the contents of Table 1 and the discussion leading to these

contents reveals some interesting insights about the current study reports under

examination. First, the reports focus more on what is wrong with secondary edu-

cation than what is right about it. Most of the items listed under "what is

right" were derived from the implications about "what is wrong" rather than

directly from the reports.

Second, while there is considerable agreement on the need to spend more

time on the basics, there is disagreement as to what the basics entail. The

range is from the Carnegie Commission's idea (Boyer, 1983) of the basics being

communication skills, a wider vision beyond one's own life, and knowledge of the

past to the National Commission on Excellence in Education's notion of the

basics as English, mathematics, social studies, science, foreign language, and

computer science. The Carnegie Commission suggests that English is the most

crucial of these subjects. One explanation may be to envision the basics as

being defined on a continuum from very specific (and perhaps more instrumental)

to very general (and more broadly consequential). For example, at the specific

end, the basics might be described in subject matter terms such as English and

mathematics, while at the general end in terms such as being empowered to

improve society. In between these two ends would come basics described in terms

of communication skills, knowledge of past, and wider vision beyond self--or as

Goodlad suggests, problem solving, thinking, analysis, and evaluation skills.

Given this explanation, several of the above studies can be critiqued for

focusing their recommendations too narrowly on basics described in terms of sub-

ject matter with little rationale linking subject matter to more general notions

of the basics.
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Table 1

Implications of Selected Current Studies of Secondary Education for the Purpose and
Process of Secondary Vocational Education

_
What is wrong? What is (or would be)

right?a
Implications for

secondary

education

Implications_for
secondary voca-
tional education

:Purpose Purpose

-Students do not get -Schools should exist; -Mattery of oar -Make basic skills
enough basics they do serve a tain basics as a more relevant to
(mathematics,
Sciende,

so-Cial_StUdieSi

purpose. means to impower
as a means to
improve society.

student's life and
thereby learning
more satiafying.

English, and
foreign language)

-School is too re=
moved from "real"
world.

-Students are forced
to stay in_school
too long regardless
of other oppor=
tunities.

-Too much variation
in curriculum;
ought to be the
same for everyone.

- Job_specifid:_

training at the
secondary level.

- Little variation
in instructional
format.

- Students not en-
couraged to__
develop higher
level of thinking.

-Poor quality a
teachers; teadh
ing the way taugh
very "flat."

+Twelve years of
is appropriate.

school

=All students Should
get ai"godd"
edUdAtiOn.

-Teachers are needed
in schools.

+Students should have
opportunity to do
community service.

+More meaningful
electives should be
available.

-134Sitie66_and industry
Should be involved in
the school.

-Local and_state
government ate pri=
Marily_responsible
for_school policy;
federal_government
should be involved
to extent of nation-
al interesta.

-Make better use of
time already available
in school.
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- Motivation to
learn.

- Self-directed
people.

=For all StUdents.

=No specific job
training if it
detracts from
mastery of the
basics.

Prodess

+Opportunity for
community service.

- Involve business
and indUatry.

- Local and state
government pri-
marily in control.

- Make Labe of avail-

able time.

- Knowledgeable
teachers.

-Facilitate higher
order learning of
basics (i.e., appli-
cation).

- Aaaiat Stildent_to be

selfdirected (i.e.,
in control,_confi-
dent, empowered,
self-managing)_in_
work aspects of life.

- Integrate the basics
around a life role
(i.e., work).



Table 1 (continued)

Implications of Selected Current Studies of Secondary Education for the Purpose
and Process of Secondary Vocational Education

What is wrong? What is (or would be) Implicationa for
right?a secondary

education

Implications for
secondary voca-
tional education

- Little incentive
for teachers to do
well.

- Basics not defined

properly--should
include "learning
to learn" skills.

- No clear purpose.

- Lot of time is
being wasted in
school.

-Reform must con-
sider_cuiture of
each sdhool.

=aasics defineditoo
narrowly--should
address_communica-
tions
wider vision and
knowledge of past.

- Students not in-
volved in com-
munity service.

- Basics should in-
clude computer
Skills.

-English_(Iiteracy)
most important
basic skill.

+Increase_the length
in secondary schoOl;
vocational exploratory
experiences are
appropriate.

-Want both excellence
and equity in school
program.

-Basics should be
covered.

+Basics include mathe-
matics, science
social studies,
English, foreign
language versus basic
include computer
science, versus basics
include communications
wider vision, and
knowledge of past.

-Teachers should be

knowledgeabletrewarded
for good teaching,
drawn from higher
ability students, en-
thusiastic, relieved
of non-teaching re-
sponsibilities, and
have advancement pos-
sibilities.

-Grades should mean
something--based
based on explicit
standards; per-
formance testing
should be used.
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-Teachers rewarded
for good teaching.

- Teachers enthusiastic.

- Teachers not doing
non=teaching acti-
vitiet.

- Teachers have ad-
vancement possibil-
ities.

- Grades based on clear
standards.

- Use performance
testing.

- Variety in teaching
methods.

- Discipline enforced.

=Cleari_achievable
goal statements.

- Resources available
to accomplish goals.

- Articulation between_
formal_and non-formal
edudation.
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Table 1 (continued)

Implications of Selected Current Studies of Secondary Education for the Purpose
and Process of Secondary Vocational Education

What i8 Wrong? What is (or would be) Implications for Implications for
right?a secondary

education
secondary voca-

tional education

-Teachers are not_
paid enough; need
tO relate pay to
merit.

+There should be varia-
tion in student's pro-
grams.

-Teachers need is
a career ladder
(advancement=_
possibilities).

- More time is needed
to teach.

- Schools need to be
firmer with_rules
and disCipline.

- Expectations too
high for schools;
want them to do
everything.

- There is a "percep-
tion gap" between
what teachers
think is adequate
and what employers
need.

- Variety of teaching
methods should be
used.

- Discipline should be
enforced firmly.

- Have clear and achieve-
able &Ala.

- Resources must be
available to deliver
on goals.

- Articulation between_
formal_and non-formal
education.

aOr the implications for what would be considered right from what was said
to be wrong.

Note. A_"+" preceeding a Statement means that the reports disagreed on this
statement.
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Third, the reports imply a need for consideration of both excellence and

equity. They suggest everyone needs to master the basics. Little insight is

provided for the situation where resources are not sufficient to have both

excellence and equity. What is the priority in a real world of limited re-

sources?

Fourth, the reports are relatively silent about vocational education.

These words are used very infrequently; it is almost as if vocational education

was not known, or if known, was not to be legitimatized or was simply not rele-

vant to the studies' analyses and recommendations. While several suggested that

specific job training not be a part of secondary education, especially if it was

to detract from mastery of the basics, career exploration activities seemed to

be readily acceptable. A question raised concerning this issue was whether the

general educational background and professional expertise of various individuals

making up the study teams (or task forces) had consequences for the study

results. It was difficult to tell whether they were knowledgeable about voea-

tional education and whether this knowledge was brought to bear.

Fifth, there is little hard empirical data presented in the reports to

serve as a basis for problem definition and recommendation. For this reason it

is very difficult to judge validity using a disciplined inquiry perspective.

Perhaps, since the reports were written for public consumption, this data ,-ras

omitted to reduce the reading level but exists in background papers and more

complete final reports--no attempt was made by our study team to investigate

this issue. In the ease of two of the studies, that by Goodlad and the Carnegie

Commission, the study group operated from only journal and newspaper accounts

since the reports were not yet available.

Sixth, as revealed in Table 1, there is considerable disagreement among the

reports on issues related to improving secondary schools. For example, while

several of the studies suggest more time is needed for schooling, the Carnegie

Commission suggests less time should be spent in school. In turn, while Goodlad

argues for a more meaningful set of electives, the Paideia Proposal recommends a

standard curriculum with almost no electives (except choice of language). In

addition, the difference in definition of the basics has already been described.

Seventh, in reflecting on what the studies suggested was wrong and right

(or implications for what is right) with secondary education, it is apparent

that many of the suggestions concern the process of education more than its pur-

pose. For that reason, the section on implications for secondary education
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column in Table 1 is sub-divided into implications for purpose and for process.

Many of the-process implications refer to how to more effectively and effi-

ciently accompliSh suggestions for purpose. Since the process implications

would seem to apply to all aspects of secondary education, they are not repeated

again under the column listing specific implications for secondary vocational

education.

Summary

Even With the above comments, analysis of the current studies did suggest

provocative implications for the purpose of secondary vocational education.

Perhaps the most meaningful summary is to repeat those implications as shown in

Table 1. The purpose of secondary vocational education might be considered to

be:

1. Make basic skills more relevant to student's life and thereby learning
more satisfying.

2. Facilitate higher order learning of basics (i.e., application).

3. Integrate the basics around a student's present and future life role
(i.e.i work).

4. Assist student to be self-directed (i.e., in control, confident,
impowered, self-managing) in work aspects of life.
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Pad IH

Implications of 20th Century Perspectives
on the Purpose of Vocational Education

In order to place the previous section concerning the implications of

current studies of secondary education in context, a second strategy used in

the search for purpose of secondary vocational education was to examine the

perspectives of those who had addressed the purpose of vocational education in

the past. In selecting historical perspectives, an attempt was made to

include early 20th century leaders in the field of vocational education as

well as some more recent position statements. It was not possible to examine

all of the position statements that may have been written, particularly those

most recent. Rather, the direction taken was to try to sample in a purposive

way so as to include a wide variety of perspectives. A limitation of this

approach is that it does not provide good evidence about the normatiVe or most

common perspective held. However, it seemed more appropriate for the purposes

of the study group to seek the widest possible diversity as a means to stimu-

late fresh thought and creative ideas and to insure the early representation

of a broad set of interests in vocational education.

As in the previous section, the results of the study group's work will

first be summarized by listing selected quotations and major points from the

individual perspectives examined, and then by including a synthesis of

discussion results concerning implications for the purpose of secondary voca=

tional education. The presentation of significant quotations and major points

will begin with early key leaders in vocational education; more recent

perspectives will follow. No importance should be attached to the specific

order of presentation.

Selected Quotations and Major Points

o Snedden, D. (1920). Vocational education. New York: MacMillan.

Selected Quotations

There oan be no helpful vocational_education that does not rest
on a sound system of economiOS. The painful yetirs are showing
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us how little legislators, business men, labor leaders, and
educators know of the enduring laws of economics and how, out of
the soil of this ignorance, rank poisonous plants of fantaetic
creed and malevolent purpose may easily grow. The ignorance of
the citizenry of today, confronted by the endless economic
problems produced by modern conditions of production, is com-
parable to that of the primitivc. natives in1 Mediterranean
countries and later in North America when the currents of com-
merce sowed wide thern seeds of the bubonic_and other plagues.
But there are few current economic problems which do not inti-
mately affect, and are not intimately affected by vocational edu-
cation. Man must produce economic goods if he is to live; he
must produce them well and efficiently if he is to live well and
efficiently; and he must be trained long and exactingly if he is
to produce efficiently. As far as present conditions of thought
permit, the writer has tried to hold up for consideration in the
background the most pertinent of the economic problems
underlying vocational education. (p. viii and ix).

Shall we have vocational education in the high school? Yes, if the
floors and grounds of the high school, primarily designed to serve
the purposes of liberal education, can be adapted to give practical
training to Iocomotive_engineers, coal miners, street ear motormen,
sailors, printers, shoe machine operatives, traction engine driv-
ers, poultry raisers, carpenters; no, if sincere and honest (not
camouflaged) vocational education for these callings requires the
provisions of realistic working conditions and genuine productive
work. (p. 24)

When_the Iearneri_whether at_fifteeni_twenty, or twenty-five
years of agei is ready to_enter_upon his vocation (or, equally,
the vestibuled approach to it, provided by the vocational
school) shall he give one hour daily_to some_dainty studies of
that vocation, or shall-he give_to its pursOit_an honest_seven
or_eight hours daily? For_the_present we see neither_sincerity
nor_effectiveness in_the_"bIended"_or "layer cake" programs of
liberal and vocational education as it is often proposed to
organize these within the working day; (p. 24)

There are those, indeed, who also foresee a period in the life
Of the strong woman When, after her children are_growni the
routine of homemaking for two_adults will not suffice_to keep
her_powers_adequatay empIoyed4 For this_period of her life
also, she might wen have the needed guidance, training, and
opportunity to render such economic service as she can. (p. 40)

Ma or Points-

- There are three types of problems to consider. First are problems

of meaning: What do we actually mean and intend by vocational education?

Under what conditions and to what extent is it different from
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nonvocational education? Second are problems of aims: Is society

expected to provide schools for all possible forms of vocational educa-

tion? In the case of any given vocation what are desirable limits to

school directed training, instruction and idealization? And third are

problems of method and of administration: Having once determined what we

seek, how shall we proceed to reach our goals?

The word "vocation" refers to the sense of calling, chi I occupation

or primary gainful pursuit. A distinction is made between direct and

indirect vocational education. Indirect vocational education is referred

to as vocational by-education because it is a by-product of activities

assigned primarily for other purposes. Direct vocational education

includes "only those forms in which training for a specified vocation is

the primary, central, and controlling purpose, and in which production,

recreation, control, etc., are all regarded as secondary, minor, or inci-

dental purposes" (p. 8). Snedden argues that, although the bulk of the

world's vocational education has been and is essentially by-education,

more direct vocational education is needed.

The purpose of vocational education and indicators of its effectiveness

were clearly expressed: "The primary aims of vocational education being,

then to enhance directly the productive powers of the individual (the

objects of liberal or general education being to improve his powers

of utilization), it follows that the effectiveness of that education for

any period and for any occupational field, whether as by-education or as

direct education, must be determined primarily in terms of results as

found in the total productive life of the individual . . ." (p. 35).

Productive capacity can be measured in terms of the exchangeability of

one's efforts for the services of others.

Vocational education should primarily serve the status quo of society

rather than attempt to shape the society or anticipate changes in

vocational needs and patterns. "Any comprehensive program of vocational

education must be designed primarily to prepare young persons for the

effective exercise of productive vocations as now found; it may be

designed secondarily and incidentally to anticipate probable social

changes in the character and incidence of vocational activities; and,

under some circumstances (taking due account of the relatively
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fundamental and only slightly controllable character of economic forces),

to further desirable, and to restrain undesirable, economic tendencies by

its emphasis on one or the other of different possible education objec-

tiveS" (p. 411).

Appraisal of the place of women in vocational education and in productive

activities seems fuzzy and not entirely consistent. Child rearing was

largely claimed to be the responsibility of women and that was their

chief role in life: "The effective rearing of children in the capa-

city of wife and mother must always have priority of importance as

woman's work" (p. 414). Although Snedden did state that "women have

always been producers of economic service equally at least with men'

(p. 414), he seemed to believe that women's strength and ability limit

the location and type of productive service they can render. However, he

went on to say, they should not be made parasites or dependents. "It is

a reasonable expectation that women will, in proportion to their strength

and ability, always continue to be, no less than men, producers of

valuable service. From time to time in past history, as wel). as at pres-

ent, wealthy and powerful men have been able and have preferred to main-

tain their wives, daughters and female entertainers in the half-parasitic

condition which enhances their aesthetic and convivial attractiveness"

(p. 414). This state of conspicuous, but socially unproductive consump=

tion was described as a social disease.

Little emphasis is given to home economics education in the secondary

school. The concept of home economics education appears to be limited to

training females to become skilled at performing housekeepng tasks.

"Where girls have had or can be induced to obtain a large amount of prac-

tical experience in their own homes, and if the school instruction is

definitely correlated with such home experience, the net outcome will be

a form of 'vocational extension education' which may prove to be somewhat

valuable for farmers' daughters and others not leaviing the home to work

for wages. But for the large majority of girls in our industrial and

commerical cities, home economics education given at the ages from twelve

to sixteen will probably produce little permanent power of 'execution';

but it will, when properly organized, give rise to appreciations of a

fairly definite sort, useful as foundations for subsequent training in
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skill and management." (p. 453) "The years immediately preceding and

immediately follosling marriage are, in the last analysis, the best for

education in homemaking as a vocation" (p. 454).

Prosser, C. A., & Quigley T. H. (1949). Vocational education_in a_
democracy. Chicago: American Technical Society.

o Prosser, C. A. (1913, March). The meaning of industrial education.
VocationaL_Education, 401-410.

Selected-Quotations

Education it the result_of experiences whereby we become_more or
leas able to adjust ourselves to the demands of_the particular
form of soci y in which we live and work. (p. 1)

Vocational education becomeS that pot of the total experience
of the individual WherebY_he learns successfully to carry on a
gainful occupation. (pi 2)

To_the degree that occupations are intellectually deadening
and emotionally coarsening, causing the citizen to seek escape
from them, to that degree are the individual citizens and
society in an alarming state. (p. 17)

The social purpose of a liberal education--especially of public
liberal education in a democracy--rather than being for the
worthy use of leisure seems to be far more for the fuller par-
ticipation in the earnest work of the world. (p. 19)

Successful men and Women live, move, have their beings, and
rise to social eminence through, and within the atmosphere of,
their occupations. (p. 21)

If his work or vocation is neither personally enjOyable to himself
nor socially valuable to hiS felloWai the "living" earned by it
w4,711 correspond. (p. 25)

It should be said_in passing that when the American technical
high school now so common in our large cities finds its real field
of service, it will not be as a preparatory school for the engi-
neering college-=a service Which that collegm does not regard as
necessary since its entrance requirements still recognize and
favor the old line high school. It will be as a finishing school
preparing young men (and young women) for favorable entrance, as
prospective non-commissioned officers, and possibly ultimately as
executives, on the business and directive side of industry and
commerce. (p. 73)

Its pirpose_should_be not to SupOlant but supplement general
education. (0. 126)
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Once a pupil has-entered upon_vocational training, its controlling
purpose should be to equip him foi; 'the-work-he wants to do. (p. 127)

Vocational education offers a greater opportunity than other
forms of training for developing habits of thinking which as
habits may be carried over by the individual and used in dealing
with civic and social problems. (p. 93)

General education prepares us to live well. Vocational education
prepares us to work well. (p. 401)

While the dominant purpose of vocational schools always must be to
prepare boys and girls for successful wage earning, no school
worthy of the name will fail at the same time to fit its pupils
for intelligent citizenship. (p. 401)

TheiAMerican_sohools Will become_truIy democratic when we learn to
train all kinds_of_men in ail_ kinds of ways, for all kinds of
thingsi_ We wiII__do_this, when the American people, including the
American_schoolmaster, begin to realize it is just as important to
make a good blacksmith, a good carpenteri_a good mechanici_as_it
is to make a good lawyer. We will never solve the problem of
efficient vocational education until we are ready to take this
position. (p. 406)

Somewhere in the life of every boy and girl there is a point
before which they cannot go out to work with advantage to them.;
selves and to the social order. Permitting children to_go to
work before that point may be a temporary advantage to their
parents and to an industry, although this is doubtful, but the
effect is to shorten the period of productivity and efficiency at
the other end of the life of the wage earner. As a business prop-
osition, if for no other reason, the state in discharging its
duty to childhood and to the next generation needs to lengthen the
period of infancy by prohibiting children from working before that
point at which they can do it to their own physical, mental,
moral, and industrial advantage. (p. 408)

MA or Points

- Vocational education is defined as "The transmission Of knowledge or

skill under conditions where, on the one hand, the function of the

instructor is recognized and, on the other, the need of the group for

instruction is recogniZedft (0, 5).

- Training for work in a democratic society is essential.

- Democratic education evokes a citizen's interest in daily Woek.

- Education in a democracy should be more for full participation in

the earnest work of the world Eta opposed to being for leisure.



Vocations function as: (a) the basic vehicle for "successful"

(b) channels of friendship and sociability, and (c) the muscle

cooperative social action and distinction.

Life's values are enhanced by education through work.

The way persons in society earn their living and the

interconnected.

Vocational education is consistent

philosophy of education.

There is a social need for

inefficiencies.

citizens,

of

living they earn are

with the accepted American social

vocational education as revealed by vocational

Vocational troubles are at the core of many social maladjustments.

Students have different interests and talents. Forcing all through a

curriculum made for commonality doesn't make sense.

Vocational education conserves natural resources and human resources.

Flux in skill and knowledge ean be met by vocational education.

Adaptation and readaptation of the worker is more systematic and economi-

cal via vocational education through the "pick up" method.

Vocational education encourages invention or discovery.

All jobs require some intelligence. The more technical a job, the more

"job" intelligence is needed. Charles R. Richards' occupational intelli-

gence formula is E = M + T + I, where: (E) efficiency depends upon

possession of the necessary 04) manipulative skill, the possession of the

necessary functioning (T) technical knowledge, and the possession of the

(I) intelligence to apply the knowledge to the problem or job.

Vocational education ean develop (a) intrinsic intelligence (ability to

use facts), (b) general intelligence (sound thinking procedures and

transfer of learning), and (c) ideals and standards of performance

(results of correct thinking).

Vocational education improves morale and morale affects individual

stability.

Prosser's Theorema about vocational education:

1. Vocational education
environment in which
environment in which

2. Effeetive Vodational
training of jobs are

will be efficient in proportien aS the
the learner is trained iS a replica of the
he must sUbsequentlY worki

training can only be given where the
carried on in the same way with the Same
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operationsi_the_same tools and the same machines as in the
occupation itself.

3. Vocational education will be effective in proportion as it trains
the individual directly and specifically in the thinking habits
and the manipulative habits required in the occupation itself.

4 Vocational education will be effective in proportion AS it
enables each individual to capitalize hia interests, aptitudes
and intrinsic intelligende to the higheat possible degree.

5. Vocational_education for_any,professionaI calling, trade, occupa-
tion or job can only be given to the selected_group Of individ=
uals who need it, want it and are able to peOfit by it.

6. Vocational training will be effective in proportion as the specif-
ic training experiences for forming right habits of doing and
thinking are repeated to the point that the habits developed are
those of the finished skills necessary for gainful employment.

7. Vocational education will be effective iniptopOrtion da the _

instructor has had successful experience in the application of
skills_and knowledge to the OperatiOna and processes he under-
takes to teach.

8. For_every_occupation there is a minimum of_productive ability
which,an,individual must possess in order to_SedUre Or_retain_
employment in that:occupation. If VOcatiOnal edUcation_is not
carried to that_point with that indiVidual, it is neither per-
sonally nor socially effectiVe.

9. Vocational education_muat recognize conditions as they are and
must train individUals_to meet the demands of the "market" even
though it_may be_true that more efficient ways of Condudting the
occupation may be known and that better working cOnditions are
highly desirable.

10. The effective establiahment of process habits in any learner_will
be secured in proportion as the training is given on actual jobs
and not on exercises or pseudo jobs.

11. The only reliable_sOurce Of COntent for_specific training in an
occupation is in the ekperiences of masters of that occupation.

12. For_every_occupation there is a body of content which_is_peculiar
to that occupation and which practically has tio funOtioning value
in any other occupation.

13. Vocational education will render effidieht social service in pro-
portion aslit meets_the_specific training needs of any group_at
the timid they need it and in such a way that they can most effe0-
tively profit by the instruction.
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14. Vocational education will be socially efficient in proportion as
in its methods of instruction and in personal relations with
learners. It takes into consideration the particular charac-
teristics of any particular group which it serves.

15. The administration of vocational education will be efficient in
proportion as it is elastic and fluid rather than rigid and
standardized.

16. Which every reasonable effort Should be made to reduce per capita
cost, there is a minimum below which effective vocational educa-
tion cannot be given, and if the course does not permit of this
minimum of per capital cost, vocational education should not be
attempted.

o Venn G. (1970). Man, education, and manpower. Washington, : The
American Association of School Administrators.

Selected Quotations

The_question of quality revolves around the doncept_that education
must,prepare students for the kind bf_ world in which they will be
living es adults. _If eduCatiOn does_not do this, it will fail in
ite_purposeo_nO tatter how "well educatedr our citizens become._ No
Matter what level of educational attainment is reached. (p. 106)

For nearly 100 years the curriculum in our schools forced students
into one of three programs: general, college preparatory, or voca-
tional. In nearly evt I high School, most students have been urged
to select the statud . of Icollege prep", often despite the stu-
dent's aptituded, interests, or gifts. Those who did not drop out
or were able to put up_with mediocrity were assigned to the general
curriculum. A few hardy souls, with parents who dither didn!t care
about school for schooling's sake or Were wiser than the teachers,
chose the vocational program (Which waS often in such low esteem in
the school that its quality was lower than any other program). (P.
107)

Moat yoUtig people have little knowledge of the kindS_OfWOrk_that_
will_be done when they become adults;_ the time When youngsters knew
about work by casual acquaintance With it in the community is gone.
(p. 109)

Everyone needs the opportunity to learn employability skills, such
as_responsibiIity, cooperation, taking instructiond, being on time,
and remaining on the job. More people lose jobs because of lack of
these skills than for any other readon. (p. 110)

The faot that tOdt Students_electing the college prep course, haVe
no career plans oriworse, have made no study of career oppor-
tunitite tends to make their school experience nontelevant to their
own goals. (p. 110)
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There may be excellence or shoddiness in every Iine of human
endeavor. We must work to honor excellence (indeed, to demand it)
in every socially accepted human activity, however humble the activ=
ity, and to scorn shoddiness, however exalted the activity. An
excellent plumber is infinitely more admirable than an incompetent
philosopher. The society which scorns excellence in plumbing
because plumbing is a humble activity and tolerates shoddiness in
OLilosophy because it is an exalted activity will have neither good
plumbing nor good philosophy. Neither its pipes nor its theories
will hold water. (Gardner, 1968, p. 66 in Venn, 1970, p. 119)

Students do give up. After receiving a report card every six
weeks for eight years which says they are at the bottom, they
don't have to be too smart to conclude that it is socially more
acceptable to be lazy than to be dumb. Someone has said that the
report card itself really isn't so bad. What makes it hard is that
the parents have to sign the report card, and by signing agree to
the facts as stated. (p. 120)

There is no time at which to end education. There is no point in a
persons life when helms accumulated all the_knowledge he wants or
can use. General recognition of this fact, together with a
remarkable response by public and private organizations, has made
adult education one of the fastest growing segments of American
education. (p. 123)

If we are to reach a large part of our youth while they are still
in school, we_must relate learning with earning._ If we are really
to_develop a manpower_pollcy which will help to prepare youth for
entry into the work force in a sensible and efficient manner, we
must have a youth wage policy consistent with the concept of
earning while learning. (p. 130)

The_conoept of:work experience as learning oniy_for the poori_the
uneducatedi_and_the_unempIoyed is denegrating to those involved as_
well as supportive of a philosophy that work experience is not part
of quality education. (p. 237)

Major Points

- Recommendations for school programs:

1. Schooling should be established on a continuous year round
basis with career oriented secondary curricula.
Occupational exploration should_begin in the elementary
schools and gradually increase in sophistication and depth
into the senior high school years.

2. Vocational education must become a part of every level of
education in order to assist the individual in making Cue
transition from school to work.



3. Work experience should be required of all students
regardleSS of their curriculum before graduation.

4. Work experience, required of all students, should be of
three kinds: exploratory, in terms of learning about career
area; employability skill training to learn attitudes and
responsibilities; and skill acquisition in an occupational
area.

The_grading system needs to be redesigned to order not to
discourage students from part74 .cipating school.

6. There must be public review of planS and programs by inde-
pendent advisory groups.

7. $010615 MUst_follow up the_progress of_students after
leaving school. This includes an evaluation at the end of
the program as well as future evaluations.

Recommendation* for special services program:

1. Local employment services run by the United States
Employment Service should be required by federal legislation
to assist school placement offices.

2. Services must be available for handicapped and disabled
people who wish to be a part of any vocational program.

3. Over 40% percent of students who enter college do not grad-
uate; there are few available services or individuals
assigned the responsibility for assisting these students to
make the transition from dropping out of college to work.

Recommendations for economic changes:

1. Contractual arrangements between local education agencies
and private businesses must be encouraged if it is the least
expensive methoa of financing educational programs.

2. Congress must be prevailed upon to pass new legislation
which Will provide wage scales for students who are earning
and learning.

3. Funds provided by the Department of Labor and Office Of
Education should be available to states_whiCh inStitute
programs to reduce school drop-out leVels.

4. There ShaUld_be_more federal assistance to students needing
fUnd8 for continuing their education besides the students
who are in college related programs.

5. In order to reach a large part of youth who are in school,
learning with earning muat be related.
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General concerns:

1. One must question whether increasing investments for
research will bring as much immediate change as investing
in new program diversity.

2. Theineeds and goals of individuals must be the basic foun-
datibh of education instead of the needs of the labor
market.

3. Since most people today will typically change jobb four or
five times during their work livet, A long range policy of
preparing individuals with simple, specific job skills no
longer makes sense. It is becoming increasingly less pro-
ductive to teach specific skills, even though specific
entry skills are required in order to join the labor force.

4 Continuing education has become necessary fbe eVeryond.

5. Discrimination in today's society has become more a matter
of education and skills than color or race.

o Evans, R. N. (1971). Foundations of vocational-education. Columbus,
OH: Charles F. Merrill Publishing Company.

Selected Quotations

The earliest and most_widely accepted objective of vocational edu=
cation is to provide a mechanism for meeting the manpower needs of
the local community. (p. 9)

When_an'individual coUld_expect to_spend_a lifetime_in_the same
odedPation and could_expect_to transmit_to his_chiIdren in essen-
tially unchanged form the_skiIIs knowIedgesi_and attitudes which
he_had learned, the need for institutionalizing vocational educa-
tion_was much less than it is now,_when few people dab eXpect to
engage in exactly the same productive activitiet foe eVen a year.
(p. 9-=.10)_

It might be more accurate to say that times have Changed so that
unless a person has learned to work, he is not educated. (p. 15)

For vocational education to serve the manpower fleet:18_0f Society
effectively, a system of long=term manowee foredasting iS needed.
(p. 21)

Not all educators see the meeting of manpower needs as a desirable
objective of education. (p. 26)

Academic educators feel that vocational edwatiOn deceeases indi
vidual options. PerhapS this iS true in some vocational courses
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for some students. _Ea for most_vocational_students,_ options

are MarkedlY increaseci_by_the availability of vocational educe.=
tibbiLand_as_more_vocational educators_accept the increasing of
individual options as_a basic objective, the proportion
will increase. (p. 29)

The least underntood_of the three major_objectives of vocational
education iSithat Which suggests that vocational education can_and
ShOUld 46nadiously interpret general education to vocational stu-
dents. (p. 51)

A better view sees vocational educatift content as that which
helps a person to succeed odcupationally, but is not needed by
everyone. (p. 53)

Ma or Points

- Vocational education has three general objectives: to meet the manpower

needs of society, to increase the options which are available to stu-

dents, and to provide motivation for learning.

- Meeting the manpower needs of society was the principal objective of

vocational education until the authorization of the Vocational Education

Act of 1963. However, it is still crucial due to the increasing rate of

technological change.

- Whether vocational education actually increases the options which

are available to students is not generally agreed upon by educators,

but through its employment-related effects, youth organizations, oppor-

tunities to work and earn wages (especially for females), options for

individuals are increased. This is espcially true for those not having

many opportunities before becoming vocational students.

- As motivation for learning, the role of vocational education is to

interpret general education and its value to vocational students.

- General education is "education which is needed by every student and

_which is necessary for acquiring the ability to cope with one's environ-

ment in today's world" (p. 52).

- Vocational education, which is educational content that assists in the

occupational success of an individual, is not needed by all, as is

general education. It provides reasons, however, for learning basic

general academic skills, and it contributes to a student's reasons for

mmaining in school.



o Wirth, A. (1972). 2_eytEducaticminttinoll_societ (pp.169-181).
Scranton, NJ: Intext Educational Publishers.

Wirth, A. (1974, Winter). Philosophical issues in the vocational-
liberal studies nontroversy (1900-1917): John Dewey vs. the
social efficiency philosophers. Studies in Philosophy and
Education, 105-118.

Selected_Quotations

Dewey was aware that science-technology had the power to debase
life as well as the power to enrich it. In the late 1920'3 he
wrote: "Science . . has played its part in generating enslave-
ment of men, women and children in factories in which they are
animated machines to tend inanimate machines. It has maintained
sordid slums, flurried and discontented careers, grinding poverty
and luxurious wealth, brutal exploitation of nature and man in
times of peace and high explosives and noxious gases in times_of
war. Man4 a child in understanding himself, has placed in his
hands physical tools of incalculable power. He plays with them
like a child, and whether they work harm or good is largely a
matter of accident." (Dewey, 1927, p. 176 in Wirth, 1972, p. 170)

With a haunting sense of the more ominous dangers still to come,
Dewey added, "Humanity is not, as was once thought, the end for
which All things were formed; it is but a slight and feeble thing,
perhaps an episodic one, in the vast stretch of the universe. But
for man, man is the center of interest and the measure of
importance." (Dewey, 1927, p. 176 in Wirth, 1972, p, 176)

He was notl_howevert of a temperament to embrace existential
despair. If man's own Mind had created_grave threatsi_it was_also
the source of his_power to turn_things around. _flThe more an organ-
ism_learns_. the more it has to learn in order to keep itself
going; otherwise death and catastrophe." (Dewey, 1951, p. 523 in
Wirth, 1972, p. 171)

Dewey felt that modern circumstances provided a chance for the
American people to surmount old dualisms. If their tradition of
democratic ideals were combined with the intellectual liberation of
science, they might create a civilization which would give more
people a chance to experience fullness as human beings.
Unfortunately, American culture was thus far guilty of missing its
opportunity. Dewey noted that it had not only perpetuated_ancient
dualisms but had created new ones. This was true of the nation!s
intellectual development where Americans rejected the facts of evo-
lution; it was true of their social life, where an obsession with
money led them to sell out the democratic dream for cheap
materialism; it was true in education, where pressures were
emerging to replace sterile rote-learning with pSeudo-reforms of
utilitarian trade training. (Wirth, 1972, p. 173)
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insricans paid a heavy price for the unbalanced imrsuit of monetary
gain. Life had become marked by mechanization and the worship of
technique as an end instead of means, by standardization and the
concomitant homogeneity of thought_and opinion instead of flexible,
critical thinking; and by quantification, with consequmt imper-
sonality and "superficiality" of soul. When left unchecked, the
new industrial system introduced both dramatic and Subtle changes
into the pattern of culture: the decline of family_farms, the
replacement of old-type artisans by assembly Iine machine tenders,
the commercialization of college athletics, the sensationalism of
the press, the manipulative thrust of advertising and public
relations and the tensions and compulsive drives of businessmen.
(Wirth, 1972, p. 176)

Snedden worked from an asusmptions about the nature of social life
which he borrowed from his sociology teacher Franklin Giddings:
"Society, like the material world . . passes from homogeneity and
indefiniteness of nonw-organization to the heterogeneity and definite-
ness of organization. The process of selection is bated upon the
differenced growing out of the unequal conditions of both heredity
and nurture to which man is born. Inequality-=physicai, mental,
and moral--is an inevitable characteristic of the social
population." (Wirth, 1974, p. 169)

Vocational education must establish habits: habits of correct
thinking and of correct doing. Hence, its fundamental theory must
be that of habit psychology. The new scientific paychology
pioneered by Edward Thorndike, said Prosser, assumed that the mind
is a habit-forming machine. There was an_obvious fit between this
psychological theory and vocational education when the latter waS
conceived as "essentially a matter of establishing certain habits
through repetitive training both in thinking and doing." (Wirth,
1974, p. 174)

Dewey replied sharply,that his differences_with_Snedden were prow._
foundly,social and politicalaS Well as educational: "The kind of
vocational education ia WhiCh I_am_interested in is not one which
will 'adapt' workert to the existing industrial regime: I am nOt
sufficiently in love with the regime for that. _It_StetS tin_Me that
theibOtneta of_all_who would not be educational tite=servers is to
reSist every_move in this_ directionliandito Strive for a kind of
vocational education which will fitat alter the existing industrial
system, and ultimately transform it." (Wirth, 1974, p. 176)

As We approach the_last decades of the twentieth century a major
challenge for all societies is to create life Stylea_which_will
overcome the divorce of technology from humanistic concerns. If we
make it, educational reform_and social renewal will_go on together.
The emergence of educational experiments aimed at providing human-
izing experiencet with technology will be one kind of Sign. The
flourishing of bland, well-engineered school efforts to Serve
narrow technocratic efficiency needs will be a counterindication.
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The inner conflict over which kind of society Americans want to
create with the power of science and technology continues--only the
stakes are getting higher. (Wirth, 1974, p. 181)

Ma or-Points

The philosophical rationale of Dewey's interest:

1. The industrial education movement holds possibilities for
educational reform but "narrow utilitarism" is a potential
problem. Conditions under which vocational aspects are
helpful or harmful need to be determined.

2. Education without science and technology is inadequate, but
the negative effects of science should be considered.

3. Man's learning results_in new Challenges due to the Changed
conditions which have been Created.

Dewey's battle against dualism:

1. Separation/dualism--or lack of wholeness that may be
typified by the Platonic tradition==limits the potential of
a democratic society. Instead of moving beyond dualism,
American culture perpetuated it through its economic,
social and educational system.

2. The total pattern of culture is a more influential educator than
the school system alone.

Dewey's economic critique:

1. The ways of providing for life's necessities pervades other
aspects of life because of the "mental patterns" that are
developed.

2. The inconsistency Imtween the materialism of the marketplace
and the religious/spiritual beliefs in the United States
poses a moral_problem. Pursuing monetary gain haa resulted
in a new dualism and power structure.

3. Three alternatives to the new dualism are possible: continue
the present system, adopt a system of state determinism, or
plan a "new society" in accord with the perceived spirit of
American life.

Z. The:quality of sdhooling reflects decisions about the organi-
zation of ilaerican life.

Views of social efficiency philosophers (Snedden and Prosser):

1. The task of education is to aid the economy in functioning
as efficiently as possible by making each Person a more
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"fit" member_of society. The kind of citizen wanted needS
to be defined, and training designed that hat the capaCity
to produce this kind of person.

2. Human beings are:viewed as being of ability levels that
parallel hietarchial work requirements.

3. EdUcation_should be "practical" in the sense of being
designed for specific employment. "HASters" Of oedupations
are more appropriate resources and teachers than traditional
educators for this type of preparation.

4. The fUndaMental_theory of vocational education should be the
"habit"_psychology of_Thorndike. _Instruction ShOUld
late the work environment; _Administrative organiZation

_

should be separate from that of general education so that
manpower training Could be accomOlished.

Views of Dewey:

1. The_task of education_is to reconcile or overcome_the
contradictions of society by developing strategies to_bring
"qualities_of demecraticlethos into_institutions_being
transformed by Sdience, technology and_corporatism."_ Youth
shOUld be helped to_understand how human_experience is
tratiaterMed by these forces, so that they could be able to
evaluate institutions.

2. Human beings_are viewed as capable of being a part of a
planning society.

3. Education Should be "practical" in the sense of integrating
the intellectual and "doing" aspects of learning through
authentic involvement.

o Warmbrod, J. R. (1974). The liberalization of vocationaI=education. Paper
premented at the American Vocational Association Convention, New
OrleanS. Danville, IL: Interstate.

Selected Quotations

They conclude that narrow and specific vocational training appears
to have no useful role at the high school level. (p. 2)

I Maintain that_this_dichotomization_of the purposes and content
of_secondary_education into_vocational and academie segmenta is
precisely the culprit that can help_explain why the promise envis-
ioned for vocational education has been SlOW to materialize.
(p. 3=4)

We MUSt reeegnize that_theory and knowledge are inseparable from
practice And experience. (p. 5)
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We must not equate vocational education with occupational predesti-
nation to directed rather than directive occupations. (p. 5)

Broaden the purpose of vocational education in secondary schools
from that of a narrow "trade=school orientation" that equates
vocational education with skill training to a more liberal concept
that recognizes the contribution vocational education can and does
make to a variety of developmental tasks of adolescents.

. skills, knowledge, and attitudes which enhance or impede
entry to an progress in the world of work are not limited to those
acquired in courses with the label "vocational." (p. 6)

Major Points

Expanding the purpose of vocational education ean bridge the gap between

vocational and general education. Occupational preparation is not only due

to the vocational education curriculum.

A decade after the 1963 vocational education legislation, the value of

vocational education in preparation of students for work was still question-

able due to fact that only vocational education has that responsibility.

The separation of vocational education from general education partially

explains vocational education's lack of success.

The broader purposes of vocational education should include: (a) occupa-

tional orientation and exploration, (b) career planning and decision

making, (c) preparation for advanced study, (d) development of general

employment skills, and (e) specific (traditional) employment skills.

Expanding the purpose is not an abdication of vocational education's prior

purpose. It is only to remove the barriers between vocational education

and general education. A purpose of public education is to teach students

about and prepare them for the world of work. Career development goals are

part of the broadening of the purpose of vocational education. Skills

necessary for occupational success include "general education" skills.

o Grubb,_ W. N., & Lazerson, N. (1975, November). Rally 'round the workplace:
Continuities and fallacies in eareer education. Harvard Educational
heview, 451-474.

SeleetedAuotations

Career educators believe that_ftstudents will enjoy career education
because of its realism, edulators will advocate (it) because of its
relevance, communities and school patrons will approve (it) because
of ita congruence with societal needs, and business and employers
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will aggressively support (it) because of ita Oradtidality and
efficiency." (Marlandl 1974i p. 185 in Grubb and Lazerson, p. 455)

The vocational education movement gathered support from busi=
neSSmen, educators, social reformers, and labor. Its advocated
argued that vocational education would produce a skilled labor
force, contribute to further economic development, elevate manual
labor to a higher status, and restore relevance to the schools. By
teaching industry, discipline, submission to authority, respect for
property rightS, and acceptance of one's place in the industrial
order, vocational education woad combat social decay, industrial
unrest, and alienation from work. Pupils would cease to drop out
of school_because vocational training would give them the skins
they woad need as adults in the labor market. Moreover, poverty
would be eradicated. Finally vocational education would provide a
greater recognition of individual and group differences by
reshaping the curriculum and pedagogy to fit the socioeconomic
background, abilities, aspirations, and the "probable future of the
child." Viewed in a broader social context, the introduction of
vocationaiism into the school was part of a movement by the educa-
tional system to embrace the goals, structure, and methods of cor-
porate capitalism. (p. 458)

The aSsUMptiOns of_career educators about the nature of vork:and
the deM4hd_for_labor_are largely a myth; The world they pOSiti in
Which_career_education,can make all work_satisfying_and Ali
training useful, is a world weiwoUld_no_doubt_prefer to_the one we
inhabit. But in constructing this Btopia,_career_education simply
reflects the_more general dilemmetof schooling. Capitalism is an
economic SyStem in which_capital_is central. As part of a drive
fOr_profits and_the accummulation of capital, managers_in an tdonOt
id system like_ours endlessly divide, simplify, ahd
This_results=in,an increase in unemployment and_a_constant status
ofunderemployment for most workers._ The economic_system values
capital resources at the eXpense of_human resources. ,Yet the
schooling system iS dbarged_with the development of human resour
dies_ and thus it-6 central purpose is in sad contradiction to that
of the economic System it serves. (p. 472)

Ma or Points

Career education (and vocational education) are rationalized to the public

through the use of false assumptions.

= Educational requirements of jobs are artifically inflated.

There is substantial dissatisfaction with work (this feeling is supressed

during periods of high unemployment because workers feel it is just "good"

to have a job).

Vocational education is inefficient in reducing the gap between rich and

poor, in enhancing school learning, in solving social and economic problems
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and in making physical work more satisfying.

The assumed moral benefits of work do not fit the real nature of most jobs

nor the logic of corporate captialism.

Most jobs have very short career ladders--there is little likelihood that

vocational education will affect upward mobility.

It is the economic structure that is largely at fault for unemployment,

underemployment and work dissatisfaction--not its victim.

Career education (vocational education) reduces expectations, limits aspira-

tions and increases commitment to the existing social structure.

Carder education (vocational education) accerts the present economic

system as just and thereby, "seeks to make people satisfied with their

roles in a society that distributes social goods inequitably. It stresses

the importance of increasing productivity without asking what is being

produced and toward what ends. It claims that American society does not

need all the intellectual and developed capacities of its citizens in the

work force without asking whether such a waste of capabilities makes

sense." (p. 474)

o Silberman, H. F. (1980, September). Nom-economic returns of vocational edu-
cation. Vocational-Edunatlon 43-45.

Selected Quotations

In this viewpoint the primary purpose of vocational education is to
promote full human development through exposure of the learner to
activities that are intrinsically meaningful and absorbing. (p. 43)

The purpose of_the_work iS to further_the education of the student,
the work is subordinate to the educational process. This is work
for education. (0. 43)

More often_than not people fail to be admitted inc;o_the primary
labor market, are fired or fail to be promoted on their jobs because
they lack those personal qualities rather than teChnidal deficien-
cies. (p. 44)

Toevaluate intrinsic results one must use measures of personal
growth rather than employment statistics or salary records. (p. 44)

Ma or__Points

- Vocational education has benefits Other than extrinsic skills training.

These personal qualities "may be as vital to the attainment of extrintic
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economic benefits as the acquisition of technical skint" (p. 44)1

The intrinsic purposes of vocational education promote full human develop-

ment through exposure of learner to particularly meaningful activities

utilizing work experience as part of an educational process to enrich the

spirit.

The criterion of success of intrinsic activities is personal growth,

evidenced by dedication to task and level of voluntary participation.

Evaluation of vocational education designed for intrinsic effects should be

done through comparison with academic students, assessment of human develop-

ment, and student's personal satisfaction.

Masan development dimensions include personal competence, aesthetic

expression, integrity, cooperativeness, and altruism.

To achieve intrinsic results, vocational education needs to move outside of

the school building.

o Violasi P. C. (1981, Spring). Reflections on theories of human capital,
skill training and vocational education. Educational Theory, 31(2),
137151.

Selected Quotations

All students should have knowledge about and skills relative to
such things as mechanics, electricity, hand tools, various
materials, nutrition and cooking, design and decorating. (p. 150)

The typical_pattern_of development in this century has been the
increasing_specialization of tasks, segmentation of the work proc-
ess and close integration of those segmented aspects of each indi-
vidual work station into the total peoduCtion Or business process.
(p; 145)

In retrospect it seems_that we made a wrong turn in our educational
history_wheni in_accordance with E.L. Thorndike's_arguments:against
generalized transfer of training4 we moved to train specialized
skills rather than general intelligence. A careful_examination of
Drucker's and WeisbrOd's modern_formUlation_of_human capital theory
indicated that_their conceptions are actually more closely allied
to the Nen and Mahn position than the way modern vocationalists
have applied the theory. (p. 149)

It would seem that human capital-theories doinoti as_has_been long
believed, adequately explain or justify vocational_training _

programs which_emphasize specific cognitive and manipulation skills
development. Further, it is also unlikely that these theories sup=
port affective Skills training vocational programs. (p. 149)
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If it is the case, as the preponderance of evidence suggests, that
most of the work places for which vocational students are being
prepared do not require significant amounts of skill, understanding
of the tedhnology involved in the production process, nor innova-
tion on the part of the worker, then specific cognitive and manual
skills training seems, at best, superfluous. Especially if
requisite skills can be quickly acquired on the Joh, then it seems
clear that the "investment" both by the state and the student in
curricula to develop such skills may be wasted. (p. 148)

Most of the available evidence leads to the conclusion that for
life in gyneral, adequate performance of citizenship respon-
sibilities and labor market success, individuals with well-
developed intellectual skills and critical abilities are
advantaged. (p. 150)

It is also clear that all students, as prospective citizens and
workers, should have knowledge of the world of work. But the
emphasis should be much different than at present. Presently our
concern is to develop the affective skills which wed the worker to
the existing nature of work and even to convince them that "All"
work has dignity. If public schools are to serve the students then
a more realistic and honest approach is needed:, The understanding
of the world of work which the public schools present to students
should_show that world as it actually exists. Moreover, the
schools should arm students against those aspects of the world of
work which lessen the human dignity of workers. This, of course,
would require more insight, courage and honesty than we have
demonstrated in the past. (p. 151)

MAjOr Peinta

Vocational education is dominated by a romantic, 19th century artisan

conception of the workOlace;

Massive change has transformed the nature of work in America and both

blue collar and white collar workers have experienced signifidant

ohanges in their job structures;

Vocational education overemphasizes sophisticated manual skills.

Most work stations are Characterized by a routinized pattern of standardized

actions with skill requirements declining for most workers.

The U.S. economy has a shortage of jobs not skills;

The secondary school curriculum is not a dominant influence in the

unemployment of men and women after they leave school.

Human capital theory supports broad academic training for workers.

Vocational education should emphasize avocationaI skills and not vocational

skills, (i.e., general interestd At opPoted to specific skills training).
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Theoretical and practical aspects of education should be integrated and

available to all students.

Affective education and development should not merely aim to "adapt" the

student to the world of work without adequately allowing the student to

understand those arc.as of work which tend to lessen human dignity.

o Swansonv_G. I.(1982)i Nocational_education patterns in the United_State6i
In. IL_F_._SiIberman_(Edi),.Education-and work, eighty-first_ yearbook ior
the nationalsocietyifor-the -study of education (pp. 15-48). Chicago:
The University of Chicago PreSt.

Selected-Quotations

Vocational edUcation has not developed as a system but_rather as_a
collection of_enterprises identified_tO a greater_or_Iesser degree
with,every type of education and most types of_institutions. Yet
the most distinguishableiCharaCteristic of various_forms_of occupa-
tional preparatiOn iS not the type of education chosen, but rather
its duration or length. (pi 22)

For those who enter the occupations there it a defacto cIassifica-
tion_that is much closer to reality. It iS, simply, prig education
and short education. Long education requires a much higher level
of public expenditure per Student; it allows the acquisition of
more employability Skillb; and it leads to the status_and rewardd
of a higher poSition in_the occupational structure. Short educa-
tion consumes a lower level of public expenditure per student;_it
has a disproportionate number of the poor and otherwise disadvan-
taged; and it leads to the statuS and rewards associated with the
lower positions in the occupational structure . . . much employment-
related education and training, including vocational education, is
conventionally designed and planned as short education. (p. 22-23)

If_racial segregation_in the public schtiOlt_e_the_United States is
contrary to constitutional rightdi an Absurd_notion only a genera=
Um, ago, how long Will it:be before the_amendments covering lifet
libertyi_and property_ere invoked to ensure,guarantees againSt the
segregating inflUendes of_education or training programs designed_
for_SOthe to be short, less expensive, and in_many_forms_as_acts of
Charity? i_i_ In its design features0_vocational education and/or
training_remains_unfinished as a blueprint for the hopes of many
individuals or the proMiseS of the great American documents. (p.
23=24)

Vocational education and training appears to have a resid claim
oni or_assignment to marginality with respect to both stuuents and
resources.

No_educational endeavor MatcheS or exceeds_vocational education in
its problems of definitionS most uses of the term imply a
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diverse set of programs serving a wide range of students at
different intensities and for different purposes. (p. 33)

It seems incredulous that the search for a definition of vocational
education is still underway and that there is such diversity of
perceptions about what it is or should be. (p. 36)

Preparing people to do society's work is . . . the process of allo-
cating, indeed rationing, the statuses, rewardsi and awards that
members of society accord to eadh otheri (pi 43)

The pattern of vocational education in the United States should be
viewed as many different types of journeys taken to multiple
destinations . . . the patterns are . . . unfinished and
incomplete. (p. 47)

- Vocational education is very diverse in the way it is delivered. However,

it is generally a part of "short" education which can serve to segregate

students and their future opportunities from those who obtain a "longer"

education.

- The organizational structure for vocational education is a patchwork of

institutions and programs.

- The several bases that might be used to define vocational education in-

clude: (a) federal statutes, (b) client perceptions, (c) programs included,

and (d) purpose.

The purposes of vocational education include: "A widening latitude for

job choice, initial and/or subsequent placement, opportunity for uccupa-

tional mobility, movement upward on occupational ladders, and increased

productivity as an employee or employer" (p. 55).

Areas of vocational education with strength include: (a) acclaim won in

local communities and (b) remaining close to industry, commerce and agri-

culture. Areas needing strengthening include: (a) instructor or teacher

preparation, (b) intellectual leadership, and (c) attention to scientific

literacy and technological competence.

The major policy debates particularly important to vocational education

include: (a) question of control of vocational education by federal ver-

sus state versus local government, (b) limiting vocational education to

the post secondary level versus extending it into the secondary level, and

(c) closing versus maintaining the gap between liberal arts/humanities and

vocational education.
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Implications for Purpose and Process of Secondary Vocational Education

After examining the major points made by each of the above cited authors as

Well as additional related readings, discussion of the study group focused on

what these authors: (a) advocated as the purpose(s) of (secondary) vocational

education, (b) identified as the rationale for holding a particular purpose,

(c) suggested (if anything) as indicators that this purpose is being achieved,

and (d) thought were implications of the purpose advocated for secondary voca-

tional education today and in the future.

Starting with the first focus, characteristics of the purposes advocated

appeared to be as follows:

1. PrOVide skills which are transferable to the world of work;

2. Include both concern for individual (e.g., vocational development)
and concern for society as a whole (e.g., needs of economy).

3. Provide job training ("learning to work" skills).

4. Socialize students who are not going on to further schooling.
(Two different positions were presented: (a) socialize in an
acceptable way as judged from a societal perspective, and (b)
socialize in a way which empowered students to act on their own
behalf as to what they thought beSt.)

Meet labor market (occupational) requirements of society.

6. Increase Iife (work) options available to each student.

7. Provide_motivation for all types of learning by making learning
relevant.

. Bring_together_humanistic and_technoiogical concerns in a way
that stimulates students to solve problems and_evaluate what is
occurring in their lives and the broader society.

. Enhance productive powers of individual (in contrast to liberal
or general education which concerns improving utilization or com-
sumption powers).

10. Develop avocational skills.

11. Develop_understanding of how some aspects of the workplace lessen
human dignity so that action may be taken to change these
ASpectS.
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12. Provide relevant learning experience for all students.

13. Develop students' ability to (a) critique exiSting_SOCial order,
especially_in_vork settingSt and (b)_Change the order when
necessary to improve the quality of life.

14. Include participation for only those Jobs which provide satisfac-
tion and equal access to the benefits of society.

6. Prepare workers who could improve the quality of life.

16. Include preparation for "vocations" only--an activity located in
a broader cultural context.

17. Conserve human_and natural resources by emphasizing the socially
efficient use of resources (i.e., talent) for the functions which
maintain society==each person needs to be made to "fit into"
society.

18. Assist students to increase and recognize aspirations and expec-
tations (career guidance).

After developing the list of advocated characteristics and purposes, an

attempt was made to cluster the purposes since several seemed to partially

overlap with others. The resulting cluster headingp and the number of specific

purpose from the above list included in the cluster were as follows:

1. Critical socialization (proactive) (4, 11, 13, 13, 15, 16).

2. Maintaining social order (4, 17).

3. skills for Work (1, 3, 5, 6, 9).

4. Personal development (life skills) (2, 4, 7, 18).

5. Career development increasing options (6, 7, 17, 18).

6. Bridging aspects of life (making relevant) (2, 6, 8, 10).

7. Efficiency (5, 17).

8. Equity (12).

Further discussion of these cluster headings resulted in the perspective

that several of the purpose statements are in "tension" with one another--they

are representative opposing views which need to be reconciled or on which a

position must be taken in order to develop a statement of purpose for secondary

vocational education.

These tensionS or dualisms are as follows:

1. Critical socialization verSuS maintaining the social order.

2. General education versus specific education.
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3. Concern for individual versus concern for society.

4; Technological verSua humanistic.

5. Education versus training.

6. Efficiency versus equity.

During the discussion from which these advocated purposes, clusters of pur-

poses, and tensions evolved, several additional general observations were made.

First, dualisms should be avoided if possible. Experience has shown that, in

most instances, to pursue one direction at the expense of the other brings more

serious problems. For example, if all education were general, what has been

learned and produced by specialization would be lost. Further, if the purpose

of vocational education is only to be critical and strive for reform, that

which is already done well and ethically would be lost; Somehow these dualisms

or tensions should be resolved. Some ways suggested were to: (a) treat them as

a continuum and strive for some appropriate balance in direction, (b) treat them

as independent dimensions and strive to accomplish focus on both ends at the

same time (e.g., teach both general and specific skills), and (c) to "lift"

discussion to higher order questions (e.g., to ask, "what does it mean to be

educated?"). However, these tensions will always be encountered because of the

very way that the overriding questions have been stated: What ought be the pur-

pose of secondary vocational education? It was decided at this point to par-

tially offset the dilemma by rephrasing the latter question to be: "What ought

be the purpose of vocational education in-the-secondary school?" With this

question, a slightly different "twist" is given to what is being sought--

vocational education is to be thought of as a part of what goes on in the secon-

dary school and not a separate entity.

Second, it may be very appropriate for vocational education in the secon-

dary school to have a multiplicity of purposes and not be limited to a few

unique or uniform aspects. Perhaps a multiplicity of purposes, although adding

to the complexity of how to plan, teach, and evaluate vocational education,

better fits what needs to be and is actually done in most secondary level

programs. This multiplicity of purpose is surely represented by the tensions

found in historic perspectives of the purpose of vocational education.

Third, the meaning of terms will have to be clarified in any purpose

statement concerning vocational education in the secondary school. It was

evident that even among the small study group members there was a diversity of
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meaning attached to such terms a transferability, general skills, personal

development, equitable and critical socialization. For example, the coneept of

transferability operates on many levels--learning may be of use in a variety of

life roles (e.g., work, family, leisure), in a variety of jobs within a work

role, and within a variety of duties within a job. If people are at all able to

really understand each other and communicate to others, a prerequisite will have

to be clear meaning of terms. Any purpose statement should be accompanied by a

glossary of key words. In this regard, each of the tensions might be further

clarified by trying to write a purpose statement for vocational education which

represented each side of the tension.

Fourth, the tensions which were evident in past perspectives of vocational

education are still very much at issue today. For example, the tensions con-

cerning technological versus humanistic, and efficiency versus equity emphases

in the curriculum of vocational education are as urgent today as they were in

the past. However, it may be that the position taken in response to these ten-

sions in the practice of vocational education has varied substantially over time

--and perhaps appropriately so. It seems that identification and attention to

the tensions discerned in past perspectives represents a rather timeless means

of summarizing the relevant issues in addressing the purpose of vocational edu-

cation. Further, because it is not temporally specific, the advice and thinking

of past leaders as well as lessons of experience ean more easily be used to

enlighten thinking about present and fwure positions on the purpose of voca-

tional education in the secondary school.

Fifth, the advocated purposes, clusters of purposes, and tensions may not

all be at the same level of generality and importance. For example, the tension

between a technological versus humanistic emphasis seems at a higher level of

abstraction than training versus education. There are also some parallels in

the dimensions of the tensions--there is a commonality in general education,

humanistic education, and equity versus specific education, technological

training, and efficiency. There may also be a difference in the order of impor-

tance of the tensions when relevance to developing a purpose statement for voca-

tional education is considered. For example, is the tension of critical

socialization versus maintaining the social order of equal importance to general

versus specific education?

Sixth, there may also be an order to addressing the tensions, when
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developing a statement of purpose for vocational education. For example, the

tension of efficiency versus equity seems most appropriate to supply last, after

the other tensions have been resolved. Efficiency refers to accomplishing

whatever is to be done in a way that uses the least resources (e.g., time,

talent, materials). It does not address what is to be done, only the standards

for how to gp about it. Equity, in turn, is a distributional concept; it

addresses the standards for distributing or sharing what is to be done in most

appplications, and it includes implications for how it is to be done. But, as

with efficiency, equity has little to say about the nature of what is to be

done. Equity considerations provoke questions about whether or not the ends and

means for each student ought be the same (e.g., all be prepared for entry level

work at high school graduation and all take vocational education courses,

respectively). Or can ends and means be different and still be equitable?

Seventh, in many ways the tensions are valuable in raising to consciousness

the interests served by vocational education and, thereby, those interests which

need to be considered in developing a purpose statement for vocational education

in the secondary school. For example, the tension between concern for individ-

ual versus concern for society makes explicit the need to consider vocational

education from the perspective of what is best for individual students and also

from the perspective of the broader society and its various institutions (e.g.,

business and industrial firms, schools, families, government). AlSo, the ten-

sion between critical socialization versus maintaining the social order brings

to mind the interests of the present versus future generations. Within the

arbitration of these interests lies many of the ethical and political questions

germane to the purpose of vocational education.

Eighth, a lingering question in reviewing the various writers included in

this section deals with separation of the ideal versus the expedient. Were the

authors describing what ideally they viewed as the purpose of vocational educa-

tion or was it more what they thought was politically and administratively

feasible at the time? For example, Prosser's view about the need for strong

separation of schools of vocational education and other schools--was this what

he thought ideal, or was his position a compromise needed in order to obtain

political support and, more important, to insure that vocational education as an

idea had a real chance of ever bLing implemented? If it Wil3 the latter, what

care must be taken in drawing implications from his perspectives for today and
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the future?

fUnth, how arbitrary are the estegories of tensions that have been

identified? Are there additional categories that have been missed? On a more

encompassing level, are there quite different ways to categorize existing

tensions? What different implications could be cast? It is assumed that all of

the prior questions might be answered in the affirmative. The quest here was

for a way to summarize the perspectives of past writers in vocational education

who were recognized particularily for their views on purpose. For this reason,

the tensions described above seemed an appropriate and insightful way to "pull

together" the discussion. However, the arbitrariness of this decision and the

lack of closure it entailed caused the study group to remain open to other ways

of viewing this work.

Summary

With the above comments in mind, the perapectives of others in vocational

education who have addressed the question of purpose in the past do have impli-

cation6 for developing a purpose statement for vocational education of worth

today and in the future. What was learned was that a statement of this kind

would need to address the following tensions faced by those who practice voca-

tional education:

1. Critical socialization versus maintalning the social order.

2. Individual vercus society as a whole.

3. General zducation versus specific education.

4. Technological versus humanistic.

5. Education versus training.

6. Et:iciency versus equity.

howcver, it must always be remembered that these dicotomies are artificial--

the/ :eve been xnstructed for the purpose of raising to consciousneSs the

isui 4mullen about" by those who addressed the purpose of vocational education

i4 tLe past. Hopefully, raising these tensions or dualisms will not prevent

their surmounting in a purpose statement for vocational education==anything less

would be a tragic and antithetical consequence of this work. It was because of

this reason (with integration in mind), that the study group deliberately

shifted the focus of the study to the purpose of vocational education in the
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secondary school rather than purpose of secondary vocational education as was

the initial title.

Following this logic, it seemed most appropriate to next look at the pur-

pose of vocational education in the broader context of the purpose of education.

But, before this venture, because many of the specific fields making up voca=

tional education have (a) a longer history than vocational education (at least

as shaped by federal legislation) and (b) perhaps broader purposes than voca-

tional education (again as conceived by the federal legislative process), it was

decided to first lop% in detail at several of the specific fields making up

vocational education.
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Part IV

implications of 20th Century Perspectivesim the
Purpose of Specific Fields Within Vocational Educeion

Historically, vocational education as an area of professional practice in

education came into being most explicitly with the action of federal legislation

--the Smith=Hughes Act of 1917 followed by subsequent legislation. Federal

legislation initially brought agriculture, home economics, and industrial educa-

tion under the specific umbrella or label of vocational education. Other areas

such as marketing and business education were brought in later. What is

often neglected in referring to vocational education is that these specific

fields had, in some cases, a long and separate history of development as impor-

tant parts of education before (and after) the "vocational" rubric WaS intro

duced. In order to better understand vocational education's purpose which in

reality exists largely as instruction in each of these several specific fields,

it was thought necessary to briefly examine the purpose of each field, starting

before federal vocational education legislation and continuing on up to the

present.

The strategy taken was to review the work of leaders in each specific

field, usually by looking back to those who provided leadership in initiating

the field and also at current perceptions of purpose. The fields examined in

this way were agriculture, business, home economics, industrial and marketing

education. What follows are selected quotations and major points made by

selected leaders in each of these fields.

Selected Quotations and Major Points: Agricultural Education

o True, A. C. (1929). A history of_agricultural education in the United
States: 1785-1925 (USDA Miscellaneous Publication No. 36). Washington,
DC: U.S. Government Printing Office.

Selected_Quotations

When_the College land_grant act_of 1862 was passed agriculture had
almost_entirely_disappeared from secondary schools . . .It was soon
apparent that of the masses of farm children, only_a:small number_
would go to these colleges at all .: They would have to be sup-
plemented by lower schoolS in which Agriculture was taught if ever
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the real need for agricultural education was to be supplied in any
large measure. (p. 322)

The Director of the Office of Experiment Stations (United States
Department of Agriculture, 1877) said . . . What is needed iS courses
in agriculture in numerous schools to which farmers' children
reSort, near their home, to "finish" their education after th ey
are through with the common schools. (p. 329)

Around 1905 . . . there was so little in the school curricula to aid
children in their life's work that great numbers of them, and
especially the boys, were leaving school at so early an age that
the schools were making little impression on their minds or
characters. (p. 3)

MA or Points

- Between approximately 1862 and 1900, the firSt American zgricultural

schools were established; they emphasized basics as a background and

"Scientific agriculture" was taught which also included work on a farm.

- After 19001 the movement to include agriculture in secondary schools

developed rapidly with support from groups such as the Association of

Agricultural colleges and Experiment St4..tions, state legislatures, and

the United States Bureau of Education.

- For the school year 1915=16 there were 3,181 secondary programs of agri-

cultural education of which 421 were state supervised.

o Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education. (1920).
Agriculture_in Secondary schools (Departmenc of Interior, Bureau of
Education, Bulletin No. 35). Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing
Office.

SeIected_Quotations

Vocational agricultural education is that education which: (1)

giveS the Skills and knowledge neceasary to_the control of plant
and animal production to the_end of economic profit, and (2) is so
articulated with other education as to promote the moLt desirable
farm community life. It must be borne in mind that agriculture is
more than a vocation; it is a mode of life. (p.8)

AgrieUlthrel:curriculums in_secondary_schools *_4_4 shouId_be_ rich in
Sodialiehd_divic_content_and at_the_same_timecontribute_specifi-
cally_to_the_vocational_efficiency_of many. students._ The future of
agricuIture_is dependent not only upon increased knowledge_of
production but also upon the development of a more satisfying type
of rural life. (p. 6)
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Ma or Points

Agriculture in secondary schools comprises the elemental and basic por-

tions of the science and art of agriculture found in the best farm

practice, including operation of a farm as a business enterprise and as

a place of abode.

Schools are justified in devoting some time to the nonvocational study of

agriculture because it is a fundamental industry.

o Stewart, R. M., & Getman, A. K. (1927). Teaching _agricultural vocations, a
manual for teachers in preparation and in _service. New York: John
Wiley & Sons.

Selected Quotations

. . the aim of vocational education in a farming occupation is to
train persons for efficient, profitable, and satisfying employment
in a particular type or types of farming or in an occupation
related to agriculture. (p. 31)

The psychological approach is moat effective. 37)

Major-Points

Aims are influenced by a number of factors i.e., physical and economic

factors.

Five functions must be performed to realize the aim of agriculture: ana-

lyze the jobs, select most appropriate content, involve the students,

demonstrate how this all fits into our society, and help students use this

information to lead a better more well-rounded life.

Specific occupations provide the best general training.

o Schmidt, G. A. 0928). Efficiency in vocational education in agriculture.
New York: The Century Company.

Selected_Quotations

Vocational educatiOn in_agriculture is any_training_of_less than
college grade; the_SPedifid_purpose of which is_to equip persons
over fourteen_years of_age_for the effective pursuit of farming
The purpose_of_such training is (1) to prepare thoee of school age
for_the farming_occupations_they propose to folloW and (2) to
improve those who are already engaged in farming so that they will
become more efficient in the occupation. (0. 26)
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MA or Points

Vocational education is a part of the overall purposes of education.

This type of training is needed to meet the demands of the agriculture

industry.

Vocational education in agriculture is not a movement to keep all farm

boys on farms.

Vocational training courses in agr culture are not dumping grounds for

misfits; neither are they forms of general education. (p. 66)

Vocatic_d1 training is needed in order to accomplish the following pur-

poses:

1. Conserve and develop natural resources.

2. Prevent waste of human labor.

3. Provide a supplement to apprenticeship.

4. Increase wage earning power.

5. Meet increasing demand for trained workmen.

6. Offset the increased cost of living.

7. Check industrial and social unrest.

8. Promote higher standards of living.

Prosser's theorems apply to vocational agriculture as well as to voca-

tional education in general.

o Federal Board for Vocational Education. (1931). Trainin obeot±vesiin
vocational educa _tL2r1_121j4BLIALAre (Bulletin No. 15 . Washington DC:
U.S. Government Printing Office.

MA or Points

- Vocational education in agriculture/addressed the following training

objectives:

1. Produce agricultural products effectively.

2. Market agricultural products economically.

3. Select and purchase suitable farm equipment and supplies.

4. Cooperate intelligently in economic activities.

5. Manage the farm business effectively,

6. Establish and maintain a satisfactory farm home.

. Perform appropriate economical farm-mechanics activities.

8. Participate in worthy rural civic and social activities.
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Use scientific knowledge and procedure in a farming occupation

(as contrasted with technical knowledge).

1 . Exercise constructive leadership and recognize and follow

worthy leadership.

11. Grow vocationally.

12. Become established successfully in farming.

o Cook, G. C. (1938). Handbook_on teaching vocational agriculture (4th ed.).
Danville, IL: Interstate.

Selected Quotations

It is aot the purpose of vocational agriculture to set up a curric=
ulum entirely separate and apart from the other high school curric=
ula. I chieT function is to fill a needed gap in the educational
system and it should be considered as one of the permanent phases
of work it the high school program. (p.8)

Major-;!cints

Vocational agriculture's most important objective is for the student to

b000me established successfully in farming.

Vocational agriculture stresses abilities which are classified as knowledge,

skills, and attitudes;

The basic aims of education contained in the seven cardinal principles

(health, command of fundamental processes, worthy home membership, vocations,

citizenship, worthy use of leisure time, and ethical character) are

addressed in vocational education.

Cook quoted B. C. Lawson ("Are We Thinking Straight in Regard to

Objectives?" March, 1929) Who believed that the final and true objectives

of instruction in vocational agriculture should be changes in controls

of conduct on the part of human beings; Lawson feared a degeneration

of education into a foreman-laborer relationship where activities are

governed by the aim of producing approved observable products while

student learning becomes incidental and perhaps accidental. He

questioned whether being in conformity with "seeing is believing" is

evidence of validity.
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o U.S._Office of Education. (1980). Educational objectives-in-vocational
agriculture (Vocational Division Monograph No. 21). Washington, DC:
U.S. Government Printing Office. (Note: this committee was appointed by
the U.S.O.E. with AVA approval to revise the 1931 objectives.)

Selected Quotations

To train present and prospective farmers for proficiency in
is the aim of vocational education in agriculture. (p. 2)

farming

The major objectives of vocational education in agriculture are to
develop effective ability to:

1. Make a beginning and advance in farming
2. Produce fam commodities efficiently
3. Market farm products advantageously
4. Conserve soil and other natural resources
5. Manage a farm business
6. Maintain a favorable environment (p. 3)

Major Points

- The objectives reflected the importance of federal legislation in

of the thinking of the committee. Two major points were made in the intro-

duction of the objectives: (a) The National Vocational Education Act

stated that the controlling purpose of such education shall be to fit for

useful emoloyment, and (b) the broader human development are the

responsibIlity of all groups of educators.

o Hamlin H. M. (1949). Agricultural education in community schools. Danville,
Ill.: The Interstate Printers and Publishers.

Selected Quotations

The first consideration with respecz to objectives is that agri-
culture education is a branch of education. It is not a branch of
agriculture . . . (p. 62)

Itiid ih the_minds of_ men that agricultore improvement or
deterioration begins and it is in the minds of_ men that_the bases
for a sound agriculture and country life must be erected. (p. 62)

It (agricultural education) can_be expected to contribute to the
general objectives_Of the school as well as the special objectives
of it8 own field. (p. 64)
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MA OP POintS

Hamlin believed that:

1. The suggestive lists of objectives for agricultural education

were limited in value because only the objectives of vocational

agriculture were proposed;

2. The local unit of education is the primary unit. All

agricultural education in the public secondary schools is

conducted in and for communities. It should not be subverted

by national or state directives.

The 1940's objectives for vocational agriculture were inadequate. The

interpretation of environment was too narrow. It was assumed in the Voca-

tional Education Acts that students in vocational agriculture had made

their final occupational choices. Other objectives might be the ability to

decide for or against a career in agriculture and the ability to choose an

agricultural occupation.

o U.S. Office of Eck:dation. (1965); Objectives for_vocational and technical
education in agriculture Bulletin No. 4). Washington, DC: U.S. Government
Printing Office.

Ma or-Points

Objectives for vocational agriculture which were delinttated:

1. To develop agricultural competencies needed by individuals

prbearing to engage in production agriculture.

2. To develop agricultural competencies neaded by individuals

engaged in production agriculture.

3. To develop an understanding and apprec_aLion of career oppor-

tunities in agriculture and of the preparation needed to enter

and progress in agricultural occupations.

4. To develop the ability to secure satisfactory placement and to

advance in an agricultural occupation through a program of con-

tinuing education.

5. To aid in developing those abilities in human relations

required for success in agricultural occupations.

6. To aid in developing the abilities needed to exercise and

follow effective leadership in fulfilling occupational, social,

and civic responsibilities.
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o McCracken, J. D., & Newcomb, L._H. (1981). A future for agricultural_
education in public schools_(Position paper prepared for Agriculture
Futuring Committee, Bureau of Occupational Program Development, New York
Department of Education). Albany, NY: University of the State of New
York.

Selected -QuotatiOnS

Agricultural education at the secondary level must be designed to
develop the employability skills which contribute to success in
any occupation. Such skilla include work habits, intereSts, atti-
tudes, and character attributes desired by employers and fellow
workers. The program must Also provide for the development of
agricultural competencies to meet the needs of students with spe-
cific occupational objectives. (p. 10)

Agricultural educators must continue the tradition of teaching
students a process by which they can continue to learn, realizing
specific content will soon be outdated. (p. 11)

MA or Points

Agriculture will be more specialized with emphasis on technology.

Industries allied with agriculture will alao continue to grow.

Education will be stressing common academic abilities--basic skills.

With diminishing federal funding, the quality of teachers will decrease

because quality people will not be attracted to the salaries offered.

Post-secondary programs should be highly specialized.

Selected Quotations and Major Points: Business Education

o Nanassy, L. G., Malsbary, D. R., & Tonne, H. A. (1977). Principles and
trendS in business education. Indianapolis, : Bobbs-Merrill Educational
PubliShing.

Selected Quotations

To be economically literate and informed_citizens, wise consumers,
and competent_ workers, each person must have some understanding_of
the:WOrld Of:business and how it functions_i__ Everyone must possess
at least Minimum knowledge,_skills, and understanding_with which to
make con .!ibutions_to the world of work. Business education plays
a very important part in providing students at all ages With the
ability to function effectively in our busineSS World. (p. 1)
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Today, we speak broadly_of business education as_being that aspect
of the total educational program that provides the knowledges,
skills, understanding, and attitudes needed to perform in the busi,
ness world as a producer and/or consumer of goods and services that
business offers. (O. 4)

If general education is thought of as_the_adjustment or the:indi-
vidual to his environment, business education must be thought of
as the adjustment of the individual to hiS business environment.
(p. 8)

Ma or Points

Early definitions traced back to 1904.

Distributive education is a part of business education; For purposes of

vocational education, business education has been subdivided into office

aspects (business and office education) and distributive aspects

(distributive education).

Business education is education about business and education for business.

Business education has two major goals:

1. Preparation for entry and advancement in a business career

which involves: (a) training for specific skills for par-

ticular types of jobs (i.e., typing, recording, selling), and

(b) developing the ability to use these skins in a business

environment (i.e., occupational intelligence-- social

intelligence applied to business).

2. Preparation about busine:s for citizens which involves: (a)

being intelligent consumers of the goods and services of

business, and (b) developing an understanding of the nation's

economy.

Sapre, P. M. (Ed.). (1981). Early leaders in business educedon at NemL/ork
University. Reston, VA: National Business Education Association.
(Note: this includes a section_on Paul S. Lomax who established the
business teacher education program at New York University in the 1920's;
was editor of the_first three yearbooks of Business-Education, and
editor of the JournaI_of Business Education for nine years; and who
sponsored the founding of Delta Pi Epsilon.)

SelectedQuotations

Commercial education is an important major division of secondary
and higher aducation, but it should always be considered as only

4=9
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an integral part of a well-rounded total education with which every
commercial student should be equipped. Our great task as commer-
cial educators is to build commercial education so that it will
become better and better integrated with the whole field of secon-
dary and higher education. (p. 44)

Commercial educators . . . should seek to cooperate with business
leaders in the development of six main lines of improveent of
American business life:

1. To humanize business organizations so that the best
intellectual, moral, and social life of all of its
members will be conserved.

2. To promote greater efficiency in the production of
socially useful goods and services.

3. To seek to bring_about a_more equitable_distribution of
socially useful_goods and servide8 fot the CotmOn
welfare of all the people.

4. To-assist in educating the public to exercise greater
"thrift" in the consumption of socially useful goods and
services.

5. To foster the conservation, as opposed to the exploita-
tion of basic material resources which condition the
social-economic well-being of all the people.

6. To instill in alI members of business organizationsi as
a-cooperative social institution, the ideal of_nsocial
service" as the working standard ana purpose of all
buSiness aCtivities. (p. 45)

MA or Points

- Business is a form of social institution or economic organization by which to

provide goods to people: food, shelter, clothing, education, recreation,

government and community control, health care, religion, and art forms.

Business education has two goals: general economics education and specif-

ic vocational education; a given business course should be designed to

serve one of these goals or the other. It will not work well to serve both

in same course.

- There are four limitations to using job analysis as the basis for educa-

tion: (a) it is not well refined, (b) many of these skills are not uni-

formly transferable--there are too many unique situations and human

elements, (c) it reveals what workers actually do rather than should do,
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and (d) it divides work into a multitude of duties which are not integrated

for control and problem solving.

Education is "a process of continuous growth in the power of satisfactory

adjustment of the individual, and of groups of individuals, to desirable

life experiences in ever endeavoring to increase human welfare and

happiness" (p. 20).

Business "as an aggregate of business transactions, embodying fundamental

business principles, is essentially a mental process of persons who are

making judgements of choices in exchanges of values based upon the money

concept . . . It is essential to knoW thoroughly the techniques of business,

such as typewriting, shorthand, bookkeeping, panmanship, telling,

telephoning, and a multitude of other; but to 1:now them merely as tech-

niques is not eaucation . . . " (p. 71).

Selected Quotations and Major Points: Distributive Education

o Crawford, L. C., & Meyer, W. G. (1972). Organization andadministration of
Dittributive Education. Columbus, OH: Merrill Publishing Company.

o Crawford, L. C. (1975). A_phibosophy of distributive-education. A paper
prepared for the National Association of State SuperviSors of
Distributive Education Task Force on Competency=Bated Teacher
Certification and The Council for Dittributive Teacher Education
Task Foroe on Distributive Teacher Education Preparation.

Selected Quotations

._._. It is not the name of_the subject that makes it_vocational,
it is_the intent of the_student And the arrangeme0. of the instruc-
tional_content._ There iS nothing inherent in the name of the
subject that makea it vocational. (p. xix)

MA or Points

Distributive education is defined at being

vocational discipline.

DiStributive education addresses the needs

adult learners whO are preparing for roles

a Separate and distinctive

of secondary, postsecondary, and

in distributive occupations,

an expanding field of occupations which encompasses a broad array of

distribution, marketing, retailing, and service oriented occupationa.

Some objectives of distributive education are: (a) to prepare individuals
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for gainful employment as semiskilled or skilled workers technicians or

semiprofessionals in recognized distributive occupations and in new or

emerging distributive occupations, (b) to prepare individuals for enroll-

ment in advanced or highly skilled vocational and technical education

programs, (c) to assist individuals in making informed and meaningful

occupational choices, and (d) to achieve any combination of the above

objectives.

- Four areas of basic instruction included in a distributive education

curriculum are: (a) social competency, (b) marketing competency, (c)

product or service competency, and (d) basic skills competency. Market-

ing and economics provide the structural foundation supporting the four

competency areas. Included in the social competency area are career

development and adjustment;

o Richert, G. H. (1972). Distributive education forges ahead. In Schrumpf,
S. S. (Ed.), The origin and development_of_distributive education.
Highstown, NJ: MoGraw-Hill.

-Selected-Quotations

An understanding of the educational content and service that
distributive education renders requires that a clear distinction be
made between teaching that takes place in cooperative part-time
high school classes, in postsecondary classes, and in classes for
adults who are either employed or preparing for employment. In all
three teaching situations there are common elements, but each type
should be presented separately. (p. 17)

The future of distributive education is inextricably bound to the
future of distribution. DE will become as important as distribu=
tion is important; it will be as complex, and instruction will be
as technical. Distribution is highly individualized; thus it is
less adaptable to automatic processes than production is.
Educators concerned with distribution have a tremendous respon-
sibility because so much of our future depends on the efficiency of
the distribution mechanism. We need educated people in distribu-
tion, for the leaders in distribution will determine the future of
the American economy. (p. 20)

Ma or Points

- Early distributive education programs were beset with numerous otstacles;

- In the early days of diStribUtive education, the acceptance of the program

varied widely among regions throughout the United States.
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Tne terms marketing and distribution are often used to describe similar

uouteat areas.

kclucation teachers are continually encouraged to improve

t14,-;,..r knowledge of theories and practices in the field of distributive

education.

Distributive education programs have shown a substantial increase in

popularity and acceptance since their early years.

o O'Rourke, M. R. (1977). The_contribution of John-A.-Beaumont to the field
of_distributive_education. Unpl:blished master's thesis, University of
Minnesota.

o BeaumOtit, J. A. (1959,_February). Program of _distributive_ education. Paper
presented at the National Convention of the Mobile Home Dealers National
Association, Louisville, KY.

o Beaumont, J. A. (1958, October). A report on diStributive education. Paper
presented at the Annual Meeting of the Minnesota Vocational Association,
St. Paul, MN.

Selected Quotations

It is obvious that the distributive education program will be
constantly in a state of change. ThiS condition will continue as
long at we have a free economy in America. In a free economy the
consumer has free choice. In making this free choice the consumer
is served through the function of distribution. It is the job of
distributive education to be constantly alert to the development of
practices that aill enable distribution to better serve the con-
sumer. Education discovers new practiceS. Through education these
new and improved Practices are made known to those who are engaged
in the functions of distribution. In this way a free economy of
free choice can continue to serve the American public, not only
through the development of competitive practices but also through
the development of educational programs which bring about an improve=
ment in the practice:1, and techniques of distribution. (p. 5)

The term disLributive education identifies a program. What this
program proposes to do is offer instruction in distribution and
marketing. Unfortunately efforts have been made for some time to
define distributive education and it becomes rather involved. If
you would think of it merely as an identifying term in the same
sense that it is identified by the term "John Beaumont"--there is
no attempt to define that, it is merely accepted. (1959, p. 1)

Ma or Points

Beaumont broadened the distributive education curriOUlut by indldding

related aspects of economics, marketing, sociology and psychology as well
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as the more basi::: t:aLt,li derived job analysis.

- J. A. Beaumont expanded the fi/Las of distributive education by including

many other occupations involved in the marketing and distribution of goods

and services besides just retail merchandizing.

Selected Quotations and Major Points: Home Economics

o Brown, M. M. (1980). What is home economics_Education? St. Paul, MN:
University of Minnesota Research and Development Center for Vocational
Education.

Selected Quotatioht

The product of our inquiry must not be a mere definition of a term:
"home economics education." QueationA of concept are not questions
about use of words; instead, questionu of concept ask us to become
self-conscious about our own conceptualization so that we can see
how to use the definition in practice. (p. 4)

Shallow protests regarding loyalty to the_field are_professionally
detrimental for_they irrationally ignore the conceptual mushiness
creating the intellectual problems and tensions. (p. 14)

there_is evidence of concern for the interests
and_faMilies_served_and_of_the_larger societyi__Unlit
nology, there is indication that home economists are aa criti-
cally conscious of the moral justification of the ends sought as
well as of means used to reach those ends. Thus, there is concern
for more_than_mere_technical rules_(applied science) to produce
given_ends; there is_concern also for human values and for equal
consideration of persons with competing interestsi (pi 41)

. the will to be rational is the will to achieve autonomy and
responsibility in the action of everyday life. (pi 45)

A free society is not_a neutral society in which all values are
personally relative, i.e.0: where each_person't values, individually
arrived ati_are as acceptable_as another's._ Nor is it one in which
all_values are culturally relative in that_any culture's values,
whatever they may be, are acceptablei (p. 47)

As with social change_i changes in the family_do not necessarily_
represent progres0;_the human condition may be Worsened rather than
made better. (p. 51)

What_is needed is a_conceptualization of desirable family life for-
mulated_by a rational processi_open to_rational and competent crit-
icism in the cooperative spirit of seeking concensus, and agreed_
to as juStifiable on intellectual at well as moral grounda. Such
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an understanding is a different matter than merely looking sociolo-
gically at what the family is today or at any given time. (p. 58)

What is lacking in the current interest in the family among the
professions is the cooperative attitude and the communicative com-
petence for reaching deeper understandings (about the plight of the
family and its problems) and concensus on what actions are right to
take in seeking to help the family. In many cases, perhaps unin-
tentionally, many professionals appear to use "service to the fami-
ly" as a means for keeping their own professions alive when, in
fact, their efforts at technical assistance undermine the family
still further. Many professionals have unreflectively adopted from
society collective ideologies which cause human suffering. Perhaps
a place to start in helping families is for us who are professionals
to recognize our own dogmatisms and false views, including the
contradiction of helping and exploiting. (p. 77)

. the edueated person is one who exercises the capacity to adopt
a_noninStrumentaI attitude, who has knowledge and understanding
baseeon reason and broad in scope, and who has wholeness of
perspective. (1:, 97)

. . ._communication between professional and client is one of search,
of mutual_enlightenmenti of critical reflection in which a problem
is_adequately_defined and its solution sought. It draws upon and
makes use of the knowledge held by the client as well as that by
the professional. (p. 101)

. . home economies education is concerned with:developing
understandingl_valueso and a breadth:of perspective:with_which the
3t4dent (as client)_will_perceive and act upon conditions_and
problems of_the family (including_his/her own family but not
limited to it). It is not concerned with solving immediate_
problems (real or_ hypothetical but not_neeessarily_personal)
although such problems may well be_used as:a vehicle for concrete
confrontation with_ reality in developing the understanding,
Valuest1and breadth of perspective regarding the fawily.
(pp. 103-4)

The conceptualization presented here suggests some changes. It
would place more emphasis (a) on the family as a source of the
improvability of persons as individuals and of the human condition
generally and (b) on conditions in society which need to support
the family in its efforts and, in contemporary society, which need
to change in order to do so. It would place less emphasis on imme-
diately utilitarian knowhow knowledge and more emphasis on develop-
ing the conceptual systems and rational capacities of students. It
would, therefore, place less emphasis on the skills or crafts of
homemaking as central to the good life in the family but it would
not eliminate them. They would be recognized as possible services
various members of the family could perform but emphasis would be
placed on their intrinsic values for persons interested in per-
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forming them and on their nurturant values for the family. It

would eliminate occupational training as part of home economiw
education not because such training is necessarily undesirable ..At
because the purposes4 the processes and content of the two are
categorially different. At some point we have to be intellectually
honest with ourselves about this matter; such honesty is not a
matter of mere opinion but a matter of conceptual adequacy and
rational competence. To define life in the family as an occupation,
as has been done in some circles in recent years, narrows the
conception of the family to being nothing more than a center of
production process. The family as a center of communicative action
and of emancipative activity is completely ignored. It would elim-
inate the comprehensive program which has been a lamination of
courses from six or seven areas with little or no integration among
them and little or no depth in any of them. This type of program
is anachronistic in meeting the educational needs regarding the
family in contemporary society if indeed it ever did.

The program wouId_be of equal value to males_ and females. However,
efforts_wouId be concentrated at the secondary_and adult levels,
the latter including community colleges. The program would Ot
appropriate for all students regardless of Whether they are advan-
taged or disadvantaged, college-bOund or not in secondary school,
and, among adults, college graduatea or high school drop-outs.

The proposed_conceptualization of home economics_education would
require a_different program of_education for those who enter_the_
profession. _It might also require a-different set of criteria than
we have onmmonly used for admission to the profession. It Will
also demand some conceptual re-educationi.of ourselvesvunless we_
are very rigid persons, we_should find_this wthilaratingi It has
been pointed out by_students of_inteIIectuaI history that theories
which_do_not get improved in_twentyiyears become dead_and fade_from
the scene. It is symbolic of our own intellectual_aliveness_when
we improve our own systems of concepts and perspective regarding
the professional field. (p. 32)

Ma or Points

- The purpose of this monograPh is "to seek clarification and justification

Of the nature of home economics education" (p. 1). That isi "we are

asking what conceptualization Of home economics education will meet

appropriate intellectual criteria and will provide us with a morally

defensible approach to practice" (p. 3).

- The mode Of inquiry BroWn usee in thit monograph is the philosophic method

of dialectic.

- Brown argues that both home economics and education are personal service

professions which are: oriented toward action based upon disciplined
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intellectual endeavor; concerned with solving problems of society which

require interdisciplinary knowledge, are broad in impact, and important to

society. In particular, "the problems with which home economics is con-

cerned are problems of the family as a_family" (p. 56).

Understanding problems of the family requires attention to the process of

formulating problems. "The formulation of human problems . . . is a

process in which (a) some desirable state of human affairs is postulated

and (b) conditions which prevent or threaten this desirable state of

affairs are identified through the use of relevant evidence" (p. 57).

Relevant evidence comes from historical study of the family in its

social-cultural setting.

Action of the family falls within one of three categories: (a) technical

(instrumental) action, (b) communicative action, and (c) emancipative

action.

Problems of the family as a family are problems of what_to do or what

should be done. They are problems which are perennial.

Home economists must understand the problems of families in relation to

eadh of the systems of action.

o East, M. (19612). Caroline Hunt: Philosopher of home economics. University
Park, PA: The Pennsylvania State University.

Selected_QuotatIons

That which is necessary_for good homemaking canibe determined only
by_holding fast to the highest ideal of home and_by_having a clear
understanding of chariging_social conditionsi__The ideal_never
ohanges;_the best homemaking_ must_always be_amintelligent affec
tionate_effort to help others to attain as nearly as possible to
completeness of life by securing for them those essentials a good
living which they cannot obtain in other ways_as well or better;
but while the ideal remains always the SaMe, the_means by Which it
must be realized undergo constant change. (O. 32)

Since_the chief factor in_determining the form of home is theineed
of the opportunity for "lose and intimate and hal7ful association,
we may disregard the popular fear that the home will finallY take
upon itself_the characteristice Of a public institution, and_will
cease to offer facilities for private lifei Human intelligence,
whiCh suits_means to endsi_and which is ever coming to the aid of
human affectioni_will prevent that. Salons as affection lasts tt
will seek satisfactory expression in home lifei_and so long_as
intelligence endures it will stand in the way f the extension of
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the borders of the home beyond the possibilities of the mutual
helpfulness to its members. (p. 32)

The final test of teaching home economics is freedom. If we have
unnecessarily complicated a single life by perpetuating useless
conventions or by carrying the values of one age over into the
next, just so far have we failed. If we have simplified one life
and released in it energy for its own expression, just so far have
we succeeded. (p. 32)

MA or Points

The purpose of this book is to present a biography of Caroline Hunt, a

pioneer in home economics who contributed significantly to the early phi=

losophical statements about home economics. Some of Hunt's papers are

reprinted in this book by East. Hunt's writings continue to be studied

and discussed as the field examiaes its purpcbe and mission. lip

Hunt upheld human freedom as the ultimate value toward which home econom-

ics should contribute. This freedom, she said, was achieved when indi-

viduals could experience health, efficiency, and opportunity.

East said that Hunt's view was "that each person has an inner life, a self,

and that the person's value to the world, and our own personal happiness

as well, depends on both the greatness of that inner life and the perso:

ability to reveal it, to express it. She saw the responsibility of

home economics as helping individuals to achieve health, efficiency,

and opportunity so as to be free for full expressi^n of that inner self.

This freedom was to be secured by careful examinat. Arl of values, simplifi-

cation of material surroundings, discarding of uselese conventions ahd

traditions, and research on better health and social conditions.

o East, M. (1980). Home ecunomics: -pas , present, and future. Boston, MA:
Allyn and Bacon.

Ma or Point8

- Home economics in_its most comprehensive sense is the study of the lawSi

Conditions, principles, and ideals which are concerned on the one hand

with man's immediate physical enVirOnMent and on the other hand with his

nature as a social being, and is the study especially Of the relation be-

tween these two factors It is a philosophical subject, something to con-

nect and bind together into a consistent whole the pieces of knowledge at
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present unrelated.

East describes four models for home economi..s:

1. Management of the household: Economics.

2. Application of science for improving environmen : Human

ecology.

3. Inductive reasoning: Cooking and sewing.

4. The eamation of women for womanhood: Homemaking.

Selected Quotations and Major Points: Industrial Education

o Bennett, C. A. (1937). History of manual and industrial education 1870 to
1947. Peoria, IL: The Manual Arts Press.

Sel.,,nted Quotations

. . after all that has been done in technology, there is still
a need of a system of training boys, broader and brighter than
*learning a trade', and more simple and direct than the So=called
*libes4al educationl; . . . upon 6raduating, they should have suf-
ficient knowledge of machinery and handicraft to enable them to
ciirn a living while pushing their way up . (Clarke, 1898,
p. 726, in Bennett, p. 311-312)

Thr mechanic arts so taught Oloodward's method) were not to teach
trades. The products were t.o have no market value; therefore the
Shop mutt be supported in the same way as science laboratories.
(p. 33)

His (Woodward,$) vision was in itself prophetic, but he goes on to
suggest that possibly the best of us have failed to realize what is
involved in the term "education." In our desire to eliminate all
narroW utilitarian motives, have we not sometimes run to the other
extreme and excluded from our schools important and essential
branches of study because they were suspected of being useful? (A
pamphlet of Woodward in Bennett, p. 337-338)

Put the whole boy in SChool. (Woodward in Bennett, 0. 366)

Ma or Points

The 1892 Morrill Act made instruction in the manual arts public, although on

a postsec-ndary level. This highlighted the need for similar experiences

at the secondary level. Manual arts instruction (postsecondary, normal

schools) was not skill training,-but was used to illustrate and apply

principles of engineering, often called mechanic arts.
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Justification of the need for manual arts instruction included its prac-

tical value; the fact that it was not being done at home; and its use in

industry and manufacturing.

The reason for the use of the word "arts" was to separate it from trade/

apprenticeship instruction, and to make it part of general education.

The underlying assumptions of manual arts instruction were that:

1. It was equal to other school subjects.

2. It was different from job training in that studente would

learn the arts, those simple elements common to all jobs.

Job training, on the other hand, was the learning of complex

combinations of those simple arts.

Manual arts became a topic for secondary schools c:ue in part to its post-

secondary existence. Its purposes were to help students:

1. Apply skills learned in mathematics, drawing, and English,

and practice the Lze of tocls.

2. Gain opportunitJ- fov -an11-1 as well as mental labor.

3. Prepare more dli.appositively for life.

4. Overcome the incompleteness of the general -ducatior

offerings of schools.

Manual arts differed from rade preparation by not being narrow, and

fOcusn n the acquisition of general skills rather than production of

specific articles.

Conservative educators oppased manual arts' existence as part of general

education because of a fear of lowering academic standards. This caused a

de=emphasis on the aim of manual arts as giving " . . bo y:. a better

secondary=start towards a variety of occupations in the industries . "

and greater emphasis on " . . . the general educational value of manual

trLi.ing, whatever a boy's future might be" (p. 361).

Manual arts was justified as part of general education as being an essen-

tial of general industrial culture.

Technical/mechanic arts high schools differed from manual arta. Their

aims involved preparation for vocations and opportunities to specialize.

The vocational education movement developed from a need for trade prepara-

tion for students not in school, who were not leaving with a trade. It

involved questioning of the assumption that public funds could not be uaed

for trade development.



Barlow,M. (1967). History of industrial education in the United States.
Peoria, IL: Charles A. Bennett Co., Inc.

Selected-Quotations

Lack of qualified teacher education is a story as old as the entire
program. (p. 234)

One of the most difficult problems in teacher education has been
the relationship between trade experience and academic training . .

contemporary rationale places a premium upon both trade experience
and academic training as ,-,-31 aspects in the backgrouhd of a
good teacher. (p. 237)

The major problem in trade and industrial teacher education in 1965
was the same as it was in 1917the need for better teachers.
(p. 238)

Perhaps the most significant reason for continued successful
adjustment of industrial arts has been the primacy of the 'boy' as
the central theme: the boy as an individual, the boy as a member
of a social group, the boy whose interestS transcend localism and
extend to international and interstellar environments. (p. 290)

Ma or Points

Teacher education in industrial artl can be traced to the late 1800's. In

1918, 184 institutions in 43 statPs provided training for manual arts.

Early leaders were Bennett, Bawden, and Selvidge. In 1927; the Amerilan

Vocational Association Committee was formed to study voblems associated

with industrial arts tea-21er education instructional improvement. Similar

activitl'as (to disseminate related information) could be identified

through the early sixties. The National Association of Industrial-

Technical Teacher Educators also promoted the study of industrial arts

teacher education. These efforts lacked continuity, hoWeVer, until the

American Council for Industrial Arts Teacher Education was formed in the

fifties.

The National Society for the Promotion of Induttrial Education provided a

framework for trade and industrial teacher training as early AS 1913.

After passage of the Smith-Hughes Act, there was growth in emphasis in

teacher training, with support coming from the Federal Board for

Vocational Education. The Board's function transferred to the U. S. Office



of Education in 1933. A 1936 conference utilized Prosser's expertise to

analyze teacher training. The National Association of Teacher Trainers

was orpinized in 1937.

The factors affecting the development of industrial arts since 1917 in-

clude: lack of general acceptance and support from general education,

World War I, the "bird house era", the depression, World War II,

reconstruction, and space technology. Factors affecting the development

of trade and industrial education since 1917 include: World War L the

depression (unamployed persons could be served, thus reflecting a major

social responsibility), World War II, and the advent of the "technician."

o Bonser, F. G. (1932). Life-needs and education. New York: Columbia
University Teacher's College.

Sected Quotations

All of what we call the tool subjects, the processes of reading,
spelling, writing, and arithmetic, are but instruments of means
by which we engage in the real activities of life. Although they
are essential as tools, the mere learning of them as mechnical
process has very little educative value in itself. One may be very
ignorant, very inefficient, very immoral, and still be able to read
and spell and write and l'igure par.qng well. (p. 3)

the_schoolu have spent most or their time in making children
acquire the bL:.e facts nnd skills of the school subjects quite
unconnected with their use of meaning. (O. 4)

Recent conditions have brought about a consciousness of need Zor
more intelligence and training among the workers in industrial
vocations that is almost phenomenal in its breadth And inténaity.
(p. 69)

It is offered that the general school system should provide as a
part of its legitimate work those phases of the industrial arts
which are primarily educational; and that whenever specialized
training whcae chief endpoint is a high degree of skill and tech-
nical efficiency becomes the primary aim, the work of the
segregrated trade or vocational school or course should begin.
This attitude for both the elementary and the secondary schools in
the general system_would limit work in manipulation of materials
and processes of constru:tion actually participated in to those
whose purpose is the development of clear idea and appreciative
insights. (p. 71-72)

The manipulation of materials--work with the hands in wood, iron,
textiles, foods, or cIays--is here for the purpose of helping the



mind to grasp the meaning of these industrial activities--to uti-
lize expressive capacity along with acquisition. (p. 76)

Probably two usual periods each school day in actually doing shop
or laboratory work of some kind could be required and justified on
an educational basis. So long as the student is dealing primarily,
with_ideas, with activities full of meaning, and not merely with
hand manipulations, the work has educational worth. (p. 84)

There is a valid demand that the materials and work of the schools
should be all shot thr)ugh with the most fundamental relationships
of daily life ac,tivities. (p. 85)

By industrial arts we mean a study of the ways and meanz by which
we are efficiently supplied with the materials and products which
we use in daily life. (p. 96)

Industrial arts is thus a study that enlists all of the learning
and active impulses and abilities of childrenmanipulative,
investigative, aesthetic and social. It represents fields of real
need in both Child life and adult life. It uses the minds of

qUite as much as their hands. (p. 105)

Industrial_Arts, as a school subject, is the distilled experience
of mam in his resolution of natural materials to his needs, for
creature comfort, to the end that he may more richly live his
.tpiritual life. But this experience_must ever be in_due_relation-
ship to the experience of the race_in_living this_spiritual life
itself:or_our true_wrpose is defeatedi The making of products
in_woodi_metalsi_textilesi clay, or food materials, in themselves,
has_relatively little of high spiritual value. The test of all
lies in the spirit, _the meanir, the significance or the work.
Working for the product alma or_for the pay alone_is altogether
different from working-in the sPirit of Stradivarius when he
proclaimed that not God Himself "could make Antonio Stradivri's
violins without Antonio." (p. 93-94)

Mal or_Points

The primary aims of both education in general and in industrial arts are

to bring more meaning to life.

The basics have little value as an end of themselves. rieir importance is

in their use, especially for living and enjoying life.

As a means of enlarging and preparing for life, four purposes of vocational

education were suggested:

1. Preservation of health.

2. Development of practical efficiency (skills).

3. Preparation for responnible citizenship.
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4 Training in the wise use of leisure.

Because many students are not bound for college or leave high school,

there should be a tracking system, in which to encourage students to

remain in school by making it more relevant for them by providing them

their own vocational "track".

While vocational education is training in which skills are

an activity, industrial arts' purpose is to appeal to that

dents have in common.

One foundational principle is that there is

different, and industrial arts was directed

developed for

which all stu-

more alike among Studenta than

to those commonalities while

vocational education, in a separate school, and/or a postsecondary insti-

tution, addressed the dissimilar/specific characteristics of students.

Industrial arts should go beyond "making book racks . . . or forging cold

chisels (specific interests) . . . to those higher values (of life activi-

ties)" (p. 86).

Industrial arts:

1. Is the " . . . study of the ways and means by Which we are

efficiently supplied with the materials and products which

we use In da.ly life" (p. 98).

2. " . . . enlists all of the learning and active impulses and

abilities of children . . It was the minds of children quite

much as their hands" (p. 103).

o Mays, A. (1927). The problem rf industrial aducat on. New York: The
Century Company.

Selected Quotations

Like all other_new subjects, the question as to the content of the
general courses for industrial education received variouS antWer8
andieven now there is nothing approaching a StandardiZation of
subject matter. (p. Viii)

The aim_of_the general continuation school with reference to
Character development is_that of helping working children remedy
character defects (1 175)

Theibest,type_of modern high_sChoOl_industrial aetS it charac-
terized byl_ (1) large variety_of shops_. (2)_equipment represen-
tative:of_the best modern industrial_practicesi (3) the production
of marketable products (4) the careful study of . . . modern
industries . . . and economic problems . ; (p. 196)
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Major points

Mhdern factory organization has not been able to train workers in the same

way as the apprenticeship system.

No one type of training is appropriate for all typps of industrial work.

Two factors that appear to be necessary to vocational industrial education

include vocational industrIal schooling and production shop.

Harmony between the worker, school, and industry is essential for adequate

industrial education.

The educational program needs to be al.le to adapt to changing conditions.

The part-time school was an adaptation to the economic condition of life.

It differed according to the age of the child.

The chief purpose of schools designed to serve children aged 14=16 years is

to help them adjust to the social and occupational life they are entering.

The needs of the children must be known so that alternatives are available

to them.

Curriculum must be efficiently organized.

Industrial erts has suffered from a Iack of definition;

There is a distinct difference between the industrial arts and the occupa-

tional emphasis; Lraining is different for each.

o Warneri_W. E.(19354_tbruary)._ Induatrial arts research, Industrial-Ars-
and VOcational Education, 38-45.

Selected Ouotations

. . . education about industry is one of the fundamentals in public
education . . (p. 40)

, . the_stupid_tradition and assumption that such obviously minor
techniques as learning to read, write, and figure are conceived of
as the fundamentals in public education (p. 40)

Industrial arts-is an unusuallY Significant phase of general educa-
tion_; We liVet Obviouslyi in the_midst of a great industrial
civilization. Occupational shifts are wide and rapid . These and
otht,r points_indicate the need for a more flexible tVpe of educa=
tion. (O. 41)

Industrial arts is defined at bUt -One of the prectical where
studies about agriculture, commerce, and tbe home are included as
well. (p. 41)
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Ma or__Points

The purposes of education involve application of the "basics" rather

than the "basics" as ends in themselves.

The fundamentals of public education include:

1. Education about industry.

2, Studies concerning agriculture.

3. Studies concerning commerce.

4. Studies concerning physical and health education.

5. Studies of the fine arts.

Prior purposes of industrial arts wePe related to its early names of Manual

Training and Manual Arts. In Manual Training, hand skills in wood working

were emphasized. In Manual Arts, hand wood working skills were applied to

things which were useful and well=designed. Industrial Arts' i_tepose is

to broaden the previous phases, especially the limitation imposed by

"manual" skills, to include a general study of industry and its products.

Rapid technological innovation was responsible for "wide and rapid" :Iccu-

pational shifts, justify'ng differences in purpose between Industrial Arts

and its precursors, Manual Training and Manual Arts.

Industrial arts was envisioned by Warner as one of the "new fundamentals"

because of its increasing relevance in an industrial society.

o Olson, D. (1983). Tndustriai ar s and technology. Englewood Cliffs, :

Prentice HaII Inc.

Seleeted QuOtations

4 4 it is the responsibility_of_the school to acquaint_its students
with the nature of technological culture and to assist them in
discovering and developing their talents therein. This should be
the province of industrial artEL (p. vii)

The_industrial arts are_those occupations by which_dhanges are made
!!) the form of_materIls to_increase thair values for_human_usage.
As_a_subject for educative purposes, induFriaI arts is a_study of
the changes made oy man in the forms of materials to increase their
values, and of the problems of life related to those changes.
(Homer, F., 1935, p. 15 in Olson, 1963, p. 1).

Poirts

- Industrial art., evrave.:, from an acceptance of work as an important educa-

tional CV-: -sovink twough the manual training, manual arts and
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industrial arts stages to the relatively broad, "general education"-

oriented definition first put forth by Bonser. This definition advociated

the study of change5 in man's use of materials and the resulting affects.

A later inttppretation described inch 0..rial arts as a practical form of

general or nonvocational education.

The aim of the "new industrial arts. Ls to advance technology through the

advancing of the human, who in turn would advance through understanding of

technology. This would not occur through na-row expectations that were

limited to technical competence. A preference was given to "statements of

objectives that move U3 along broad onenesses of human experience to a

full view of the technology, that man-made phenomenon to set all men free"

(p. 163).

Industrial arts should be concerned with the whole child, serving tet:e-

nical, occupational, consumer, recreational, cultural and social func-

tions. Its subject matter should be drawn from analyzing (a) types of

industries, (b) their functional componentr, and (c) the functions of

industrial arts.

Industrial arts is capable of serving every individual at all levels of

education, beginning with an introduction to technology at the elementary

grades, moving toward f:i:,neral stu0 manufacturing industries in junior

high, and then offering specitl., in depth study of types of

industries in senior hIgA.

Characteristics of the "ncw" industrial arts:

1. It is based on subject matter that is subject to Change, is con-
tinuous and progressive, reflective of technology, complex and
dynamic.

2. It is learning that is seen as a continuous, life time procesn.

3. Students may advance rapid?7, and e.:?viate from prescribed ways
if better ones are discovered.

4 Teachers_are resource persons, counselors, and t:onsultants.
Whether they are men or women, they have "pedogogic profiCiency"
and encourage creativity.

5. Methods are used which have a basis for learning in reasoning,
problem solving, nreating and constructing. Skill has an
intoLectual qualityit is a composite of competences.
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Strong, M. E., & Schaefer, C. J. (1975). Introduction to trade and industrial
and-technical education. Columbus, OH: Charles E. Merrill Publishing
Company.

Se,ottid Quotations

The mission of TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION in tomorrow's world
is to continue the achievements of a skilled and progressive
people. Its record of service to the nation in peace and in war
can be mentioned with pride. Too few Americaas understand or
appreciate the scope of these accomplishments or how they have been
brought about. Even greater accomplishments in trade and
industrial education will be necessary to assist in providing the
better Iife in the years ahead. (p. 64)

The mission of trade and industrial education is the development of
PEOPLEnot products; people who can produce; people with adapt-
ability to these dynamics of the era; people whose occupational
interest or employment is in trade, service, or technical pursuits--
from the lowest to the highest positions; people who share the
benefits and the responsibilities of a democratic society with all
other people. (p. 64)

Technical educationi_on_the_other hand, has been viewed by most
practitioners as different_from trade and industrial education;
Technical education is a generic term ent:ttmpassing many and varied
levels and_types_of technicians. A technician may work under a
wide_variety of_titles, most of which_do Aot include the term_tech
nician. It is apparent that a sharp ltre cannot_always be_drawn to
differentiate semi-professional activtift $uch as coutation,
analysis, tr laboratory testing_from thoso tt border In skilled
laboriisuch as installation_or_troubIe Jr4 mcnanicali
electrical, or electronic equipment. The der't: of technical abil-
ity required by these jobs varies considerably. (p. 85)

At_this time of "career education," the_mission of trade,
indiAtriali and techmtcal_education_is_confused. Its role at the
Secondary and postsecondary levels of the educatiGal enterprise is
not clearly_delineated; and its contribution as delivery system
is_questionable. Moreover, the place of trade, industrial, and
technical education in thi total concept of "career education"
appears confounded in terms of the_curriculum_to_be offered, the
requisities of thc teacher, and the_type of physical facility
requiredito support_the learning process._ The general notion of
job clusters and the apparent demise of industrial arts, especially
at the high school level, further confound the issues. (p. 214)

Somewhat the same question could be asked about the lack of females.
It appears that there are "typical" curricula-,And_only such

Ourriculum-,for_females in_trade, industrial, and techrtcal areas.
Are opportunities being made available fo: girls to enroll in the__
curricula they desire and where they have the motivation and ability
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to achieve? Why are there not more girls in various drafti,,
for example?

Queetions_Of exclusiveness need to be raised as to how open are
trade, indUstriali and technical education programs. MoreoVeri_
answers need to be found for problems encountered in pladetent_and
follow-up of minority and female graduates Of prograMS. (O. 216)

What degree of occupational versus pedagogical competency should be
expected of trade, industrial, and technical teachers? Does the
concept that a teacher must first and foremost be a master of his
Subject matter still hold today? (p. 216)

The issues facing trade, industrial, and technical education are
many and are as prevalent today as they were in the past.
Solutions to Such problems a., changes in philosophy, curriculum,
delivery systems, staffing, outreach to females and minority
groups, teaching competencies, in-service preparation, and the
reporting system need to be found. It is one thing to identify the
problem, but another to bring to bear a body of knowledge which
helps in its solution. This latter element (hard factual data) has
eluded those in trade, industrial, and technical education far too
long.

Ma or Points

- Apprenticeship provides social and econooic solutions (voluntary and

involuntary). Same characteristics were that:

1. It provided job skills without tax dollars.

2. The master was required to provide literacy training.

3. It provided support for the poor (income transfer for spe-

cial needs students).

- The 1917 Smith Hughes Act appears to focus on employers needs.

- The 1963 Vocational Education Act appears to focus on people categories.

It can be seen that the ". . . early leaders in vocational education had

the needs of people in mind as well as the needs of employers" (p. 43).

- There is a need to understand the labor force in planning trade and

industrial peograms.

o Towers, E., Lux, D. & Ray, W. 11966). A rationale-and structure of
industrial arts subject matter. Columbus, OH: Ohio State University
and the University of Illinois.

Selected-Quotations

For more that half a century industry has been viewed AS the Source
of subject matter for industrial arts. Despite thit, an adequate
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structure of the knowledge of industry, as an essential in the
identification and organization of industrial arts subject matter,
has not been conceived. (p. 29)

Industrial arts is an organized study of the knowledge of practice
within that subcategory of the economic institution of society
known as industry. (p. 43)

or_Points_

- Industrial arts is different from industrial technology. Industrial arts

may include the study of industrial functions in order to understand their

effects on materials and humans in industry. IndustriaA technology is

more vocational in nature.

Industrial arts may be studied from pre-school through adult and spe-

cialized studies.

The source of industrial arts subject matter is not clearly defined;

howevev if technology is considered to be knowledge of practices in

societal institutions and one of these instititions is economic, within

this is the element of industry. The knowledge of industrial practices is

industrial arts' subject matter.

In order to be effective, a secondary school progeam should (a) provide

for the study of fundamental principles of practice, (b) include selected

.;.tice, and (c) give a broad theoretical base.

Indastrial arts needs to develop a structure of its body of knowledge and

subject matter.

General factors or elements that should be taken into account when devel-

oping learning experiences and course materials for industrial arts

include: (a) structure of the body of knowledge, (b) otOectives of

instruction, (c) nature of the learner, (d) school facilities and

materials, (e) instructional materials, (0 procedures and materials,

and (g) measurement and evaluation.

o Schill, W. & Arnold, J. (1965). _Curricula content_for six technologies.
Urbana, IL: Bureau of Educational Research and Department of
Vocational and Technisal Education, University of Illinois.

Selected_ Qations

The technician . must have the basic knowledge to communica e
Withithe_engineer and scientist; in addition, he must_have a
working knowledge of the production set-up . . . (p. 4)
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the scientific or engineering technician is required to use a
high degree of rational thinking and to employ post-secondary=
scboa mathematics and principles of physical and natural science.
He thereby assumes the more routine engineering functions . . . he
must effectively communicate scientific or engineering ideas
mathematically, graphically, and linguistically. (p. 5)

MA or Points

There is a reciprocal relationship between ch&nges in occupations and

sociological structures.

Technological advances increase the power and status of "the expert."

Confusion exists regarding the definition of "technician." It is a new

roIe within technological society.

Criteria of trailtng and education, function and skill have been used in

defining technician roles.

Changes in technology, occupations, and societal factors contribute to

the need for revised curricula in vocational education.

The reSUlts of a study that featured data collected by interviews and a

card sort fPom technicians and managers within 500 randomly selected

industries employing over 20 people showed that: (a) reasons for taking a

particular job varied according to the stage of the individuals career

pattern, (b) type of program taken in high school was related to level of

employment in first job* (b) firtt jobs are not necessarily related to

ongoing career patterns, (d) it is possible to identify core knoWledge

related to technologies (technical writing, engineering graphics, mathema-

tics, use of test equipment), and (e) items rejected within social science

were all related to the organization, development, laws and labor movements

of the business structure

Computer operation and programming were not viewed as technician function3.

The only technicians involved with computers in the study were those doing

maintenance.

o DeVord# P. W. 11983j-December). Alesearch_and industrial-education:
searchi tforAirection. _Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the
American Vocational Association, Anaheim, CA.

Selected-Quotations

Theinature of education must be compatible with the present and
projected society in which it erdsts. (p. 3)
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If the practitioners of industrial education had been involved in
study and research about industry, then they would have been
involved very early in environmental issues, worker health and
safety, community and worker control of industries, microprocessor
controls in_industry, quality control through better design,
employee adaptability to technological change, the enhancement of
innovation and invention, and productivity questions, among others.
(p. 5)

We have reached that stage of evolution where a major transition is
required if the field is to continue as a viable field of education
and contribute to the solution of some of society's very significant
and critical problems. (p. 5)

Major Points

Understanding education s purpose is fundamental to discussing its

appropriate research, but there is no definitive/final answer.

Perception of purpose is related to one's world view, which must be

examined in the context of the world's existence in the present/future.

That context is:

1. Increasing technological complexity.

2. Increasing population.

3. Resources becoming limited.

4 Higher entropy and disorder.

5. The mentality which assumes constantly increasing production,

consumption, and growth is becoming more inappropriate.

Past/present purposes of industrial education were job, career/occupation

preparation, and evaluation of industry's manufacturing processes. Issues

of work in society should also have been addressed.

Future purposes of industrial education should be developed immediately;

we can use as criteria learning which is of greatest worth, serves for

the longest period of time, is useful in the greatest number of

situations, includes knowledge and know-how of behavior of industrial/

technological systems, and has the goal of controlling technology by

literate human beings.

Technology does not have a craft focus. Its conception is that of a

discipline/science: it is "the science of technical means and human adap-

tive systems, including the study of the creation, evolution, utilization,

and behavior of technical means and adaptive systems in relation to human

beings, society, and the environment" (p. 12).
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Implications for Purpose of Secondary Vocational Education

Discussion of the above summarized materials concerning the purpose of the

specific fields within vocational education focused on three questions: (a) How

is the purpose of the specific field stated, (b) What is common and unique about

the purpose statements, and (c) What are the resulting implications for the pur-

pose of vocational education in the secondary school? Concerning the first

question, a brief statement was developed to encompass the purpose of each

specific field from the materials reviewed. The statements were as follows:

o Agriculture Education

1. Develop occupational skins for farming and agri-business.

2. Develop ability to obtain employment and advance.

3. Develop knowledge of agricultural occupations.

4. Develop human relations skills.

5. Develop leadership skills.

o Business Education

1. Preparation for entry and advancement in business careers which

involves specific job skills and occupational intelligence.

2. Preparation about business which involves intelligent consuming and under

standing the nation's economy.

o Distributive Education

1. Preparation for gainful employment as semi-skilled or skilled workers,

technicians, or semi-professionals in recognized occupations or new

and emerging distributii1:: education occupations.

2. Preparation for enrollment in advanced vocational and technical

programs.

o Home Economics Education

1. Help to achieve the freedom to fully express one's inner self; this

involves achieving health, efficiency, and opportunity.

2. Focus on an interdisciplinary approach to the problems of the family

as a family which involves enabling families to function with their

own strengths and solve problems in a rational way.

o Industrial Education

1. Understanding of technological systems by technologically literate

citizens.
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2. Preparation for satisfying and productive employment in industrial

occupations.

Looking across these purpose statements for what is common resulted in the

following observations:

1. Each field has an aspect of general and specific education.

2. All the fields are considered by their supporters to be a legislative

part of education in the secondary schools.

3. Within the cluster of specific education functions common to each

field, one of the specific functions has to do with preparation for

work or an occupational role (a specific economic role in society).

Some of the fields have other specific functions (i.e., relating to

family, consumerism, technological advance).

4. One rationale for including these subjects at the secondary school

level is the expectation that for some students, secondary education

may be the termination of schoolinga last chance to get help in

living in our society.

5. There is a concern for making a choice and developing knowledge for

making choices in areas such as careers and family.

6. Implicit in the purpose statements is concern for breadth (in terms of

a variety of occupational roles) and depth (in terms of knowledge

needed to function in these roles); often they are in tension with one

another.

7. Each field displays a focus on a specific area of content (subject

matter).

In contrast to what is common about specific areas within vocational education

are aspects that are unique and which tend to distinguish each field.

Observations about what is unique were as follows:

1. The degree cf emphasis on the individual as being proactive rather than

re43tive in a changing society (i.e., home economics and aspects of

industrial education were most proactive in their stance).

2. Delimitation to work roles not requiring a baccalaureate degree (i.e.,

agriculture, business, and home economics were least delimiting in this

regard).
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3. Degree of sensitiveness and importance attached to larger social context

(i.e., business, home economics, and aspects of industrial education were

most sensitive and attached most importance).

4. Concern for different types of knowledge and different sets of problems

(i.e., emphasim on the technical).

During the discustsions Which led to the above observations, several

interesting issues emarged which seem releVant tO deVelOping a purpose statement

encompassing all or part of the purposes of these specific fieldS for VOCatiOnal

education in the secondary school. First, in all cases the present specific

fields of vocational education began before federal legislation was initiated in

1917. Often, these fields were broader (and some still are) than vocational

education conceived as only preparation for work (especially broader than

training for a job). The emergence of federal vocational education seems to

indicate a narrowing of the purpcse of thede Specific fields, especially by

focusing the purpose on more specific work=centered education. This especially

seemed to be the ease in business education, industrial education, and home

economics. An interesting exception appears to be distributive education which

initially provided narrow job training for women ad retail store clerks and

which has since broadened to imlude a wide range of occupations and more encom-

passing goals (i.e., preparation for further iducation, career decision making).

Second, a helpful mean8 by which to discuss the purpose of at least some

of the fields was in terms of "for" and "about" which Was made moSt clear in

business education. Education "for" characterizes the more specific aspects

of the field, that iS for a particular set or cluster of occupational roles

(i.e., agriculture, businesS, diStributive). Education "about" is one way to

refer to the more general education aspects of the field, that is education

about agriculture, business, industry or the home (or family). It may be that

these two different types of education are not best taught in the same classes;

certainly it would seem that education ',about" woqld be relevant for a wider

clientele group then education "for". Often the emphasis on education

"for" (occupations) is in tension with education "about" (subject matter).

Third, it was not possible to quickly develop a conceptual framework or

structure in which to neatly place all of the specific fields. One dimension

initially thought useful was "fbnction". This seemed at first to discriminate

between agriculture and distributive education, but even here there was overlap
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in that agribusiness occupations entail distribution of agricultural services

and products. In fact, there seemed to be a lot of overlap in occupations

acro3s ficIds particularly when using the title of the field as the only

classifying criterion. In practice, some of these overlaps have been

arbitrarily decided (i.e., service occupations assigned to home economics,

agricultural sales occupations to agriculture). Even the subject matter of the

fields overlap as enabling knowledge and skills in the social and physical

sciences provide the basis for more specific occupationally relevant skills.

The fields seem to differ, however, in the extent or explicitness of an inter-

disciplinary foundation to the content of their programs (i.e., home economics

and aspects of industrial education were most explicit about the importance of

an interdisciplinary perspective). It may well be that some of the specific

fields have a more explicit (and perhaps defensible) conceptual framework then

that of what is to be the more encompassing fieldvocational education.

Fourth, the purpose statements for the different fields appear to be at

different levels of abstractness (i.e., some appear more as global mission

statements linking to the larger society while others were more specific purpose

statements, perhaps within an implicit mission statement) dealing most often

with the economic functions of society and then with the production and consump-

tion roles of individuals. For example, the purpose may first include, as in the

case of agriculture, preparation for farming and agribusiness occupations. If

asked sinE this was the purpose, a common response might be to improve agri-

cultural production. And, Als, improve agricultural production?--to improve the

standard of living of rural people and the nutrition of all the world's people.

And, so it goes by repeatedly asking the question why and, in so doing,

repeatedly liftiqg the level and generality of the question and its rësPönze.

For industrial education, the route to improving society would be through

understanding technological systems and for home economics education, through

the family. But why have the specific fields choosen, as a first response to

the question of purpose, to respond at different levels?

Fifth, several of the fields and most specifically industrial education

have at least as much variation within the field itself as between fields in

their purpose statements. There are marked differences in purpose as espoused

by those in industrial arts as compared with those in trade and industrial edu-

cation. Furthermore, these distinctions change over time with subtle emphasis
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shifts within each field (e.g., the shift from industrial arts to technology

education). Or as in the ease of business education, from buSiness education to

business and office education. Each field varies with respect to the amount of

disagreement and dialogue within it concerning purpose. Agriculture appears to

have relatively little disagreement while home economics and industrial educa-

tion have much more. For these latter fields, the issue of labels is very sen-

Sitive to its professionals.

Sixth, several of the fields, particularly home economics and industrial

education, are often initated before the start of secondary education. Because

of their early commencement, these fields may be especially committed to the

general education aspects of their purpose statements.

Seventh, at least tvo of the fieldt, distributive and agricultural educa-

tion, have strong ties to using the community as a setting for education. The

special mechanism which facilitates this is the cooperative work experience

program (alSo Sometimes labeled a supervised occupation experience program).

Eighth, the meaning of key words is important in trying to understand the

purpose of each of the specific fields within vocational education. Terms such

aS technology, work, agri-business, family, and freedom take on special meaning

in statements of purpose. There is a need for shared meaning if there is ever

going to be anything resembling a real understanding of purpose which ean

enlighten the process of identifying commonalities Ind unique differences.

Ninth, the above analysis has made us aware of the underlying complexity of

each of the specific vocational fields--almost to the point of wondering if

the term "vocational education" ean authentically be used to encompass the goals

of each field. Perhaps vocational education can only be used if interpreted

very broadly, at least at the secondary school level; certainly, it cannot be

delimited to only training. What is also apparent is the arbitrariness in

drawing lines between fields and describing commonalities and unique aspects.

In some eases, it is just that different aspects of purpose may be weighted

differently. Perhaps it is unreasonable to assume that ail this can be made to

fit together neatly. HoWever, one must try if the term vocational education is

to have any meaning in reference to specific fields of Study. As a group, we are

quite sure we have not identified all of the common and unique aSpectS of each

field because, for one reason, we don't even have unanimous agreement among our-

selves on those aspects we have identified as common and unique. Rather, we
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have been "trying on what other people have said" toward building our own agenda

of issues to be addressed in developing a purpose statement for vocational edu-

cation in the secondary school.

Summary

In view of the above synthesis, it seems most relevant to summarize this

section by recounting those aspects of the specific vocational education fields

which were seen as common and unique. This is done even in the light of the

caveat that the characteristics identified are surely arbitrary and supported

with mixed agreement. However, these aspects should form some basis for an ini-

tial consideration of a purpose statement for vocational education which is suf-

ficiently encompassing and/or straightforward.

Common aspects:

1. Beth general and specific education;

2; Legitimate part of secondary education.

3. Preparation for work as one of specific functionS.

4 Constitutes a part of terminal education.

5; Concern for making wise choices.

6. Concern for breath and depth of knowledge.

7. Focu.,-Ad on specific area of subject matter

Unique_aspeets1

1. Emphasis on individual as proactive.

2. Delimitation of work roles.

3. Importance attached to larger society.

4. Address a particular type of knowledge or problems.

Knowing that each field is unique and yet claims to be a legitimate part of edu-

cation, it is only reasonable to next probe the purpose of the concept called

"education". Yhat does or should it mean to attach the label "education" to

vocational education and each of its specific fields?
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Part V

Implications of 20th Century Perspectives
on the Purpose of Education

Reflection on the phrase, vocational education in the secondary school,

stimulates questions about how vocational education relates to the grand

notion of education in total. If vocational education is to be an integral

part of education (which is assumed here), the larger purpose of education muSt

be considered and a context within which to consider the purpose of vocational

education must be formed. For this reason, the study group decided to examine

20th century perspectives on the purpose of education. Since only a limited

number of authors could bs reviewed in the time available, a potential liSt of

widely known and respected authors who had addressed the purpose of education

was first developed by reviewing references such as the History of Educational

Thought. This list was submitted for review to two educational philosophers--

one at the University of Minnesota and the other at Harvard University. From

the resulting list, each study group member chose one or more authors.

Most, but not all, authors on the list were reviewed.

Selected Quotations and Major Points

o Archambault, R. D. (Ed.). (1964). John Dewey-on education, selected
writings; New York: The Modern Library.

Selected Quotations

And it is the process and not merely the result that is important.
(p. 4)

When the school introduces and trains each child of society into
membership within such a little community, saturating him with the
spirit of Service, and providing him with instruments of effective
self-direction, we shall have the deepest and best guaranty of a
larger society which is worthy, lovely, and harmonious. (P. 310)

Respect for individuality is primarily intellectual. It signifies
studying the individual to see what is there to_work with. Having
this sympathetic understanding, the practical work then begins, for
the practical work is one of modificationl of ehanging, of
reconstruction continued without end. The change must at least be
towards more effective techniques, towards greater self-reliance,
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towards a more thoughtful and inquiring disposition, one more
capable o persistent effort in meeting obstacles. (P. 7)

In short, our culture must be consonant with realistic science and
with machine industryi instead of a refuge from them. And while
there is no guaranty that an education which uses science :mid
emplcYs the controlled processes of industry_as a regular part_of
its equipment will succeed, there_is every assurance that an educa-
tional Practice which sets science and industry in opposition to
its ideal of culture will fail. Natural science has in its appli-
eations_to economic production and exchange brought an industry and
a scnietY where quantity alone seems to count. It is for education
to bring the light of science and_the power of work to the aid of
every 50U1 that it may discover its quality. For in a spiritually
democratic society every individual would realize distinction.
Culture would then be for the first time in human history an indi-
vidual achievement and not a class possession. An education fit
for our ideal uses is a matter of actual forces not of opinions.
(p. 293)

The acquisition of skills_is not an end in itself. They are things
to be Put to use, and that use is their contribution to a common
and shared life. They are intended, indeed, to make an individual
more caPable of selfsupoort and of selfrespecting independence.
But unless this end is placed in the context_of_services_rendered
to othersv skills gained will he put to an egoistic and selfish
use, and May he employed_as means of a trained shrewdness in which
one person gets the better of others. Too often, indeed, the
schools4 through reliance upon the spur of competition and the
bestowing of special honors and prizes, on17 build up and
Strengthen the disposition that makes an individual when he leaves
school employ his special talents and superior skill to outwit his
fellows without respect for the welfare of others. (p. 11)

Major Points

The purpose of school must be seen as it relates to society.

Learning in school should have some relationship to reel life. The end

should have soMething to do with social cooperation and community life.

We should not emphasize only the final product, because this just results in

competitiveness.

Occupations in schools should not he for the mere purpose of gaining better

technical skill, but rather to understand how man fits into the world.

Have learning create understanding.

We should not be separating theory and practice.

o Whitehead, A- (1929). The aims of education and other essays. New York:
Madallan.



Selected Quotations

Education is the acquisition of the art of the utilization of
knowledge. (p. 6)

Over vigorous discipline in education is so harmful. The habit of
active thought, with freshness, can only be generated by adequate
freedom. (pp. 49-50)

Education is the guidance af the individual toward a comprehension
of the art of life. (p. 61)

(In technical education) is a commonwealth in Which work is play
and play is life. (p. 67)

If, in the troubled times_which may be before us, you wish appre=
ciably to increase the chance of some savage upheaval, introduce
widespread technical education and ignore the Benedictine ideal
that work should be "transfused with intellectual and moral vision"
and thereby turned into joy. Society will then get what it
deserves. (p. 68-69)

ThereL is no such thing as a successful system of education in a
vacuum. (p. 117)

Students are alive, and the purpose of education is to stimulate
and guide their self development. (p. v)

Ma or Points

There is danger in the "mental dryrot" of education that is based on inert

ideaa, (those which are simply taken into the mind but not used) for it is

not only useless, it is harmful.

Education should develop understanding and appreciation of the power and

beauty of ideas. It should lead to the development of a sense for style,

(Which Whitehead calls the "ultimate morality of the mind"), knowledge, and

power.

Learning and development and, consquently, education can be described in

terms of rhythmic stages: romance, precision, and generalization. These

Stages occur in a repetitive, cyclical manner that may be different for

various types of knowledge. (Ont could be in the "age of precision" in

language, and the "age of romance" in science simultaneously.) The stage

of preciaion dominates in the traditional form of education.

Technical education should be literally construed as intellectual

enlightenment. While it generally is training in the use of knowledge for
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production purposes, it embodies discovery and understanding of what is

discovered. It is powerful because it is concrete and provides opportunity

to transform, in manual terms, the knowledge gained.

We should aim to produce people who have both culture and expert knowledge

in a special direction.

Pupils should be interested, challenged, involved, observant, and happy.

o Peters, R. S. (1973). Aim of education. In R. S. Peters (Ed.), The
philcsophy-of education. London: Oxford University Press.

Selected Quotations

"Education," like "reform," is not a concept for picking out any
specific activity, but for laying down criteria to which a family
of activities must conform. (p. 15)

It is only too easy to slip into looking for some distant objective
beyond_education_which educators might be trying to bring about for
educators. But this would be impossible if education means the
initiation of people into a worthwhile form of life; for how could
there never be any end of value beyond this which it would be
possible to bring about? (p. 16)

A hall-mark of a good_school is_the extent to which it kindles in
its pupils a desire to go on with the things into which they have
been initiated when the pressures are off and when there is no
extrinsic reason for engaging in them. (p. 18)

We use the phrases "trained in" and "trained for" when we wish to
talk about vocational, utilitarian, or specialized pursuits. We
do not_speak of a person being educated in, or for, or at anything
in particular. This does not mean, of course, that an educated
man must not be trained in something. It only rules out the
possibility of his being just trained. (p. 19)

To be educated is not to have arrived at a destination; it is to
travel with a different view. What is required is not feverish
preparation for something that lies ahead, but to work with precis-
ion, passion, and taste at worth-while things that lie to hand.
(Peters, 1985, p. 110 in Peters, 1973, p. 20)

If anyone is engaged in an activity like cooking or fishing_that
has a palpable and determinate point to it, talk of "aims" seems
rather obtuse; but when there is a group of activities directed
-toward a cluster of ends that are highly indeterminate, the demand
for "aims" serves an obvious function. It focuses attention on
some neglected priority. (p. 20)

As the forms of knowledge and understanding defining the outlook
of an educated man are inseparable from the principles of
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procedure which characterize the public situations in which they
are acquired, developed, and transmitted to others, there is no
inappropriateness in emphasizing as "aims" of education the proce-
dural aspects of this situation. For principles immanent in them,
such as freedom, or respect for evidence, can be treated as priori-
ties and can structure the activities of education as well as more
usual aims. (p. 26)

Ma'or Points

Aims are used in a context where it is thought to be important to get

people to be more specific about what they are doing.

Aims suggest effort toward an objective that is difficult and not close

at hand.

- Aims suggest the possibility of failure or falling short.

- Discussion of aims is particularly important and common in education

because it is a "highly diffuse" and "difficult" activity which engages

people seriously, but one which is not altogether clear what is to be

accomplished, tangible results are difficult to come by and there is

constantly the possibility of falling short.

Two sets of criteria were described for deciding what is "education":

1. Criteria that characterize successful outcomes of education (the
educated person):

a. An educated person must be capable of pursuing an activ-
ity (i.e. science, cooking) "for what there is in it as
distinct from what it may lead on to or bring about"--
able to "delight" in such things for their own sake.

b. An educated person, besides being skilled, must possess
some body of knowledge and some kind of conceptual
scheme to raise this about the level of a collection of
disjointed facts--must have some understanding of the
"reason why" of things.

c. An educated person cannot be narrowly specialized--the
person must be able to see a connection in his/her activ-
ities to a coherent pattern of life.

d. An educated person's knowledge and understanding must
permeate his way of looking at thing--it must transform
hin total outlook.

2. Criteria that characterize the processes by which people become
more gradually educated (These are much less developed by Peters.):
self-realization of the individual, growth, autonomy, individual
choice, individual differences, and freedom.
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Content and procedure in education should not be separated from aims--

procedures used can also be a form of content.

Because there are multiple criteria it is likely that they may receive a

different emphasis at different periods of time. This is also another

reason why statements of aims seem so necessary in education.

o Wesbury, I. and Wilkof, N. J. (Eds.). (1978). Joseph J. Schwab=-Saience,
curriculum,_ and liberal education. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press.

Selected Quotations

Science, like practical knowledge, is fluid and dynamic . . . Since
scientific knowledge is couched in terms corresponding neither to
"reality" nor to immediate human needs, we need to reflect on the
relations of its conclusions to its forms and evidence in order
even to know what it is about. Its conclusions make sense only in
the light of the way they were formed. And the use of the conclu-
sions presupposes reflection which transforms both the forms of
scientific thought and the requirements of felt problems so that
the two ean be brought together. (pp. 177=178)

Learning, for Dewey, is active participation in the pragmatic rhet-
oric--the recovery and test of meaning. Hence, the effective
"learning situation" is not the one which leads by the quickest,
most comfortable route to mastered habit and attitude, used precept
and applied knowledge, but the one which is provocative of reflec-
tion, experiment, and revision. (p. 173)

Dewey sought, in education, the mutuality which joined society and
separate persons. Development of the potentialities special to
each person, yes. But so that they be put in the service of
society as well as in the service of the self. And development,
too, of the common competencies which serve society, but so that
association may better serve the individual while individuals serve
to improve the quality of association. Neither automatic conform-
ity to socially accepted norms nor centrifugal scattering into
privacies can be the useful rule. Where all conform, none
question. There is no inquiry. Where belligerent individualism is
the rule, we lose the fruits which require collaboration and, more
important, lose the satisfaction of sharing, itself. (p. 181)

Defensible educational thought must take account of four common-
places of equal rank: the learner, the teacher,_the milieu, and
the subject matter. None of these can be omitted without omitting
a vital factor in educational thought and practice. No one of them
may be allowed to dominate the deliberation unless that domination
is conscious and capable of defense in terms of the circumstances.
Despite the educational bandwagons which bear witness to the
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contrary, neither child nor society nor_subject matters nor
teachers are the proper center of curriculum. Indeed, the short
merry life of nany bandwagon curriculums often has arisen from just
such overemphases: the child-centered curriculums of Progres=
sivism; the social-change-centered curriculums of the 19303; the
subject-matter-centered curriculums of recent reforms; the teacher-
centered curriculums which may arise from unionism. (p. 371-372)

Herbert, J. R. (1913). Outlines of educational doctrine. (A. F. Lange,
Trans.). London: MacMillan.

Selected Quotations

Hence training and instruction have each to be directed against the
springing up of illusive longings and toward a true picture of the
blessings and burdens of various social classes and professions.
(p. 27)

Children must be kept employed at all events, because idleness
lead6 to misbehavior and lawlessness. (p. 39)

Major_Points

- The purposes of education are correlated with its means, which leads to an

emphasis on "concrete experience," and that of empirical justification

over "rational psychology."

- Herbert's assumption is that pupils are educable and plastic, with

education dependent on the nature of its interaction with students.

- Education's major purposes include: (a) citizenship, (b) development of

virtue (i.e., the ethical ability of one to pass judgment on the quality of

one's own moral character, (c) physical and mental health, (d) being of

benefit to society, (e) perfection, although with humility, and (f) for

children to experience the same constraints placed on adults in society.

- Education should act to thwart children's impulsive nature, and to keep

them busy at all times. By keeping them mentally occupied, children can be

controlled for their own good.

o Dearden, R. F. (1975). Needs in education (Chapter 3), Education_as a
process of growth (Chapter 4), Happiness_and education (Chapter 6).
In R. F. Dearden, PH. Hirst, & R._S._Peters (Edsi), A__critilue-of
current education_aims=Part I of education and the development-of
reason. Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul.
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Selected Quotations

Need is a normative concept and, as such, needs are not to be
determined just by research into what is observably the case.
(p. 50)

They must therefore be allowed to choose for themselves as seems
best to them, and not be directed by neo=Platonists or
neo-Aristotelians into some prejudged view of the good life.
(p. 108)

Ma or_Points

The concept of "need" is being hea7ily used in education. There are three

criteria to determine a need:

1. There is a norm or standard.

2. The norm is not being met.

3. What is said to be needed is really relevant to achieving the

norm.

Questions of need have an empirical basis, but ultimately cannot be

settled empirically.

There are difficulties in regarding education as a process of growth. The

European biological version does not do explicit enough justice to the

greater knowledge of the adults who are teachers and parents. Growth

theories are often naive in their notions of environment, experience,

stimulation and choice. The growth theorists have some things right:

indi/idual differences exist between students at different ages and stages

and educational activities should be satisfying and worthwhile to the

individual.

The goal of education cannot simply be happiness. There are other goals

which may challenge or even run counter to student happiness.

o Kumarin, V. (1976). Anton Makarenke: Hi5-1-ife and in his-work-in education
Judelson, Trans.). USSR.

Selected Quotations

Labour as_a step towards concern for one's fellow men should
replace the concept of labour as mere work. (p. 30)

Fred dadh aceerding to his ability, to eaeh according to hia Week.

It emerged that the teaching process in school and industrial pro-
duction went a long way to moulding character, because they did
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away with that dividing line between manual and brain work and that
together they produced highly skilled men and women. (p. 382)

Ma or Points

A teacher's role is to convey knowledge, forge a student's character and

identify a student's needs and abilities.

There is a need to pay more attention to the child as a whole.

Labor is more than mere work.

The goals of education should include: fostering specific traits in

children, citizenship, and preparation for work.

Foundational assumptions Kumarin made were: (a) all people start with an

equal capacity for work, (b) differing work capacities are a result of

experiences and education, and (e) work skills mold character and eliminate

hand/brain distinctions.

Friere, P. (1972). Pedagogy_of the oppressed. New York: Herder & Herder.

Friere, P. (1973). Education-for critical consciousness. New York:
Continuum Press.

Selected Quotations

In the banking concept of education, knowledge is a gift bestowed
by those who consider themselves knowledgeable upon those whom they
consider to know nothing. Projecting an absolute ignorance onto
others, a characteristic of the ideology of oppression, negates
education and knowledge as processes of inquiry. (1972, p. 58)

Haw can educator and educatee possibly be put on a par in the
search for knowledge if it is the former who already knows? How
ean the educatee be said to be capable of knowing if his or her
role is to learn from the educator? These observations, which are
basically objections, cannot conceal the preconceptions of the per-
son who makes them. They always originate with those who consider
themselves to be the possessors of wisdom face-to-face with the
educatees who are regarded as ignorant. Education through dialogue
and communication is seen by them in their misinterpretation
(whether erroneous or idealogical) as a threat. (1973, pp. 149-150)

Ma or Points:

Friere criticizes _-aditional education for its assumption that the teacher

knows everything and the students know nothing.

Traditional education leads to passivity on the part of students and a
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compulsivity on the part of the teacher, who believes that s/he must

constantly be teaching, talking, choosing and unassailable in respect to

the content of the curriculum.

- Conversely, students in traditional classrooms believe that it is their

role to be compliant, quiet and deferent, in short passive.

o Vincent, A. W., & George, M. (1982). Development and self-identity: Hegel's
concept of education. Educational Theory, 32 (3,4), 131-141.

Selected_Quotations

School education cannot be reduced to a mere pandering to the
child's subjective wisheS. (p. 135)

School education is concerned to present what is important for the
dhild to learn, an importance which he will for the present be
obliged to take on trust. (p. 135)

The first function of the school is, therefore, to act as a coun-
terbalance to the particularity of each child, and to develop in
him a capacity to share in the life of his socieDy, as a free citi=
zen whose inward disposition has been brought into harmony with the
collective life of his society. (p. 137)

This keeping of the soul, this alone is what education means. The
more educated a man is, the less there is apparent in his behavior,
anything peculiar only to him, anything that is merely contingent.
(p. 140)

Ma'or_Points

Education helps the child "burst the Shell of its outer existence and

become . . . itself" (p. 134).

Education complements the importance and purpose of the family in a child's

development.

The purpose of education exists between the extreme of the child being

unduly subservient or being completely independent of societal conatraints.

When the individual is no longer identified by personal idiosyncrasies and

eccentricities, his/her consciousness as characterized by universality

and rationality manifests the features of "the General Mind."

Through education, the individual's capricious desires are overcome by rational

thought, making it possible to find true freedom, identity, and his/her

"true" self (the self which is necessary for the development and



maintenance of society).

Hegel assumed the existence of a rational universal within children,

brought out by the socialization process involving education and the

family, while the child'S feelings of egocentrism were being broken down.

For children to develop willpoWer, discipline and "punishment" were

necessary. Hegel had no sympathy for Rousseau's beliefs of innate goodness

nor would he have sympathized with an undemocratic, predetermined

educational structure.

Implications for Purpose and Process of Vocational Education

During examination of the major points made by the selected writers, the

discussion focused upon identifying commonalities in the proposed purposes of

education. The authord were Selected in a manner designed to represent a range

of viewpoints, and consequently this synthesis of the study group's discussion

may rer1/2ct the participant's viewpoints and assumptions to a greater degree

than it synthesizes a selected author's positions. It id obvious but worth

noting that the subStantive issues of previous sections have raised many of the

same issues rooted in the continuing debate on what is the purpose of education.

A limited number of "purpose of education" commonalities or themes were

identified. First, a purpose of education is to help individuald understand

their relationship to Society and how they impact society. Education should

help persons see themselves more clearly by developing knowledge of the society

and world in which they function and of their moral and ethical responsibilities

to that society and the greater society. While the educational process is

focused upon the individual person who benefits society is viewed as the ulti-

mate benefi-Jary of the individual's education. Education cannot avoid the

responsibility of socializing the persons involved. Saturating the student with

a spirit of service may be viewed as a subset of this specific purpose.

Second, development of an individual's intrinsic value for knowledge and

thinking as ends in themselves versus a means to an end is viewed as a purpose

of education. The individual should develop an appreciation for ideas, art,

music, scientific information, and so on without the criteria that they are

a means to other ends. Education should develop a sense of the value of knowing

and thinking and of being able to know and think.
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Third, a purpose of education is to involve individuals in the process of

education. The process activities or methods proposed as most appropriate are

varied and related to the purpose or aim being addressed. The interaction of

process with content it recognized.

Fourth, since knowledge is dynamic and forever emerging, a purpose of edu-

cation is to devolop the ability to learn. The educated person is viewed as

having skills of inquiry, experimentation, revision, reflection, and so on.

Fifth, a purpose of education is to stimulate and guide the self-

development of students. The learners must be encouraged and assisted in

becoming self-directive in their own education.

Sixth, the creation of an understanding of how things fit together, came to

be, and for what reasons, is a purpose of education. The development of a

narrow specialized knowledge base is insufficient as a purpose of education. A

particularly relevant, related issue is the relationship of training and educe=

tion. Some authors view training as a subset of education, while others view it

as separate from education. The latter group of individuals tend to hold the

traditional "liberal education" perspective and are criticized as having an

elitist view of history.

Summary

Given the study group's assumption that vocational education is a part of

education in the secondary school, a number of implications for the purpose of

vocational education in the secondary schools can be drawn from the purposes of

education.

1. Professionals involved in vocational education in the secondary schools

need to recognize that the skill training versus education debate forces

a dichotomy in what is perhaps more realistically viewed as a process

continuum. Unique activities within different content frameworks do

not necessarily signify conflict in ultimate purposes.

2. Occupational skills should not be taught without attention to related

knowledge and to an understanding of interre1ationsh4.ps with society,

particularly the impacts of the skill upon individuals and society.
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3. The content of vocational education must meet the criteria for the con-

tent of education. In other words, the content of vocational education

must address the purposes of education, and vocational education person-

nel must demonstrate how their offerings contribute to accomplishing

the purposes of the comprehensive secondary schools curriculum.

4. Vocational education legislation has forced or at least influenced a

very narrow view of the justification for vocational education in the

secondary schools, namely job placem-nt. The purposes of vocational

education in the secondary shcool must include but also go beyond mere

job placement.

5. The purposes of vocational education in the secondary school will

change over time, as the work content and context changes. Statements

of purpose frequently focus upon the currently neglected aspects.

6. Purpose statements specify the ideal, not the present situation, and

are often rejected as unrealistic.

7. There are risks when the abstract statements of purpose for education

are applied to vocational education: misinterpretation, loss of

current support groups and loss of identity.
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Part VI

Implications of Future Economic Social, and Technological Trends

The final thrust of the study group in this phase of the study was to probe

writings on the future related to broad economic, social, and technological

trends for their implications for work, education, and specifically the purpose

and process of vocational education in the secondary schools. It was decided to

look at original works on the future, rather than interpretations of these

works, in terms of their implications for work and education. The reasons for

this stemmed from a need to draw implications based on the unique purpose of the

study group.

The strategy used to develop a list of Potential authors involved con-

sultation with a professor teaching education futures, a prominent futurist

often asked to make presentations at educational meetings, and the staff members

of the World Future Society. A desired characteristic of the list of authors

was that they be representative of both current and popular works on the future

as weIl as those that were older but had survived the "test of time." WorkS

which mainly addressed the process of forecasting or predicting the future were

excluded.

From this Iist, members of the study group selected authors to read and

analyze based on their own interests. Not all authors were selected for

reading. Quotations and major points from those publications selected follow

in order of publication date, starting with the most recent.

Selected Quotations and Major Points

o Naisbitt, J. (1982). Megatrends. New York: Warner Books.

Selected Quotations

We need to balance technology with the spiritual demands of our human
nature. (p. 40)

The more high technology around us the more the need for human touch.
(p. 53)

It is too late to recapture our industrial supremacy because we are no
longer an industrial economy. (p. 58)
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Major-Points

American society is restructuring in 10 ways which will result in major

changes in our lives. It is moving from:

1. An industrial society to an information society. This trend
began in the 1950s. The years 1956 and 1957 marked the end of
the industrial era. Most Americans today spend time creating,
processing, or distributing information. The new source of
power is information rather than money.

2. Forced technology to high tech and high touch.

3. A national economy to a world economy. The Third World countries
are competing for industrial jobs and have the labor force to do
it. The trend will be for countries to share in production. By
developing the Third World, the industrial countries will be
assured of adequate markets for their goods. Globalization of
economies will revive cultural and linguistic assertiveness.
United States citizens should become trilingual--fluent in
English, Spanish, and computer. World peace may result from
world trade.

4. Short-term to long-term planning.

5. Centralized structures to decentralization. The United States is
rebuilding from the bottom up, becoming a more diverse society,
and rejecting the idea of a homogeneous nation. Decentralization
is consistent with the information society. An information
business can operate anywhere. Smaller local units have the
power. Decentralization is evident in the move from cities to
the rural areas.

6. Institutional help to_a self=help society. There has been z
shift from big to small firms. The trend is toward self-help
in crime prevention to consumerism.

7. A representative democracy to participating democracy. The
communication revolution has created a well=educated electorate.
The two-party system is giving way to independents. Numerous new
parties are forming. People are realizing their power through
initiatives and referendums.

8. Expecting hierarchies to meet our needr to the use of networking.
Hierarchies failed to solve society's problems. People began
to taIk to each other, thus networking began. It offers the
horizontal link. Networks are part of the need for high touch.
Networking is affecting the way corporations function. Network-
ing provides for the nurturing of one another.

9 Population shift from growth in the North to growth in the &Nth.
People are moving to the West, the Southwest, and Florida as the
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result of stagnation of industries in the North and growth
and development of new industries in the Southwest. The West
has better educated people.

10. Either/or options to multiple options. There is a shift from the
family to the individual. Employment options are diverse. We
encourage diversity.

o Capra, F. (1981). The turning point. New York: Simon Schuster.

Selected Quotations

Our science and technology are based on the seventeenth century
belief that an understanding of nature implies domination of nature
by "man." Combined with the mechanistic model of the universe . . .

and excessive emphasis on_linear thinking, this attitude has pro-
duced a technology that is unhealthy and inhuman; a technology in
which the natural, organic habitat of complex human beings is
replaced by a simplified, synthetic, and prefabricated environment.
This technology is aimed at control, mass production, and standard-
ization, and is subjected, most of the time, to centralized manage-
ment that pursues the illusion of indefinite growth. (p. 44)

Quantum theory_has shown_us that_the world cannot be analyzed into
independently existing isolated elements. The notion of separate
parts--like atoms, or subatomic particles==is an idealization
with only approximate validity; these parts are not connected by
causal laws in the classical sense. (p. 85)

From the systems point of view, both determinism and freedom are
relative concepts. To the extent that a system is autonomous from
its environment it is free; to the extent that it depends on it
through continuous interaction, its activity will be shaped by
environmental influences. The relative autonomy of organisms
usually increases with their complexity, and it reaches its culmin-
ation in human beings. (p. 270)

By developing our capacity for abstract thinking at such a rapid
pace, we seem to have lost the important ability to ritualize
social conflicts we have lost touch with the realities of life
and have become the only creatures who often fail to cooperate with
and even kill their own kind. (p. 299)

Decline in a culture occurs when a culture has become too rigid=-
in its technologies, ideas, or social organization--to meet the
challenge of changing conditions. This loss of flexibility is
accompanied by a general loss of harmony, leading to the outbreak
of social discord and disruption. (p. 418)
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Major Points

Purpose is "to provide a coherent conceptual framework to help (persons

involved in social movements) recognize the commonality of their aims"

(p. 16)

The world today is so interconnected that an ecological perspective is

needed if it is to be adequately understood. This would necessarily

entail a paradigm shift.

World conditions are now in a state of profound crisis that is without

precedent and which extends to every aspect of our lives. Discipline-

oriented "experts" are unable to comprehend the problems, to say nothing

of the solution.

Among the transitions that are involved are: (a) decline of patriarchy,

(b) decline of the fossil-fUel age, and (c) paradigm shift from a sensate

value system (where matter is reality, ethical values are relative) to one

that is unknown.

Presently, our culture is dominated by rational thought; only scientific

knowledge is acceptable. Intuitive knowledge is viewed as less credible.

Patterns prevalent in society are those of power, control, and domination

of others by force.

Theorists who have contributed to the view of the world as a machine

include: Copernicus, Galileo, Bacon, Descartes, Newton) and Locke. This

view was modifed by the work of Darwin (evolution); Maxwell

(electrodynamics); Einstein (relativity); and Planch, Bohr, Pauli, and

others (quantum theory). This eventually has led to a shift from the

study of objects to the study of relationships/interconnections that

define the universe. The world view of modern physics is a system view.

The effect of reductionistic thinking has been that "our culture has

beocme progressively fragmented, and developed technologies, institutions

and life styles that are profoundly unhealthy" (p. 234).

A systems view looks at the world as an integrated whole, emphasizing the

organization and relationships involved. The systems are characterized

as dynamic, flexible, and capable of self-organization which leads to

self-renewal and self=transcendence.
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o Yankelovich, D. (1981). New rules: Searching for self-fulfillmentIn a world
turned upside down. New York: Random House.

Selected Quotations

In any culture there will be more continuity than change;
ordinarily, cultural patterns persist for long periods of time.
(p. xvii)

Any viable social ethic has real work to do: it bindS the individ=
ual to the society; it synchronizes society's goals with those of
each person; it holds society together and keeps it from degenera-
ting into a chaos of competing interests. (p. 246)

A new social ethic is gradually starting to take shape. I call it
an ethic of commitment. (p. 12)

There are two distinct steps required to develop an ethic of com-
mitment. One of them lies wholly within each person's control, for
it involves nothing more--or Iess--than a change in the strategy of
self-fulIfiIIment. The change involves abandoning the calculus of
inner needs and its assumptions that needs are synonymous with
desires, that the more desires filled the better and that this pur-
suit is a morally worthy one. Indeed, the new strategy builds on
these premises: that the self is not synonymous with the sum of
one's desires; that self-fulfillment requires commitments that
endure over long periods of time and that the expressive and sacred
can only be realized through a web of shared meanings that
transcend the self-conceived as an isolated physical object.
(p. 256)

(The second step is that) people must form commitments that advance
the well-being of the society as well as themselves. (p. 259)

A new ethic of commitment would help to preserve certain older
values Americans cherish, and at the same time safeguard important
new ones won in the rebellion against self-denial. The older
values Americans wish to preserve include political freedom; the
use of that freedom to secure material well-being through one's own
efforts; the comforts and consolations of family life; a place of
respectability in the community; and a pride in America's unique
role in history. The new values embrace greater automony for both
men and women; more freedom to choose one's own life style; life as
an adventure as well as an economic chore; leisure; self-expression
and creativity; a greater concern for past and future; a more
caring attitude; and a larger place for the awe, mystery and
sacredness of life. (p. 263)

Major Points

There is a change in American culture from a rule of self-deniaI and duty

to self to an "ethic of commitment" involving a concern for others as well
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as self.

We must become accustomed to shaping the country's economic and political

fortunes through changing social values rather than technology, economics

or politics.

New terms coined:

1. Giving/getting compact--unwritten implicit rules governing
what we give in marriage, family, work, community and what we
expect in return.

2. Sacred/expressive aspects of life--intrinsically satisfying,
opposite of instrumental.

Ethic of commitment==a new form of self-fulfillment beyond the
ethic of duty to self or self-denial; involves fulfillment
through both concern for self and earing for other people; stimu-
lates ideas.

4 Double seeing--able to see our attempts at self=fulfillment as
personal, historical, and cultural processes.

5. Psychoculture--web of meanings a society holds in common in the
consciousness.

Society has placed excessive emphasis on the instrumental value of objects

and people. It needs to shift emphasis to expressive/sacred values (i,e.,

civilize the instrumental).

Problems of past attempts at self-actualization were: (a) assumption of

unlimited economic affluence and (b) actualization as a "me first"

outlook.

Must shift to fulfillment through connectedness to the world: people,

institutions, objects, ideas, places, nature, projects, experiments,

adventures, and callings. This shift is now in the embryotic stage.

Change will require leadership from institutions such as government, mass

media, education, business, and labor.

New rules will stimulate doing more for ourselves (rather than depending

on experts), breaking up rigid segmentation (e.g., oId vs. young), and

encouraging people to channel their creativity away from themselves back

to concrete tasks needing to be done--new energy sources, new industries,

rebuilding infrastructure, creating caring communities.
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Toffler, A. (1980). The third wave. New York: William Morrow & Co.

Selected Quotations

We glimpse here instead the emergence of what might be called a
npractopia"--neither the best nor the worst of all possible worlds.
(p. 357) . . . In short, a practopia offers a positive, even a
revolutionary alternative, yet lies within the range of the
realistically attainable. (p. 358)

To begin with, many of today!s changes are not independent of one
another. Nor are they random . . . They are, in fact, Parts of a
much larger phenonemon: the death of industrialism and the rise
of a new civilization. (p. 2)

The Third Wave brings with it a genuinely new way of life . . It
could--with some intelligent help from us--turn out to be the first
truly humane civilization in recorded history. (p. 10)

Today all the high-technology nations are reeling from the colli-
sion between the Third Wave and the obsolete, encrusted economics
and institutions of the Second (p. 14) . . . . When a society is
struck by two or more giant waves of change, and none is yet
clearly dominant, the image of the future is fractured (p. 15)

. . The conflict between Second and Third Wave groupings is,
in fact, the central political tension cutting through our society
today. (p. 17)

Once we realize that a bitter struggle is now raging between those
who seek to preserve industrialism and those who seek to supplement
it, we have a powerful ke-,1 to understanding the world. (p. 18)

What we see . . is a civilization . . based on a widening
cleavage between production and consumption . . managed by a
set of elites whose task it was to integrate the whole. (p. 78)

The greater the divorce of producer from consumer--in time, in
space, and in social and psychic distance--the more the
market . . . came to dominate social reality. (p. 117)

Second Wave civilization placed an extremely heavy_emphasis on our
ability_to dismantle problems int0 their components; it rewarded us
less often for the ability_to put_the pieces back together
again . . . . Today_I_believe we stand on the edge pf a new age of
synthesis 4 4_. i_We.are likely to see a return_to large-scale
thinking to general theory, to the putting of the pieces back
together again. (p. 129)

In fact4 integrating_young people into the electronic cottage may
offer_the only_real solution to the problems of high youth
unemployment. (O. 220)
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During Second Wave civilization, machine synchronization shackled
the human to the machine's capabilities and imprisoned all of
social life in a common frame . . . . Now, as machine synchronization
grows more preciset humans, instead of being imprisoned, are
progressively freed. (p. 253)

There are movements aimed at literally turning back the clock--like
the back-to-basics movnt in United States schools, Legitimately
outraged by the disaster in mass education, it does not recognize
that a de-massified society calls for new educational strategies,
but seeks instead to restore and enforce Second Wave uniformity in
the schools. Nevertheless, all these attempts to achieve uniformity
are essentially the rear-guard actions of a spent civilization.
(p. 256)

Today we are beginning to realize that neither big nor small is
beautiful, but that appropriate scale, and the intelligent meshing
of both big and small is most beautiful of all. (p. 261)

The Third Wave challenges the Second Wave notion that education
necessarily takes place in a classroom. Today, we need to combine
learning with work, political struggle, community service, and even
play. (p. 346)

Ma or Points

Society can be conceptualized as having consisted of different waves. Two

have already occurred, with the third now forming. The first developed as

a result of the beginning of humanity, the second was due to the indus-

trial revolution, but the third, now in its developmental process, cannot

be attributed to a particular "cause."

First Wave society was an agricultural society. Life was organized around

villages, with a simple division of labor, a decentralized economy, and

energy from renewable sources.

Second Wave society began with the Industrial Revolution (1650-1750) and

has continued to the present. Modeled after the factory system,

synchronization, standardization, and maximization were implicit in all

its institutions. Its energy was derived primarily from non-renewable,

foSsil fuels, its central social institution was the nuclear family, with

a differentiation between production and consumption, although the home,

and the housewife within it, retained almost a continuation of First Wave

society.

Third Wave society, is a new, qualitatively different society. Arising

from the self-destruction of Second Wave society, it will probably have:
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1. A diversified technological base.

2. A wide variety of energy resources.

3. Information as its basic raw material.

4. Reliance on interactive media.

5. No central Social institution, such as the family (but families

will be significant) although in alternative types of nuclear

configurations).

6. Less brutalizing, more decision-centered work.

7. Factories outside the urban metropolis.

8. Much work and education in the home.

9. Less differentiation between production and consumption.

10. Reduced role for the nation state and the "democratic" political

system.

11. More community, structure, and meaning for people s livaa.

Two aspects which will characterize all of Third Wave society's develop-

ments are: (a) higher diversity (de=massification) and (b) acceleration of

change. These two aspects will shape all the preceding developments,

making Third Wave society one in which there is increased emphasis on

individual needs and concerns and in which adaptations to change are

inherent within inatitutions.

o Heilbroner, R. L. (1974). An inquiry into the human prospect. New York:
W. W. Norton.

Selected Quotations

I call attention to the situation within the industrial socialist
world to stress the surprising similarity of outcomes between two
otherwise widely differing systems. Each has been marked with
Serious operational difficulties; each has overcome these dif-
ficulties with economic growth. Each has succeeded in raising its
level of material consumption; each has been unable to produce a
climate of social satisfaction. This leads to the suggestion that
common elements of great importance affect the adaptability of both
systems to the challenges of the human prospect. (p. 75)

It appears logical to conclude that socialism, with its direct coma=
mitment to a planned economy and with its freedom from the ideolog-
ical blockages of private property, could manage the adaptation of
an industrial society to a stationary equilibrium much more readily
than capitalism. (p. 91)
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Our lengthy analysis of capitalism and Western socialism has led to
one principal conclusion: the dangers of the human prospect seem
likely to affect the two systems differently in the Short run, but
surprisingly alike over a longer time horizon. (p. 99)

ajor _Rants_

- The author identified three major challenges to the future survival of

humankind:

1. The alarming increase in population growth of the underdeveloped
countries due to their decreased death rates and increased fer-
tility rates.

2. The danger from the increased availability of nuclear weapons and
their potential for irreparable damage as contrasted with a much
more restricted and more easily repaired damage from conventional
weapons.

3. The threat to humankind from environmental deterioration caused
by the increasing burden on resources and ecological limits which
have been stressed as a result of industrial society.

The external challenges to humankind's existence are created by an imbal-

ance in our ability to match technology with adequate control mechanisms.

The critical weakness of capitalistic society may stem from its ntress on

personal achievement, relentless pressures for advancement, and the

acquisitive drive which is symptomatic of lur culture. All of these may

be factors underlying much of the social malaise in our society today.

Despite the striking success of socialist economic systems, socialism has

been unable to attain its generally hoped for level of communal spirit.

Industrial civilization achieves its success by imposing values which are

common and necessary to both capitalistic and socialistic societies.

Capitalistic nations will be facing increased pressures for the distribu-

tion of resources among less developed countries.

Capitalistic nations may also face increased pressure for income distribu-

tion within their own societies. To the extent that capitalistic nations

adopt authoritarian measures for dealing with social discontent, their

direction of change may be described as a movement toward socialism.

It may be easier for a socialistic society to manage the adaptation of a

post-industrial society toward a stationary equilibrium than for a capi-

talistic society.
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Outside pressures tend to push nations into directions of authority and

not away from it.

It may only be possible for humankind to meet the coming crisis under

governments which can command obedience far more effectively than is

possible under democratic ones.

There does not seem to be any possibility in the character traits of

humankind being modified rapidly enough to bring about a peaceful

reorganized world community.

o Gardner, J. W. (1963). Self-renewal. New York: Harper & Row.

Selected Quotations

Everyone does not have to agree in_order for_the &nide:1St:a tO be
effective._ It is only necessary_that there be_rough_agreement
among_a subst:antial proportion of_those_men and_women whose
intelligence' vigor, awareness and sense of responsibility mark
them as shapers of the community purpose. (p. 117)

In the ever-renewing society what matures is a system or framework
within which continuous innovation, renewal and rebirth aan occur.
(p. 5)

The only stability possible is stability in motion. (p. 7)

,Major Points

Society needs innovators to deal with unpredicted problems. Otherwise

stagnancy brings downfall.

General pressures are against innovation since it requires opposing the

status quo and the powers that give life to the status quo.

Individuals also do not tend to be innovative because (a) it rtquires

failures, and people are afraid to risk; and (b) schooling works against

creativity for the usual reasons (e.g., poor teachers) and because creati-

vity is hard to teach.

We need to promote creativity among people. At leaSt we should not put

obstacles in the way so creativity cannot come forth.

Society benefits from innovative reformers. Revolutionaries may seem like

reformers, but actually they are born from anger at a particular problem

and when they've overcome it, they become dogmatic themselves.

Innovators tend to be generalists, not specialists.
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Implications for Purpose and Process of Vocational Education in the Secondary School

After identifying the major points of the preceding authors, the discussion

of the study group was directed to a synthesis of (a) future economic, social,

and technological trends; and (b) implications for work, educat .on, and more

specifically, the purpose of vocational education in the secondary school.

Twelve trends were identified.

1. Demassification of society. This is the term Toffler used to describe

a change in which society loses its pervasive "industrial mentality" of mass

production acquired with the Industrial Revolution. Rather than business and

industry trying to reach and serve all the people with one particular message,

product, or service, Toffler describes a future in which there are different

messages, products, or services for different groups or individuals.

2. Decentralization. Facilitated by technological innovation, decentrali-

zation involves the making of decisions at more lower/local levels, with com-

munication networks between levels and individuals being necessary.

3. Imbalance-in-matching_technological innovation. There is an increasing

lag by social and economic institutions in response to the changes caused by the

accelerating rate of technological innovations.

4. Population growth. While the growth in population of the developing

countries in the "North" has become almost negligible, the rate for the develop-

ing countries of the South has shown a steady increase. An example of this is

Mexico City, already the third most populous city in the world, which will

double itS population before 2000;

5. Nuclear_weapons. As tensions and technological accomplishments continue

to increase, nuclear weapons--in addition to becoming more numerous=-become more

likely to be acquired by terrorists and used for extortion. There is also the

possibility that their increased presence makes a global holocaust more probable.

6. anvironmental_deterioration. With increasing demand for natural

resources and the desire to maintain existing standards of living, which also

depend on natural resources, both the environment and the systems for distribu-

tion of resources are being overtaxed.

7. Femininization_of the_work force. Women, who comprise approximately

halt the population, are rapidly approaching and exceeding that level as members
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of the working population.

8. Holistic/global_thought. A global perspective is used rather than one

in which priority is given to local concerns when considering issues and needs.

9. Long-term planning. There is a transition toward planning which in-

cludes projections and scenarios for the distant future. Furthermore, once the

scenarios are conceived, they can become the goals themselves.

10. Multiple options. This trend, facilitated by technological innovation,

reflects the fact that decision makers use multiple options rather than an

either/or mode.

11. Ethic of commitment. Rather than a "me first," self=centered attitude,

this trend, paralleling global thought, involves an approach to life and work

which is interdependent with others; we succeed as others succeed.

12. Importance of-the-South. Countries of the South are important because

their population is increasing so rapidly without adequate resources and because

they are ideal manufacturing/assembly sites for high tech products.

In describing these twelve trends, two facts are prominent and merit

further consideration. First is the fact that the trends have a high degree of

integration. It is hard to consider one trend without also considering many of

the others. For example, the trend of population growth is very closely related

to technological innovation, the importance of the South, global thought, and

the overburdened resources which come with environmental deterioration. The

reason for indicating the high degree of relatedness among the trends

point out that although other trends could be listed, they are likely

related to those already identified and their subsequent implications

is to

to be

Would not

be all together unique.

The second significant point about the trends is what they mean or imply

about the future of society and culture. Although this point may not be as

obvious when considering each trend individually, it becomes more evident when

they are considered RS a whole. The trends indicate the

tal change in the lives of people, a paradigm shift that

cant as the changes which resulted from the Industrial R

the end of the current century, these changes will be exp

be adequately prepared?

blginning of a monumen-

is at least as signifi-

evolutiono PoSSibly by

erienced. Will people
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Implications

Being cognizant of the trends described in the literature, implications

were formulatd for work, education, and the purpose of vocational education in

the Secondary school. These implications represent the study group's effort to

apply its understanding of the trends to each of these topics and project the

situation which might emerge.

Work. Because of the trends previously cited, work in the future will need

to become more meaningful to meet human needs and expectations. Primary among

these needa and expectations will be the desire to personally benefit from work

and experience a feeling of self-renewal. This implication for work was for-

mulated to a great extent because of the trend of technological innovation.

Because of the increased rate of technological innovation, there will be a simi-

lar increase of expectations among people not to have to perform tasks which can

be performed technologically.

In the work situation of the future there will also be an increased need

for workers to think quickly and creatively as they become responsible for more

important decisions. In a system of high tech, short run, highly specific manu-

facturing, creativity and quick intelligent thought will be much more important

than dependability and consistency, the former criteria for good workers.

A third implication for future work is that the location and time for work

will also change. In a society of rapid technological innovation in communica-

tion and manufacturing and where there is a concern for employee welfare, alter-

native work schedules and sites will become more evident. When workers no

longer need to be physically present in a work place or when technological

changes red,Ile restrictions on working hours, it is conceivable that people who

are working in an office 9 to 5 today could be performing similar activities at

home and at whatever time they choose.

Education. A primary implication of the identified trends for education is

increased use of technological innovations in instruction. Another major

implication in education is the need for continued educational experiences

throughout one'S life. Both of these implications are a result of living in a

society which is experiencing an accelerated rate of technological innovation.

Another possible outcome of these developments vith significant implication

for education may be a diminished relative importance for traditional schooling,
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especially secondary schooling. With the need for 2ontinued education

throughout one's lifetime to keep up with the changing technology, there may

be a significantly diminished need for actual schooling. However, alternative,

postsecondary education may need to be expanded to serve a largely adult

population. Although the need for education will increase, it will be for

education which will occur outside of traditional secondary school institutions.

A second set of educational implications exists in response to the trends of

holistic thought and ethic of commitment. Because of these trends, learning

which encourages a holistic perspective will need to evolve; such learning must

include an examination of values, motivation, meaning, and self-actualization.

In what is referred to as the intelligent environment, education's focus

will be changed. Rather than concentrate primarily on literacy, an emphasis

will be given to information. With technical innovations, there will be need

for students to know how to actually spell and read, but greater need for them

to know how to find information.

An implication of somewhat less magnitude than those stated above, although

still significant, is the nature of curriculum content. Because of the

increasing importance of Third World countries, education in this hemisphere

will need to provide increased skills in Spanish. Similarly, due to demassifi=

cation, decentralization, the increased rate of technological innovation, and a

pervasive service economy, it will be more likely that individuals will have

some involvement in business. The small efficient high tech service buSiness

conld become the most common firmi a result calling for increased business manage-

ment emOhasis in educational curricula.

,Purpose of vocational education in the_secondary_school; The major impli=

cations of these trends for the purpose of vocational education are difficult to

extract. Due to the fluid nature of future society, it may be that the purpose

Of Vcoational education in the secondary school will be to either focus pri-

marily on job-specific skills or to completely ignore them. In a situation

where individuals are existing with a constantly accelerating rate of tech-

nological innovation, the "half-life" of knowledge becomes shorter, yet the call

for life-long education becomes more common. Secondary vocational education may

need to concentrate on preparing its students for specific occupations with the

rationale that as they shift occupations, new educational opportunities will be

available. Meanwhile, they will be productive, working individuala.
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A contending possibility is that there will be a need to significantly

reduce job-specific skills in secondary vocational education. This may be a

necessity due to the increasing rate of technological innovation, along with

those trends addressing the nature and relevance of work to an individual's

self-development. The rationale for this implication is that by focusing on

job-specific skills, there is a loss of ability to address the nature and

meaning of work and its status in society. There is also evidence that by

focusing on job-specific skills an individual is prematurely "tracked" to cer-

tain positions. Rather than focus on job-specific skills, this trend suggests

stressing generalizable work skills which will later be supplemented with spe-

cific skills training by an employer or postsecondary program. It is felt that

adolescents will better develop an overall understanding of what it means to

work in a society by not concentrating only on job-specific skills development,

but rather on more generalizable skills which are common to most of the work

that will exist in the adolescent's lifetime. The adolescent will be better

off when s/he understands that change in work will occur and learns ways to

prepare and adapt to it rather than to prepare for a specific job. Specific

job preparation is viewed as erroneously assuming that work experience will

develop an understanding of the impact of technological innovation on the

individual aud society.

Another major implication fnr the purpose of vocational education, no

matter which of the preceding alternative purposes is chosen, is the increasing

need to foster vocational development among students. In a society experiencing

changes of the magnitude projected and where work will be more than just a

repetitive task, it will be crucial that students have definite ideas of the

direction of their careers. Students completing secondary vocational programs

will need to have a realistic understanding of the nature of various occupations

including their requirements, responsibilities and opportunities. This needs to

be accomplished through either job-skill or generalizable work skill emphasis.

A fourth implication impacting both skill-specific or generalizable-skill

secondary vocational programs is that these programs will increasingly need to

provide highly realistic simulations of actual on site experinces. Students

will need a greater knowledge base and much of that will only be attained by the

application of theory to practice, with subsequent periods of analysis to rein-

force an understanding of the experience.
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Summary

From a review of the major points of several futuristic writers, 12

economic, social and technological trends were identified: (a) demassification

of society, (b) decentralization, (c) imbalance in matching technological

innovation, (d) population growth, (e) nuclear weapons, (f) environmental

deterioration, (g) feminization of the work force, (h) holistic thought, (i)

long-term planning, (j) multiple options, (k) commitment, and (1) importance of

the South. These trends lead to certain implications for work, education, and

the purpose of vocational education in the secondary school. Implications for

work included a need for work to become more meaningful for those performing it,

a need for workers to think quickly and creatively, and a need to deal with the

fact that the traditional time and location of work may change significantly.

For education, the result of the trends identified forecast an increased pres-

ence of technology, the diminished relative importance of secondary schooling,

and a different curriculum focus.

The implications for the purpose of vocational education in the secondary

school were not as explicit. Alternatives were hypothesized. It seems very

likely that purpose wilI evolve from the need for a specific skill orientation,

greater understanding of the nature and meaning of work in a changing society

and increased ability to shift occupations.
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Pad VII

Towards a Purpose Statement for
VocatiOnal Education in the Secondary School

What Should be the pUrpose of vocational education in the secondary school?

The question is not easy to address, and even more difficult to answer. At the

Minnesota Research and Development Center for Vocational Education, a study

group of faculty and students wrestled with the issues involved in dealing with

this question for more than a year in an effort to develop a response that would

be appropriate for a changing society and a complex future. Much was

accomplished as the examination probed deeply into the implications of purpose,

but what evolved was a place to begin, a marking point from which further

discussion could be launched.

This part of the report attempts to portray the essence of hours of reading

and discussion. The thinking of all the participants is reflected, for the

method of study used was that of concept analysis. This procedure differs from

that of the first phase of the study reported in Parts 2-6, when the historical

parameters and futuristic expectations described by leaders in education, voca-

tional education, and future stueies were explored. The purpose of the first

phase WaS to come to understand ;he thinking of others as a foundation for devel=

oping a purpose that would serve the best interests of society well into the

21st century. In contrast, the purpose of the second phase was to examine the

meanings of purpose as these relate to an emerging perspective of vocational

education.

The process of concept analysis is complex and ongoing; just as children

come to know the characteristics of their world and develop the meanings these

characteristics have for them, coming to understand the ways that a concept can

be interpreted and experienced involves a multitude of strategies and

situations. Trial and error is involved, as well as reasoned thought. Emotion

and the senses also play an important part. The cultural nuances attributed to

certain wordS, rituals and values become important to discover since these

reflect perspectives that influence thought. Resources used in bringing meaning

to the attention of others also play a vital role. An additional element of

complexity is added as the information gained by individual study and experience
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s processed through the collective consciousness of persons in the group.

Concept analysis, then, is an intricate exploration of what something

means. The result is more than a definition, although that may be a part. It

is more than describing the assumptions and attributes involved, although that

is also important. It includes uncovering the implications and subtle meSSages

a6 these relate to context. In order to accomplish these aspects, the process

is divergent and convergent as the need appears--divergent when it is necessary

to open one's thinking to a host of possibilities, but convergent when it is

critical to zero in on the essence of meaning. Like peeling away the layers of

an onion to get to its heart, the depth to which a concept is explored depends

on the endurance and determination of the researcher! In the project here

described, the critical nature of the question was a strong motivating force for

the study group members. A wide spectrum of meanings was explored for each con-

cept, and some meanings were examined in-depth.

This part of the report begins with a discussion of the nature of purpose,

followed by a description of the purposes thought to be most appropriate.

Various concepts determined to be relevant to a statement of purpose for voca-

tional education in the secondary schools are then presented. Each of the sec-

tions on concepts includes a statement of meaning(s) and a list of aSsumptions

regarding characteristics of the concept. This preliminary information was pre-

pared by different members of the group, and was provided to the study group

members as a basis for d.Lscussion. Reactions that emerged in the group's

discussion of the concept follow. They represent attempts to summarize the

dialog based on transcription of audiotapes.

Becaute of the (a) divergent nature of the process, (b) different discussion

formats that evolved as each member participated through leading the group, and

(c) constraints of time, the meanings, assumptions, and reactionS described in

the report do not reflect formal consensus. Rather, they portray the pathways

explored by the group as they carried out their examination. In many cases,

certain assumptions were not explicitly addressed by the group. DiScussion

focused on those points or tangents thought to be most relevant as a r73ult of

dialog in the preliminary phase of the study. It was not possible to include

all relevant material, yet attempts were made to consciously and fairly renre-

sent various perspectives of each of the concepts.

The process itself, because it was evolving, led to the identification of
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concepts of interest midway througb the study as well as at the outset.

Epistemology, ethics, and aesthetics were added at that point because of their

importance to the consideration of work. However, the complexity and abstract-

ness of these ideas made it difficult to identify and examine the meanings to a

similar degree. As a result, only the "outer layers" of meaning may have been

revealed.

The primary concepts are presented in the following order: (a) development,

(b) individual differences, (c) education) (d) vocation and (e) work. Although the

remaining topics represent secondary concepts, the epistemology, aesthetics, and

ethics of work are included as separate sections.

What is a Purpose?

A purpose is not the same as an impulse or a desire or an overt behavior

or an ideal. According to Dewey (1938), a purpose originates when an impulse tn

act is obstructed and the impulse converts into a desire. A purpose is an end-

view and includes a plan of action based on predicted consequences of acting

under given conditions in a certain way.

The formulation of a purpose involves a process of (a) observing the con-

text of a phenomenon; (b) becoming knowledgeable about similar situations in the

past by drawing upon personal reflection and using information available from

others who have had more experience; and (c) combining what is observed about a

situation with what is recalled about similar situations, and then judging what

that synthesis signifies.

Peters' (1973) discussion oi "aims" also has been helpful for developing

the study group's meaning of purpose. Peters states that a purpose suggests

some difficulty in accomplishing the task and a possibility of falling short of

accomplishment. A purpose is neither easy to attain nor impossible to attain.

It is an ideal which, by definition, cannot be realized in practice. Accom-

plishment of a purpose requires concentration of attention and coordination of

effort.

In summary, the study group was guided by the view that a purpose is an emd-

view which is arrived at by (a) understanding the context and history of a

situation, (b) considering consequences likely to result from achieving a pur-

pose, (c) realizing that considerable effort is required to attain the end-view
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and full accomplishment is not aStured.

Several questions arose as the study group discussed the meaning of a pur=
pose for vocational education in the secondary school. Who hae been responsible

for developing "official" statements on the purpose of vocational education?

What process has been used to develop such statements? Have statements on the

purpose of vocational education tended to be statements of ideals rather than

statements of purpose as defined here? Or, have they been statementS of activi-
ties rather than statements of purpose? Have statements on the purpose of voca-

tional educatAon been based on a serious consideration of the current context,

the history of vocational education and education, and the consequences likely
to result from a purpose? Have the statements of purpose of vocational educa-

tion included a plan of action based on predicted consequences of acting in a

certain way under given conditions? Are statements on the purpoEe of vocational

education actually useful? If so, to whom and how? If not, why not?

Some Statements of Purpose for Vocational Education in the Secondary School

As an approach to begin the process of examining the implications of

studying the past, present, and future context for vocational education in the

secondary school, study group members Were asked during the course of their time
together to draft individual statements of purpose for vocational education.
Draft statements were shared with other study group members without discussion.
This was done three different times during the project. The intent was that

this exercise would cause individuals to think about the implications of what

was being studied as a basis for thinking about the purpose of vocational educa-
tion. By writing out these statements for others, members were forced to bs,

explicit and to actually formulate a purpose statement. Sharing the purpose

statements allowed one to see another person's perspectives in contrast to his
or her own. In the last cycle of writing purpose statements, Study group mem-

bers were asked to define terms uSed in their statements and to identify which
were most important to its meaning.

Statements_of Purpose

The last cycle Of purpose statements best illustrates the results of study
group members' thoughts at the completion of readings, analysis, and diScusSions
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reported in the previous parts of this report. For this reason, these state-

ments are provided below along with the meaning given to key terms in them.

Purpose_statement_l. The purpose of vocational education in the secondary
school should be to devel6p in students an understanding of the meaning of work
in their own lives, an understanding of how wor.k can contribute to their full
enjoyment of life, and a commitment to transforming work environments to enable
full human and social development.

Meaning of key terms in statement_1. In this statement work refers to

activitieS in which a person engages for the purpose of earning an income

or facilitating the functioning of the home/family environment. The

meaning of work refers to the signification and significance which the

work has for an individual. Work could signify, for example, status,

power, personal worth, contribution to a societal good, or expression of

sElf. The significance of work refers to hoW important the various dimen-

sions are to the individual as they shape the person's perceptions of self,

others, and society. Enjoyment of life refers to the intrinsic rewards

(those in which the interaction between a perSon and the environment is its

own reward) one experiences as a result of engaging in activitida.

Transforming work environments_to enable_full_human and-social development

refers to the reasoned, ethically defensible action people take to change

work environments so that they contribute to the development of personal

dignity and worth, and societal justice and democracy.

Purpose statement 2. The purpose of vocational education in the secondary
schools should be to assist in the occupational development of all secondary
school students. This should be accomplished through recognition of (a) the
diverse needs of individuals, (b) the interactive and dialectical relationship
between the student, school, family, community and the workplace, (c) the
interactive and dialectical relationship between skills, knowledge, ability,
attitudes and affect, and (d) the need for development of instructional strate-
gies which are consistent with the above three ataumptions.

Meaning of key terms in statement 2. Occupational development is an

ongoing process whereby an individual acquires the physical, psychological,

intellectual, attitudinal and motor Skills necessary to Adequately adapt to

the economic mode and purposes of his/her environment. Dialectical is an

iterative and interactive relationship between one or more elements, so

that each element affects and is affected and effected by each other
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element. Affect denotes the emotional aspects of an individual's behavior.

Purpose statement The purpose of vocational education in secondary
schools should be to develop life-long interests, such as hobbies, and to develop
personal skills.

Meaning of key terms in statement 3. Hobbies include photography, wood-

working, sewing, etc. Personal skills are things one needs to know to

improve the quality of his or her life--such as basic repair of clothing,

consumer skills, skills in the development of interpersonal relationships,

general mechanical repairs, etc.

Purpose statemPrt 4. The purpose of vocational education in the secondary
school should involve a synergetic, unseparable relationship between general
education and specific job training activities, from which students should
develop an understanding of the nature and importance of work, and begin to
focus their occupational (work) interests by developing a more concrete idea of
the activities, responsibilities, and requirements of those interests.

Meaning_of_key_terms in_statement-4. Synergetic--unseparable relationship

is a relationship in which the sum of all the parts, the whole, is more

significant than the sum of each part taken independently. General edu-

cation is an educational program in which students are not prepared for

specific occupational goals; it can evolve to a situation in which

learning becomes an end in itself, rather than a means to an end.

Specific job training activities are activities whose goals are the

attainment of certain skills by the student; these skills usually involve

manual dexterity almost exactly like those of a journeyman worker. Nature

and importance of work is the idea that work has intrinsic rewards in and

of itself, which in many ways is necessary for the individual's develop-

ment, rather than just being a way to earn a living. Ocvlotional-

interests are defined to be a related categorical group of jobs; for

example, in construction there are various jobs e.g., carpenter and mason.

Concrete_idea_of_the_activities is a specific understanding of what

someone with a particular job actually does. Concrete idea of the_respon-

sibilities is a specific understanding of what someone with a particular

job must be accountable for. Requirements of those interests is a specif-

ic understanding of what someone with a particular job must be able to do

to be hired.
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Purpose statement 5. The purpose of vocational education in the secondary
school is to critically socialize individuals to manage the work aspects of
their lives in a way that is to their benefit and that of the larger community,
as is befitting in a democracy. The competence to manage the work aspects of
one's life is a challenge throughout one's life--it is continually under develop-
ment. The role of vocational education in the secondary school is to stimulate
and aSaiat this development as it ought to be manifest at secondary school age.
Dimensions of the development include: (a) moral aspects of work (e.g., rela-
tion of work to community, relation of self to other aspects of wo?k, relation
of work to other aspects of an individual's life), (b) aeSthetic aSpecta of work
(e.g., relation of work to self=concept, opportunity for personal satisfaction
in work), and (c) technical aspects of work (i.e., an integration of knowing,
doing, and feeling necessary in order to satisfactorily work). All of these
dimenaions of development require general skills such as thinking, problem
solving, creating, leading, deciding, and cooperating.

Meaning of key terms in statement-5. Critically socialize means those

practicing vocational education (or providing advice to those who practice)

must always be open to (a) having to explain why they are teaching what is

taught (whether it be to a student or the U.S. Congress) and (b) seriously

considering the position of those who are doing the questioning. Larger

community means the world. Democracy is a form of living together in which

each individual is considered as important as another. 2Eght to manifest

itself-in-development means that it depends on the larger context of

society and the capability of individuals.

Purpose statement 6. The purpose of secondary vocational education within
public education is to contribute to the development of people. The focus is
preparation of people to function effectively in an occupational environment
containing a work roIe of their choice. It seeks to enable people to effec=
tively select, prepare for and perform work roles and to improve the occupa-
tional environment.

Meaning of key terms in statement 6. Development of people means the

growth of individuals relative to their genetic potential with the end

sought being to maximize individuals potential to contribute to society's

needs as well as their personal needs. Focus means the central organizer

for educational activities--in a sense, the vehicle used to deliver

experiences which are effective and efficient stimuli for learning.

Purpose statement 7. The purpose of vocational education in the secondary
School Should be to stimulate students' interest in the characteristics and
problems of the world of work; to enable them to develop, through discovery and
logic, their ability to make sense of the theoretical and technical knowledge
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that is part of that world; and to help them experience, in a natural way, the
pleasures and challenges of such study.

Meaning-key-terms-in-statement 7. Stimulate means to rouse or excite to

heightened action, and to rekindle or redirect such action as appropriate.

Enable means to supply with the means, knowledge or opportunity to do

something; to make competent to accomplish on one's own. Help means to

contribute to in some way; to further or promote. Interest refers to

feelings of curiosity, fascination, or absorption. World_of-work refers to

the context and milieu that influences the production or accomplishment of

something. Theoretical is that which is based as presumptions of truth

about the relationships of things, ideas, etc., whether these be formal or

informal. Technical means the rules, techniques, or applications associated

with theories. Knowledge is the result of perceptions, discoveries and

influences; an emerging, dynamic state that relates to both subject matter

and process. NatnraT means that something is unaltered, not artificial,

expected.

Key Concepts in a Purpose Statement

Looking at the above statements, it became apparent that there were some

concepts which were important to the meaning of all of the purpose statements.

The study group concluded that an examination of these common concepts would be

a productive next step in deriving the implications of its previous work for the

purpose of vocational education in the secondary school.

Analysis of the purpose statements resulted in the identification of eight

themes or key concepts requiring a more detailed analysis. These concepts were:

1. Development--a lifelong perspective.

2. Individual differences--human beings are each unique.

3. Education--the process under study.

4. Vocation--the purpose of the process under study.

5. Work--the manifestation of vocation.

6. Ethics (of work)-=the moral aspects of work.

7. Aesthetics (of work)--the personal meaning of work.

8. Epistemology (of work)--knowing how to work.

The next section begins the reporting of study group efforts in developing a
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more detailed analysis of each of these major concepts. The results give

specific implications for a purpose statement for vocational education in the

secondary school and raise some probing questions.

Development

- Development is the continuous transformation which takes place when an
individual interacts with environmental influences.

Assumptions

Development is a continuous process which is lifelong in nature.

Development involves maturation which is inherent growth from within
the individual.

- Development involves environmental influences which interact with he
individual.

- Development may result in a transformation or movement to a higher
level.

Reactions

1. The ft-M.'s of the discussion centered primarily on cognitive

development. Cognitive development can be viewed broadly to encompass

ail of what happens in the mind, all of what is known. Cognitive deVelop.;

Ment can encompass physical, social, and moral development. Therefore,

one's view of cognitive development in vocational education may be quite

narrow if technical competence is the only focus. There may be constraints

placed on the field if the perception of development is not extended to

suoh ateas as aesthetic and ethical development. Are any of these comi-

ponents legitimate concerns of vocational education? If they are, how

can they be integrated in a way which facilitates individual development?

2i Maturation places limits on development; Genetic makeup as

Well AS influences such as nutrition, which indirectly affect biological

maturation contribute to the uppet limits placed on development.



3. A key word is interaction. Development depends upon interaction

between the individual and the environment. Education has a key role in

facilitating interaction in a way which maximizes the development of a

student. Some aspects of development may be emphasized more than others

because of the nature of the interaction. For example, in a particular

course interaction may focus on moral development more than social

development.

4. What iS the environment? The environment can be the social

component of one's life. Cognition can be influenced by anything to which

the mind is exposed. The environment, then, would respond to how one

looks or how one does things. How one does things affects how others

respond. Therefore, what one does becomes part of the environment. If

maturation were to be considered as part of the individual potential

within the person, the environment might include all influences outsidc

of the individual.

5. Cognitive structures or the capacity for thinking become more

complex as an individual develops. It's like a box of tinker toys that

has been assembled, taken apart, and then put back together. Once it's put

back together the whole world is seen differently. The ability to think

is qualitatively different from what it previously had been. This new

capacity is not always exercised in daily lives. There are times when

problems are approached in very concrete sorts of ways even though it might

be possible to deal with them in an abstract way because there isn't

enough time or because of the complex nature of the problem. Even though

the new structures provide a potential capacity for thinking, functioning

is not always at that level.

6. Inherent in the word "development" appears to be an assumption

that there is movement towards some objective which is of a higher order

than the present condition. Development may also be viewed as a spiral

effect that is both horizontal and vertical as one comes back and faces

the same issues in a more complex way throughout life. Development could

also be considered a collage, a bunch of pieces that are pieced together

in a way which denotes more of a horizontal relationship than a vertical

relationship. These developmeLtal differences may be qualitative.

7. Development may progress at a faster rate in some areas of life
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than in others. For example, physical development may be mcving relatively

slowly, but moral development may be progressing quickly.

8. What are vocational educators striving for in terms of develop-

ment? Teachers go into the classroom to transform, or to change students,

thinking that this will make things "better" for them. This may not be

the case, however. Helping a student move to Kohlberg's highest level of

moral reasoning does not necessarily make that student happier, even though

the results may make this world a better place to live.

teaching certain skills may be done with good intentions but over time

result in actions that are not in any way "better" for humanity.

9. How can teachers go into the classroom without some sense that

*that is being done is going to make things better, or without making some

decisions about what is better? One's motivation for teaching may be weak

or non-existent without some sense of purpose. Will students' time in

the classroom be wasted if this sense of purpose does not include movement

to some higher level of development?

In the same sense,

Que-stiona

1. What kinds of development do vocational education programs
presently address?

2. What aspects of development are of primary interest to vooa-
tional educators?

3. Is there a basis for adJpting the stage theory of development
over other views of development? Is it consistent with the
characteristics of vocational development?

Is the stage theory of development consistent with the goals
of vocational education?

5. Should students be informed of the development which is
expected to take place during the course of a vocational
education program?

6. Should moral and aesthetic considerations be an essential
part of vocational education programming?

7. How do we match the educational process with the level of
development of the individual?



Individual-Differences

Meani

- All the ways in which people differ.

Assumptions

Each individual, at the outset of life, has a large number of possibili-
ties for development.

Diverse as possibilities are, an individual is inherently limited by
time.

Within the limits set_by the interaction of heredity and environment
resulting in one's present level of development, and within the
constraints of present circumstances, one has some freedom of choice
about what one's future course is to be.

Individuality consists of a unique repertoire
than a dingle unified pattern.

Repertoires of individuals are organized into
consistency to action.

of Characteristics rather

priority systems which give

Reactions

1. Time is a constraint for everyone. It is inherent that an individ-

ual is only going to live so long and within that time a person can devel=

op a oertain number of possible options. All the options oannot be pursued.

We all have the same amount of absolute time available to us. However, time

as a limiting factor does not have the same effect on everyone. For example,

a gifted student can learn a concept in a short time, but a mentally handi-

capped student will need to take mord time to learn the Same concept. The

remaining time for the gifted student can be used in a variety of ways. In

this way even time becomes distributed individually.

2. Heredity and past and present environmental conditions--as well as

the conditions of their interactions=-provide additional conStraints upon

future courses of action. One does not have unlimited choiceS about

the future. People cannot control their hereditv, nor can they control the

kind of environment into which they are born. Maybe if people had known
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what kind of world into which they were going to be born, they would have

preferred a different set of rules for the way society is organized.

3. People have a repertoire and they can consciously respond in a wide

variety of ways. This repertoire is organized into priority systems which

give some consistency to a person's action. Consistency of behavior may be

correlated with how important something is to a person. If vocational edu-

eation is important, students should respond in consistently positive ways.

4. Can it be assumed that the range of individual behavior will be

narrow in vocational education classrooms? In a physics class certain stu-

derts have already been selected out. A physics teacher assumea the stu-

dents ean solve algebraic equations. However, vocational programs do not

make those kinds of selections. It may be that the range of differences is

really greater in vocational programs--or is vocational education getting

the students who don't make the selections for other programs?

5. Do individual differences really matter? Are they relevant to the

purpose of vocational education? Will teachers be more effective if they

are concerned about individual differencee Assuming differences are rele-

vant, is it possible to respond to differences in a way that is equitable?

Perhaps stereotypes win_ be perpetuated by being sensitive to individual

differences. Viewing students entering a classroom as having a clean

slate, all past failure and success forgotten, could be more equitable.

6. Is it more desirable to create groups of individuals in vocational

education who are uniform or homogeneous, or should individuality be

encouraged? Some uniformity is needed in students' behavior to accommodate

the standards of society. The modeling behavior of the majority provides

an deficient system for teaching this behavior. But, individuality should

be promoted in areas such as problem solving. If there are different

perspectives regarding solutions to a problem then excitement, 1..:fe

and vitality is brought into the group.

7. When the issue of individual differences is considered, the

individual differences of instructors must be be neglected. There are some

teachers who are capable of effectively interacting with a wide range of

students. Those teachers may be able to manage their workloads in

order to be able to have time for needs of individual students. An

implication is that more consideration should be given to a teacher s
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time and how it's being used.

8. One final consideration concerning the issue of time involves

efficiency. Time spent dealing with individual differences could result in

less efficient use of public dollars and less efficient use of the

instructor's energy. The end result would be the waste of resources

and teacher burnout.

Questions

1. What is the response of vocational education to individual
differences? How does it provide equitable opportunity?

2. How much emphasis should vocational education place on students,
individual differences as the entire educational process is
considered? What are the implications for a total educational
program?

3. Is it reasonable to assume teachers can be sensitive to individual
differences within the context of the classroom? How should
this skill be taught?

4. Should students be made aware of ways that information about indi-
vidual differences of students is utilized by the instructor?

5. Are some differences more appropriate for attention in vocational
education than others?

6. How does purpose change if individual differences are taken
seriously?



Education

Meaning

- Education is a construct which encompasses a family of learning
activities which are purposeful, organized, and ethical in developing
people who are knowledgable, both comprehensively and integratively.

Assumptions

There are conscious purposeful decisions beforehand as to what is to
be learned and how it is to be accomplished.

Professional knowledge is used to organize the process making it
effective and efficient at its purpose; organization involves con-
sideration of the learning environment and learner differences.

Ethical considerations about what is to be learned and how learning
is to take place are always contemplated; these considerations are
always open for discussion by those affected.

Education, being comprehensive, includes epistemological, ethical and
aesthetic knowledge. Knowledge is both theoretical and practical,
both objective and personal (subjective).

There is a conscious effort to integrate and relate any artificial
divisions of knowledge.

ReaCtiOnS

1. Education is purposeful. There are goals for education. There is

wncern for outcome and products as well as process. There is concern for

what an educated person is, can, and will be. There is a broader sense of

outcome which includes the theoretical as well as the applied. It is pur=.

poseful in that conscious decisions are made about what is to be done,

based on an understanding that education must be tailored to the individual s

needs in a particular area of development in order to be effective. There

is conscious effort to relate both short and long-term educat: nal goals to

the individual's needs. There is recognition that development Involves

environmental influences which interact with the individual and may result

in her/his transformation or movement to other levels.

There is concern for relevance. The purposes of education include the
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needs of the individual as well as that of the larger society. People can

benefit from education while it is going on, so education does not

necessarily need to be for something or to prepare someone for something.

It can be for the "here and now" as long as one is engaged in the process

and is benefitIng from it.

There is concern for meaning. Education must be meaningful in order

to engage the minds of individuals long enough for them to be interested

and tolerant. It must be attention-getting and yet still communicate ideas

in a way that is respectful of the individual's ability to understand them.

2. Education is organized in that systematic planning is used to

ensure that the purposes of education are accomplished both efficiently and

effectively. Education, in whatever form, has an inherent order

and process. The process may be sequential, circular, developmental or

even random (such as occurs through learning by trial and error).

The organization of education around a family of learning activities

means that there are different ways to go about education, different proc-

esses that one might use. Being systematic means that some things

will be included while others will not. However, syStematization and

organization alone are not enough to ensure that education is taking place.

Where education is concerned, being organized means that content is

systematically related to goalS and that activities are grouped together

contingent upon a set of preestablished objectives. It means that there

are relationships among the multitude of processes, paths, strategies,

techniques, etc., and the goals or outcomes envisioned for individuals.

Such a system is not only organized, syStematic, and purposeful; it is

interactive, open, and rewarding as well.

3. Education is ethical. Educators are not only concerned with what

should be learned and how one should learn; they also have moral concerns

regarding ;Az something should be learned. In education there is a respect

for the integrity of the individual which acknowledges one's right to

question the content and process of education. Moreover, the educator

recognizes that all students have a reSponsibility to question what they

are learning. The educator should be willing to addreSs ethical concerns,

while reserving the right to conjointly determine the time and space allo-

cated to such discussions. Educators should be willing to learn from
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students and to acknowledge the value of ideas and experiences unique from

their own.

Education is ethical since it is about values and the process of

value formation. Whether or not there are absolute boundaries to such

concepts as good/bad, right/wrong, there is a concern for the way Society

and the individual establish boundaries. Education is ethical when educa-

tors seek to understand the difference between good and bad education.

Education is ethical to the extent that it embodies a set of principles

accepted by society that are fairly and equitably applied to all learners.

In education there should be a respect for the rights of individuals which

includes allowing them to make their own judgments and to disagree democrat-

ically with the judgments of others. The educator respects the rights of

the individual by treating each person uniquely and acknowledging critical

differences among individuals in the formulation of both subject content

and learning process.

L. Education is comprehensive since it includes knowledge, skilld,

and activities derived from epistomological, ethical, and aesthetic con=

sideration. Education is comprehensive when it addresses both theory and

practice as well as the subjective and objective dimensions of learning.

Given that learning is the primary product of education, a critical

question concerns what could, should, can, and will be learned. The issue

of Subject content is integral to the goals of education, since presumably

(but not always) the individual's ability to succeed and to accompliSh

something is related to the material he/she is capable of understanding.

The process of establishing appropriate educational content is compli-

cated by social values which shift as changes in the culture force con-

tinuous realignment among the divergent but interrelated elements affecting

the structure of school systems. Since there is competition for the

limited amount of time that comprises the school day, a key concern is to

develop consensus regarding the skills, knowledge, and abilities that will

be included in the school curriculum.

Several additional elements affect the determination of subject content.

One stems from the distinction often drawn between schooling and educating.

Disregarding the fact that in some circles schooling had acquired a

pejorative connotation, it is generally agreed that schooling includes a
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family of learning activities which are formally designed to provide the

individual with experiences he/she needs to fit into society. However,

other institutions also organize learning experiences to prepare the indi-

vidual for society. Although many of these do not take place in schools or

even necessarily follow a systematic curriculum, there is no reason to

doubt that such experiences can and do qualify as valid educational activi-

ties.

Another distinction that can affect the determination of subject content

concerns the values and attitudes one has regarding the role of training

versus educating. Education for a specific role, skill, or ability has

often been called training. Though the line between training and educating

is difficult to draw, it is important to recognize that the development of

skills alone is not sufficient to qualify one as educated. It is important

for those in vocational education to emphasize that vocational education is

about education and not only about training. Training is an important part

of the curriculum; however, training-related activities constitute a subset

of a more inclusive set of educational activities which are needed in order

to adequately prepare the individual to function in society.

5. Education is integrative when the dissolution of artificial distinc-

tions (drawn for practical purposes) between different fields of knowledge

is promoted. Educators strive to relate various disciplines so that the

outlook of learners is broadened rather than narrowed. Speaking of a

"family of learning activities" implies that there are relationships among

seemingly disparate activities which are integral to the purpose of educa-

tion. It is possible to have one course on ethics, one course on aesthe-

tics, and one course dealing with reading, out if a person is to be

educated all three of these must be addressed. In practice the learner

cannot partition his/her life so as to isolate these areas.

Education is integrative when there is expansion of the relationship of

the individual to oneself, to others, or to the environment. To accomplish

this, education must involve dialogue. Dialogue is a conscious and deliber-

ate interaction with and between the individual and the diverse elements of

the educational process. It is both integrative and interactive.

Education is integrative when educators relate the process of inter-

action or dialogue with the ongoing processes of individual development
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(e.g., the merging of education and self-concept development into the

eareer development movement). This presupposes that (a) the amount

of continuity throughout the developmental process may be variable and

(b) education must adapt its form and process so as to be compatable

with the realities of individual development.

Education is integrative when it relates the theoretical and practical

dimensions of learning. Separating knowing from doing creates artificial

distinctions which subsequently inhibit the ability of the learner to apply

concepts or skills to a broad range of activities. If an individual is to

be more than just an automaton, s/he needs to have a knowledge of the

tasks performed as well as the skills to accomplish these tasks. Good

practice and/or good understanding is reflected in someone who has

integrated both theory and skills.

Questions

1. What are the goals of vocational education?

2. What is the best way to develop and organize vocational education
curriculum?

3. How can programs be developed that are meaningful and relevant?

4. How can the varied needs of students be met with respect to devel-
opmental level and interests?

What should vocational education NOT be teaching?

6. What are the moral and ethical responsibilities of the vocational
education teacher in regard to students and discipline?

7. How can the moral character of the learner be developed?

8. What is the role of the student in respect to challenging the
appropriateness of curriculum and materials?

9. To what extent are educators responsible for broad societal ethics?

10. What should be included in the vocational education curriculum?

11. How can the most appropriate learning activities for students be
selected?

12. How can the various learning disciplines_be integrated So as to
avoid fragmentation and compartmentalization?
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Vocation

13i How can dialogue be promoted between teacher and student?

14. How can learning be organized so that the learner has opportuni=
ties to both think and do?

kleatim

- A focus of life activities which renders these activities perceptibly
significant to a person, because of the consequences they accomplish,
and useful to one's associates.

That more or less eontinuous, daily occupation by which adults
primarily produce the exchangeable service or commodities essential
to their support.

An occupation requiring less than collegiate level preparation.

Assumptions

- Individuals have several different vocations at the same time;
the interaction of these vocations is as significant as their separate
effects.

Vocations are social roles by which one contributes to and benefits
from the shared way of life in a society.

Selection of a vocation and behavior in that vocation should be
reasoned by ethical principles.

A vocation, through its aesthetics, should give positive meaning
life.

- Vocation ean be both means and end simultaneously.

to

Reactions

1; A vocation involves personal commitment where it has meaning. It

gives positive meaning to one's life. A perSon donsiderS ethical prin-

ciples when dhoosing a vocation.

Vocation in the religious sense is characterized as the principal pur-

pose of one's life. Common usage has identified one'S peindipal Adtivity as

vocation. Society groups people by work activity titles, and the eConomic
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view or framework tend-6 to atsign value to people in terms of work roles.

Dewey warned against labeling people by how they earn money due to the

narrowness of economic benefits and the consideration of but one of a per-

son's many roles (vocations). If individuals are valued as persons, not

simply parts of the economic machine, their specialized work would not be

labeled as their vocation.

Assuming the "principal purpose of one's life" definition, education

for specialized (economic) work is vocational education for some people,

but not for others. If the specialized work met the criteria for principle

purpose (meaning, contribution to self=esteem, commitment, etc.), it would

be a vocation. In this situation, specialized work education would be

vocational education, otherwise not.

2. The term occupation is used to label at least two different con-

cepts. One meaning is a type of work activity, a job title. Another

meaning is related to how a person uses time. In the sense of the first

meaning, a number of people have advocated ute of the term occupational

education when referring to specialized work education. The reasons for

this definition are varied. There is recognition that specialized Work

education may not meet the criteria for a vocation, and there is also an

effort to avoid a vocational versus profestional dichotomy. If the "time

use" meaning is utilized, what is-occurring in most vocational education

programs is occupational education relative to economic work roles.

3. A vocation requires applicationt of both general and specific or

specialized skills and knowledge. The specific skills and knowledges are

critical to success, but not sufficient for the most long-term benefit

for society. The question of when specialized skills and knowledge should

be the focus of the educational procets for vocational preparation is open

to debate. To date the evidence for when is philosophically derived rather

than empirically demonstrated, especially in the face of individual dif-

ferences. For many it would appear that moving from general principles to

specific skills and knowledges is less efficient than moving from specific

knowledge to general principles. Movement from the concrete to the

abstract appears easier for most people.
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Questions

1. Why was the term vocational used to describe education for specJil-
ized economic work roles? Was it an appeal to ideals? Was it a
marketing device? Was it the theological basis of being called to
do a work role which society helped an individual find and fit?

2. How do social studies and "vocational education" interface in
the provision of education relative to vocations, particularly as
the issues move from specific skill or knowledge to ethics? How
can the gap between narrow economic "work skills and knowledge"
education and typical social studies courses be reduced so that
the major aspects of work and vocation do not fall througb the
cracks of the curriculum?

3. What is the content of preparation for vocation?

4. Where and when is vocational preparation best done?

5. What iS the unique role of the school? Who else is involved?

6. How are students to be sorted for the available vocations?

7. What is the role of vocational education in this process?
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Work

- Work is a construct describing purposeful activity requiring effort
which produces artifacts of economic, social and/or personal value
to individuals, institutions and/or society. The broad purpose of
work is individual and societal development.

Assumptions

Work is an activity, as such it requires mental and/or physical action.

Work involves effort, as such it requires exertion and trying.

Work is purposeful, as such there is an intent to do or accomplish
something; there is a goal directedness; the broad goal is full
individual and societal development.

Work produces artifacts which are characteristic products of human
activities. These artifacts can be classified in different ways
(e.g., goods versus services; things versus ideas) for different
purposes.

Work is valued by che individual doing it, by institutions, and/or by
Society. In these contexts, it has economic, social, and/or personal
value; and it has intrinsic and/or extrinsic rewards. When there is
divergence between the individual's, an institution's, or society's
value of an individual's work, the definition of work is problematic.

Reaction

1. A critical question facing vocational educators is "what do we

mean by work?" The implications will be different, depending upon whether

the concept is broadly or narrowly defined. In thinking about work, one

tliink that is evident is that it is important to be clear about the

meanir..as of work. Do the meanings include the work of the plumber, the

work of `he farmer, the work of the doctor, and the work of the person

who gardens not for a living but because he or she enjoys it or wants to

save moneydoes work mean all of these things?

2. l'a.,3tion and work are often assumed to have similar meanings. In

vocational education, there has been a history of concern for work that
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definitionally (a) is either income producing or income saving, (b) is

nonprofessional, and (c) does not require a baccalaureate degree. The work

of a homemaker could be included. This meaning constitutes a special set

of work roles designed for particular groups of people. Changing the param-

eters of vocational education could result in (a) a large gap between what

is being done and what the purpose might be, (b) questions regarding the

relevancy of programs, or (c) a need for redirection.

3. If the purpose of vocational education addressed work in its

broadest sense, work could be studied as it relates to various subjects

in a curriculum. Students could be helped to understand the implieations

or meanings of work. Included wow.d be study of the characteristics

and consequences of particular careers--a thrust comparable to that of

career educatinr, -feet of such an approach might be that it would

not be necessar. 1.egislation geared to particular occupations.

Examining the hi c..eer education may be helpful in operational-

izing a broe. work. It would also be useful to look at the

impact of federal iisation views about work and directions in voca-

tional education.

4. Secondary programs need to address a broader purpose then is being

done presently if tracking is to be minimized. A holistic framework would

be required to show how all the different aspects of general and

vocational education fit together. A number of dichotomies now exist

that cause them to be seen as separate, rather than integrative and

synergisticmuch like seeing part of the elephant rather than seeing

the whole elephant. Such fragmentation may result in distinctions like

those that are made between the blue and white collar worlds. The

situation might be avoided if the contributions of eacn discipline or

professional field were considered, for then technical skills and knowledge

would be valued as are other abilities.

5. Conditions which cause people to change jobs or careers and

attitudda or feelings about the nature of one's work are also important.

Both affect an individual's commitment in a particular situation, yet do

not account for lt entirely. Some work is tolerated, even though it may be

tedious or unpleasant, when it influences one's ability to be successful

in achieving other goals. A broad perspective would allow work to be
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studied in connection with its relationship to family roles, individual

development, social conditions, and so forth. The value placed on

various kinds of work enters into this perspective.

6. It's important to ask the question of whether vocational education

is necessary, whether it contributes to the development of people, and

whether needs are being met. What might be the consequences of vocational

education not surviving? One effect might be that a considerable amount of

resources used to edueate persons who are economically disadvantaged would

be reallocated to general purposes. Differences in the two groups

(disadvantaged and advantaged) may be accentuated in regard to income sta-

tus, job satisfaction, and opportunities for retraining. Until the

tangible (income) and intangible (satisfaction) differences between those

that have a lot and those that don't have very much are minimized, it may

not be possible to achieve a peaceful society. It is a political/social

problem.

7. Individuals are different, yet half could be considered to be

below average on any given dimension. Using language such as average,

high, and low ability implies meanings that may not be consistent with a

broad perspective. Variety may be a more appropriate term to use, par-

ticularly when relating abilities and needs to a learning environment.

People have a need for both concrete and abstract kinds of functions. Even

if they can deal with complexity most of the time, people still find it

helpful to deal with concrete things under certain circumstances.

8. There may be a social institution called "work" that is used to

distinguish certain kinds of activities from others. However, if every=

thing one does is work, distinctions have little meaning. Specialization

of tasks in United States culture reflects separation of activities.

Vocational education has reinforced the idea of specializing through its

emphasis on the development of specific skills. The early legislation may

not have intended this to happen since it emphasized preparation for gain-

ful work. From the labor perspective, that may have meant basic education,

understanding the history of work, and developing a sense of quality. From

the management point of view, it may have meant skill development for Jobs

that needed to be done. Because meanings of work may vary over time just as

language evolves, vocational educators might choose to address certain

t
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meanings. However, what is work and what is not work becomes less and less

clear. It is increasingly difficult to draw a line that distinguishes

work.

9. Exchange reflects the value of work that is ',traded off" to provide

other kinds of returns. The value of work in the home is an example, as

is providing for oneself so that society doesn't have to assume this

responsibility. Social values of work are balanced by personal values,

reflecting that which is of value to others and that which is of value to

oneself. The society versus individual dichotomy may be compared to the

objective versus subjective dimensions.

10. Work may be a milieu, rather than an activity. One may be engaged

in an activity that later comes to be defined differently than it was ini-

tially. For example, painting as a recreational pursuit may not be con-

sidered to be an artist's work until later when the painting is sold.

Intent is a factor to consider, and so is the content. One way of

describing work may be to determine whether there is a product or a need

to gain some other return (e.g. social, pychologicaI, or economic).

11. There may be dimensions of work that are instrumental, or

directed to activities that help attain goals; communicative or interpretive;

and emancipative or moral and social. Expressions of these dimensions are

culture-based. An economic perspective might view instrumental work as

income producing or income saving, but that is only one of the dimensions.

If the dimensions are not viewed as work-related, but instead are con=

sidered to be different types of actions, work is a means to accomplish

them.

12. Work is rarely defined by the individual. Society has accepted

definitions of work. Effort that is not valued is not included in a broad

social interpretation of work.

13. Within a vocational context, work could be construed as how a person

spends time productively. This would encompass the way an individual

earns a living as well as the responsibilities associated with family life.

Work is associated with rewards that are either intrinsic or extrinsic, and

of an economic, social and/or personal value. This association is not unique

to work, however, for leisure also has rewards.

14. There are both objective and subjective elements of work. The
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Subjective element involves those distinctions made by an individual

regarding automony, relevance, responsibility, and rewards. The objective

aspect involves the exchange of something of mutual value. When the sub-

jective and objective elements are convergent, thki; issue of "what is work"

is not a problem. It is when work has only intrinsic value that it is dif-

ficult to determine whether it is truly work or something else, like

leisure.

15. In order to reflect a broad concept of wort., the context may need

to be braad. Yet, if the context is too abstract, meaning is lost. There

are few referent points. In order to determine whether a fithing expedi-

tion could be oonsidered to be work, for example, it might be necessary to

know whether it was a pleasure trip, whether one was paid for it or

whether you have to fish in order to eat.

16. Society may be affected indirectly by individual work that has

only intrinsic or personal value. The benefits of being personally

satisfied may be extended to society in other contexts of work; a

vacation spent building one's own house may make that person more produc-

tive at his/her place of employment.

17. Meanings attributed to work affect vocational programs, since

resources are allocated at least in part on the basis of what is considered

to be work. Content is also influenced by meanings. Vocational

curricula that emerge from a narrow definition of work tend to focus on the

development of technical Skills which may not be sufficient if broad

problem-solving skills are needed.

QueStions

1. Is a reconceptualization of vocational education necessary or could
broad purposes be addressed through refinement of what txists?

2. What can be done to move away from a "charity" perspective of voca-
tional educdtion?

3. What is not work? How is work different from leisure?

4. How oan people be prepared for work if there is no consem.us
regarding the meaning of work?

5. Is work only an activity? Might it be a state of being?

6. Can there be purposeful activit7 that has no malue?
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7. What is the context within which work is defined? How does context
influence its meaning?

8. What is a vocational context?

9. Does work have to be of value to both the individual and society?

10. What common meanings of work are most appropriate for vocational
education to addr.:ss?

Ethic-8 (of work)

Meaninga

Ethics is a branch of philosophy devoted to thinking about morality,
moral problems and moral judgments.

Ethics are standards by which judgments of moral obligation and
value are made.
(Note: "Ethics" is derived from the Greek ethos which originally meant
customs and usages of different groups, and later meant dispositons,
or character. Dewey & Tufts, 1908)

Assumptions

Ethics are normative in the sense that general moral principles
are derived or accepted which help determine what is right or
good, either in a theoretical or a practical framework.

Ethics are developed through a process of conscious thought that
includes dialectical examination and critique of moral quality.

Ethics result from the exercise of free will, yet paradoxically
emerge also from cultural sensitivities and practices that
stimulate or encourage such reflection.

Ethics are self=justifying, rooted in the nature and relations
of things.

Ethics may be relative there is no assurance that full enlighten-
ment would result in consensus on moral questions.

Ethics relate inner purpose as determined by outer conditions and
outward behavior as determined by inner purpose.

Ethics focus on the relationship of the individual to others.
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Reactions

1. Wen comparing the concept of ethics with that of morality or

values, dimensions such as social consciousness, personal orientation, for=

mality, and practice need to be considered. The terms ethical and moral

tend to be used interchangeably because each implies a social consciousness

regarding what is good or right; The term moral gives a more personal

orientation to this consciousness than than does the term ethical; the idea

of ethics connotes an inStitutionalized perspective. Judgment of good or

bad in a moral sense is a part of ethics, and ethics provides a vehicle or

method by which incraI responsibility can be effected. Both moral and tthi-

eal go beyond the tnopt of value in that values may not be moral. Values

may not be founded in the welfare of thc: group, but rather in personal self-

interest: The personal orientation of Values limits the degree that they

can be censidered normative. Ethics, however, embody normative standards.

2. Basic queStions involved in the determination of ethics include:

What is the reality of the situation? Why is it important? How does it

come about? Who's involved? When? and Where? Ethics relate to practical

problems in that they are contextual or situational in their application.

3. The moral component of "practical" from an ethical perspective

goes beyond utilitarianism. The effects of actions on people are con-

sidered in addition to efficiency and/or economy. A "principle of propor-

tionality" is applied, whereby consideration is given to that which is of

the greatest benefit to the group as a whole. Yet, even then the effects

on individuals are not disregarded. Practical implies resolving tensions

that emerge from juxtaposing the welfare of the individual with that of the

group, and doing so in a way that can be justified as being right.

4. In an ideal sense, concern for the practical is more than a moral

concern, although that is part. Aesthetic and knowledge concerns also

are involved. Practical implies time constraints for action.

Consequently, actions develop incrementally rather than holistically;

problems may not be addressed until their efforts are painful enough that

someone gathers courage to ask the basic question-="What's going on here?"

5. Professional ethics may be reduced to a basic question: "Ard

you enabling or exploiting people?" Professionals, with their special

qualifications, are capable of benefiting society. Within their area of
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expertise they are responsible for knowing what could be harmful or helpful

to others. Knowingly causing harm to others can be considered immoral;

doing so out of ignorance might be irresponsible, but not immoral.

6. Morality is closely associated with humanness--the fact of being a

human and perceiving others as persons. In vocational education this would

entail recognizing the limitations as well as the benefits of preparing

people for particular jobs, and communicating these to individuals so

that they can make informed choices. Without such infurmation irdividuals

can be misled into believing a program or job might automat;aall lead to
a secure future.

7. If one's personal interest is served by the status quo, or if

raising ethical issues results in professional retributions, one is less

likely to ask questions concerning the rightness of professional action.

This is particularly problematic if the institution, organization, or pro-

fession of which one is a part has systematized practices that affect indi

viduals adversely. Conflicts between one's personal/professional

orientation and one's job description are likely to result.

8. Action based on the assumptions that (a) more harm would be :Ione to

individuals if no action were taken, (b) individuals would not ve been

successful in any case, or (c) indirect belmefits are derived, may not be

justifiable on ethical grounds. Educational practices based on the.se

assumptions should be examined within the broader context of the effects on

society and the individuals involved.

9. Determining whether one is being unethical involves answering the

question, "How do I know?" This is onl- a first step, for one must then

decide whether some persons are affectec more than others, and whether (and

how) one should stop an unethical practice. Relativity enters into such

decisions because the situation may require benefiting some and not others.

10. Unethical practices can be perpetuated because of peer pressure or

tradition. Support networks are needed to help individuals deal with the

personal repercussions of acting ethically when it is not a popular thing to

do. Disagreements mav develop because one's philosophy or perspective

influences what is thought to be ethical. For example, the principle of

proportionality may be applied differently depending on one's orientation.

Misconceptions also result from insufficient knowledge of an issue or
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situation.

11. Fundamental to determination of what is ethical is the question of

who is more important--the individual or the group, and when. Justice at

its most abstract may overlook the individual person. This becomes dif-

ficult when organizations or systems are involved. "Corporate" relation=

ships or standards can become more important than people. Paradoxically,

these can also cloak practices that are essentially personal and self=

serving. Elements of the moral issues may then be the degree of knowledge,

harm, personal gain, withholding information, and judgment. Value posi-

tiona influence what is thought to be good.

12. Trying to make or respond to change without asking ethical questions

is like trying to change the fan belt when the motor's running-you get

messed up. In vocational education, basic questions need to be asked when

making program decisions, evaluating, conducting research, etc. Standards

that have been and are used include usefulness, feasibility, propriety

(legal and ethical properties), and accuracy. Students could be taught to

apply such standards in problem situations.

Question&

1. To what degree does professional ethics involve making moral
judgments?

2. Is_causing_or allowing harm to come to others through one's_pro-
fessional actions immoral or unethical if one is ignorant of
the possible effects?

3. What are the implications for ethical pr ..ice if people are not
informed of program limitations?

4. Is action taken to assure survival of an individual in a job, an
organization, or a profession justifiable on moral grounds?

5. What criteria should be used when deciding how practices should be
changed, particularly if any action is going to affect people
differently?

6. When should ethical questions be asked in vocational education?

7. What_is the ethical content of vocational education? What is its
relative importance to technical content?

84 What should be done if ethical standards for vocational education
conflict with the normative standards?
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Aesthetics-tof-workl

Meanings

= Aesthetics is a branch of philosophy which studies the qualities
perceived in works of art with a view to the abstraction of principles.

AdSthetics studies the mind and emotions in relation to a sense be
beauty;

Assumptions

Aesthetics is an integral characteristic of every object, process and
relationship, whether natural or man-made.

- The content, form, and function of an object, process, or relationship
are explored through aesthetics.

Aesthetics investigates the value judgments made concerning art, beauty,
harmony, order, and perfection.

Since beauty is always in the eye of the observer
subjective dimension.

aesthetics involves a

Aesthetics can extend the range of perception, sensitivity, and
understanding of the observer.

The study of aesthetics can lead to a greater appreciation of the utili-
tarian as well as non-utilitarian aspects of work and creation.

The nature_of aesthetic study is constrained and influenced by the notmt,
biases, and prejudices of the prevailing culture.

Aesthetics_provides a medium of communication which transcends cultural
and individual differences.

Aesthetics provides a unique pathway for personal integration through the
sense of satisfaction and accomplishment which accompanies an awarenett
of beauty, harmony, order, and perfeCtion.

Reactions

1. Aesthetics in vocational education raises an image Of atyld With

respect to the accomplishment of certain ends and goals; It is to envision

styles which are unique to individuals, roles, disciplines and jobs. Alfred

North Whitehead (1929) talked of an aeSthetic Style based on admiration for
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the dirett attainment of an end simply and without waste. Style in arts,

style in literature, style in science, style in logic, and style in prac-

tical execution have fundamentally the same aesthetic qualities, namely

attainment and restraint. The love of a subject in itself and for itself

reflects a love of style. But is there the language to describe style in

vocational education? The style of a manager, statesperson, or politician

is often talked about. But one does not hear talk concerning the style of

an auto mechanic welder, or secretary. In fact, is there really such a

thing as style 1.n vocational education? And if there is, then how do we

determine which styles are aesthetic and which are not?

Perhaps style pervades everything, and is something which unites every-

thing about how a person operates, whether he or she be an auto mechanic,

teacher, secretary, or manager. Style may not be one thing, but many

things that link things together and make sense out of how a person oper-

ates. However, the aesthetic experience can also be very specific to one

person (or very common) depending upon what's captured; The universality

of the values captured in the experience will say something about how

widely it is regarded as aesthetic; Thus, something that is very aesthe-

tic for one person may not be considered aesthetic by others; A problem

facing vocational education iS the need to determine what sort of common

aesthetic values should be expressed by teachers and by Studenta After they

leave school.

2. To build aesthetics into the: curriculum involves going from the

abstract to the applied, from the thec,retical to the practical. It involves

answering such questions as: How can vocational education prepare people to

enjoy aesthetic experiences, to look for them, and to manage life so that

they happen? What will such programs look like and what kinds of behaviors

are involved?

A key component of aesthetics may rest on developing individuality.

In many schools, instructors feel that to be vocational they must duplieate

the work site. The result of this emphasis can be that students do not

engage in much creative or independent thought. When individuality is

removed, so are aesthetic elements. When the student has no control

over any of the creative elements, there is a loss of aesthetic experience.

On the other hand, the aesthetic beauty of rituals, uniformity, and
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cooperation (such as in found in a marching band or pledge of allegiance)

has often been noted. Such experiences point to the fact that aesthetics

may lie in both highly structured and loosely structured activities. It may

not be the structure of the class or activities per se which determines the

aesthetic experience.

The aesthetic experience may also be linked to a sensitrity on the

part of some teachers which enables them

product, process, and relationships, and

perspectives to students. Aesthetics is

allow and provide within the curriculum,

explicit recognition.

The task of developing aesthetics within the vocational education

curriculum is complicated by the fact that it is difficult to teach aesthe-

tics. Aesthetic elements are transmitted and developed through many modes.

They are found not only in the way that a subject is taught or content of

instruction, but in such diverse activities as how a teacher talks, walks,

and relates to students; even what a tRacher wears may influence the devel-

opment of aesthetics.

Aesthetics is learned appreciation of other

beautiful, harmonious

to recognize the aesthetics of

enables them to point out these

something which these teachers

something to which they give

as well as by an awareness

through an

of what is

Although aesthetics may flourish best within an environment

creative and unique experiences, even the mundane and boring can be used to

teach aesthetics if the style of the teacher reflects an awareness of the

aesthetic dimension of the subject material.

3. Vocational education can also develop greater aesthetic appre-

ciation on the part of learners by surmounting the distinction that often

separates the product of the worker (skilled trade) from the product of the

artist (fine art). To some extent, this distinction reflects class bias

which assigns the applied utility of the working person's craft to a lower

status than the non-utilitarian, purely ornamental endeavors of the fine

artist. Nevertheless, it should be possible to link the creative efforts

of the agricultural mechanics student to the creative *fforts of the fine

artist-=not necessarily by taking students to an art museum, but by showing

them that their works and products have an aesthetic dimension similar to

that usually associated with the efforts of artists, playwrights, musicians,

perspectives

or pleasing.

rich with
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singers and actors. By noting these similarities, students may begin to

see that many of the exhibits in the art museum aren't very different from

the products of their efforts.

4. One important issue is whether or not an appreciation of aesthetics

is affected by masculine and feminine values. Is femininity more conducive

to an appreciation of aesthetics? There are those who believe that beauty

and the subtleties needed for its appreciation are ignored in the male value

system, that men are taught to overlook the intrinsic beauty of an object in

deference to its perceived utility, efficiency, and practicality.

5. Another dimension to teaching aesthetics in vocational education

concerns the subject of feelings and their value in developing the aesthe-

tic experience. the development of aesthetics requires an openness and

sensitivity between teacher and student which vieus each person as unique

and each class as different. Each time the teacher walks in the classroom

it will be different. Mondays will be different from Fridays and one

Monday will be different from the next Monday. A sense of these differ-

ences is probably not something that one learns through study. It is more

likely a senge that can best be felt by indivitivals who are in touch with

their feelings and who are willing to allow such unique experiences to

be "felt."

6. There is also a moral dimension to aesthetics, and it seems appar=

ent that values both influence aesthetics and are taught in aesthetics.

For instance, by creating a greater awareness of the values which students

bring to their work, students may begin to see beauty in creative acts

different from their own. On the other hand, it is pc-t3sibIe that an

appreciation of aesthetics can be exploited. In one scenario, workers are

pacified with boring, mundane, and potentially destructive work by the

introduction of Orwellian tactics that foster complacency to a host of

industrial ills. Aesthetics could lull workers into ignoring wider social

concerns.

In conclusion, the values of aesthetics in the curriculum will be a

refleCtion of the larger values in the culture. However, an appreciation of

aesthetics will in turn affect theSe values.
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Questions

1. How can appreciation of the aesthetic experience be developed in
vocational education curricula?

2. How can vocational educators develop an understanding of aesthetics?

3. How can an appreciation of aesthetics be developed without trying
to make students into mini-philosophers?

4 How can it be determined which values are aesthetic and should be
transmitted in the curriculum?

5. How can an appreciation of the beauty of differences and uniqueness
be encouraged, as well as the beauty in uniformity and order?

6. What role should other professionals have in teaching aesthetics
in vocational education? Would it be possible to have an artist,
Writer or musician as a visiting expert on the subject?

7. What is the present aesthetics of work? Should it be taught? Why
or why not?

Epistemology (of work)

Meaning

- Epistemological concepts pertain to the nature of knowledge. These
inexact concepts are used to determine truth, or whether something
actually can be considered as knowledge.

Assumptions

Knowledge involves knowing of and/or knowing how.

Knowledge may be personal and/or external in nature.

Knowledge may be empirical and/or phenomenological..

The dichotomies of knowledge,_ knowing_of_and knowing how, personal or
external, and empirical and phenomenological, may in feet not be
readily separated and distinguished.

Reactions

1. Knowing oft without knoWing howi is similar to what occurred in

classical Greek civilization, where knowledge, considered as an end in
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iLseIr, was not applied. Useful devices were discussed, but attempts to

-3 and put them to practical use were not usually made. However, the

vP'y fact of transmitting some of these ideas to diagrams on paper could

ha,,° inferred knowing how.

2. The sequence of knowing may be an important influence on the nature

of knowledge. Although knowing of may have preceded knowing how in the

classical Greek groups, it may be reversed in today's vocational classes.

Instructors may use the knowing how as a way to motivate students to knowing

of. As a result of this comparison, the point can be made that perhaps

knowledge of and knowledge how, lanking a clear-cut sequence, might also be

inseparable. The knowledge of something may be very much a part of knowing

how, and separation of the two concepts, while seemingly feasible, may not

be possible in reality. It could be that ideal educational experiences

integrate these two types of knowledge, rather than encouraging the develop-

ment of instructional experiences in which the distinction is maintained by

having students separately address either knowing how or knowing of.

3. Another aspect of the knowing of and knowing how dichotomy may

include associating knowing how with handedness and knowing of with

headedness. For example, it can be questioned whether academic improve-

ments in vocational education mean increasing the degree of "headedness"

required at the expense of its "handedness." The interaction of knowing of

and knowing how may also be more than just additive. A synergistic

experience can occur that results in the whole being more than just a sum

of the parts. An example of this is the combining of knowledge of materials

and knowledge cf how to fabricate them. The resulting product can be more

than just a functional product, it may be an object of art with all its

associated qualities.

4. The origin lf knowledge must also be considered. Certain knowledge

could be described as being personal in origin while other knowledge, such

as that which is culturally determined, could be considered as originating

with external sources. Another consideration is the question of whether

perceptions and values that are internally originated are to be considered

as knowledge. The fact that ethics, values, and perceptions involve certain

basic assumptions or knowledgv of something would indicate a knowledge basis

for them. This indicates an internal source of knowledge that interacts
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with external knowleege, a prnces- :Al raises an interesting question:

Can internal knowledv, percepti,Jnb, and/or values be taught? If it is

assumed that external referents influence dweloping perceptions and values,

then it would seem possible that instruction could affect knowledge which

is internal.

5. One approach to considering the nature of knowledge is phenomeno-

logical. Alternative orientations are the ratIonal, empirical, and pragma-

tic approaches. In the phenomenological approach to knowledge, feelings

and emotions are part of an object's meaning. It includes a combination of

knowing of, knowing how, internal knowledge, and external knowledge. A

problem associated with this approach is that it quickly departs from an

objective base and becomes included in a mass of feelings and emotions.

6. The other three approaches to considering the nature of knowledge all

emphasize a natural science approach which is more experienced-based.

Their differences lie in the degree of actual manipulation of phenomena.

The approach involving the least manipulation is the rationalistic.

Deductive in nature, truth is not contingent on observable facts of nature

or experience in the rationalistic approach; rather, it is internally origi-

nated. In contrast, the empirical and pragmatic approach-, '7 on obser-

vations of actual phenomena, with pragmatic knowledge be1r4 more externally

oriented and related to solving actual problems.

Questions

1. To what extent does knowledge involve knowing of or knowing how,
and are these aspects separable components?

2. To what extent is knowledge based on personal or external activi-
ties or experiences, and are they sewable?

3. What approach should be used when determining the nature of
knowledge: One which is phenomenological, or one which is more
evidence=oriented?
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Part VIII

Reflections

By the end of summer 1983, several reports on the quality of the nation's

schools had been published and highly publicized. Parents, teachers, teacher

educators, legislators, school board members, students, and everyone else would

have found it difficult to escape learning about the purported weaknesses of the

public schools in the United States today. The motivations underlying each of

these reports and the evidence used to support observations and recommendations

varied greatly.

One consistent theme in these reports was that the public school system

lacks a clarity cJf purpose today. This theme is exemplified by the following

statement in Boyer's (1983) report on high schools:

. . high schools lack a clear and vital mission. They are
unable to find common purposes or establish educational priori-
ties that are widely shared. They seem unable to put it all
together. The institution is adrift. (p. 63)

The reports varied in the extent to which they commented on vocational edu-

cation. Some were silent about vocational education and some were as critical

of it as they were of the entire schooling enterprise. When vocational educa-

tion was discussed, a common complaint tits that it contributed to the tracking

of students and the truncating of their opportunities--saying to some students

that they are less ab5e intellectually and more likely to end up in low paying,

low prestige, and dead-end jobs.

One report (Adler, 1982) called for the total abolition of vocational edu-

cation from the secondary school system, a few reports (e.g.. A Nation atAlisk,

1983; Action for Excellence, 1983) played it safe (or ignorant) by not being

clear or strong on their position about the role of vocatimal education, and at

least two researchers (Boyer, 1983; Goodlad, 4984) claimed an important place

for vocational education. For example, Boyer stated:

Eliminating the vocational track does not mean abolishing all
vocational courses. Indeedi many of these courses_are enriching
and_useful._ They_provide excellent options for a wide range Of
students:and should be_strengthenedi_not dithinished. _What_we_
would eliminate are discriminatory labels and a tracking pattern
that assume some students need no further edtcation and that cut
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off their future options. We would also eliminate the narrow
"marketable" skills courses that have little intellectual
substance, courses that give students "hands-on" experience while
denying them a decent education. (p. 127)

Goodlad (1984), in his thoughtful and knowledgeable discussion of the

vocational/academic split, identified several problems which should concern

vocational educators as well as others. His argument in support of vocational

education is contained partly in the following excerpt from his recent book:

.:.:general_education is the_best_preparation for effective
individual_functioning and responsible citizenship. I further
believe that vocational education, including guided work_
experience, is an essential, not merely an elective, part
of general education==and here I go beyond many of vocational
education's strongest advocates. :This meanz that vocational
education is_for all students, not just an alternative to_
academic studies for the_less academically orientedi I want
the_collegebound students_to include vocational_studies too,
just as I want to be sure that students not going to college
secure a balanced program in academic subjects. (pp. 147 and
148)

So, as the 1983-84 acadethic year began, educators, including vocational

educators, felt subpoenaed to defend themselves and their field against accusa-

tions and/or they felt challenged to reform the sehooling system. Some voca-

tional educators at the University of Minnesota reacted by forming the study

group which has produced this monograph. They judged that efore an assessment

be made of the quality of vocational education, th3 purpose for vocational edu-

cation in the secondary school required attention. This section of the

monograph presents reflections on the process and content of the group's work.

Reflections on the Process

The study group was initiated by George Cope who sent a memrandum to all

faculty and graduate students associated with the Minnesota Research and

Development Center for Vocational Education at the University of Minnesota. The

memorandUm invited faculty and graduate students to become involved in a group

to study the purpose of secondary vocational education. Specifically, the study

group formulated as its central objective the development of a framework(S) for

thinking about the purpose(s) of secondary vocational education.

84
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Four faculty and four graduate students formed the group. They represented

a variety of special fields within vocational education: agricultural education,

home economics education, and industrial education. One of the faculty members,

James Knight, was at the University of Minnesota during 1983-84 while on sab-

batical from The Ohio State University. The four graduate students were all

enrolled in doctoral programs in the Department of Vocational and Technical

Education. Cops coordinated the study group's work throughout the entire proj-

ect. Group meTbers assumed responsibility for individual sessions and for

preparing pr.=:.Jrs of this report.

The conceptual framework presented in Part I evolved early in the group's

discussions and served as a guide for the first six parts of the work reported

here. Tilt: leed to examine key concepts also was identified fairly early in the

project and was the focus of discussion for several months. All the group's

sessions were tape recorded ana transcribed for use in preparing a written

account of eadh session.

flaying eight people involved in a year-icag peoject presented both problems

and pluses. In the following paravaphs, some of these problems and pluses are

identified in order to be of use to others in or out of university settings who

might be interested in forming simnel study groups, particularly groups

addressing broad issues such as the purpose of vocatioral education.

Problems

One of the prOblems was that of sir.rtply finding time when everyone could

meet. A three-month schedule was set at the beginning of each quarter; attend-

ance was relatively high, with one or two members absent each session.

Another problem (which also has a positive side) was the variety in group

members' subject matter backgrounds, extent of experience, degree to which they

had already wrestled with some of the issues under discussion, and ability to

think abstractly and critically. Each group member brought a unique perspective

and competence which needed to be understood by the others, accepted, and capi-

talized upon. Certainly that wasn't accomplished--to the extent that it was--

without frustratinn and disagreement. Considerable time and emotional energy

went into developing understanding of alternative perspectives. Most likely

each group member felt that he or she made compromises in arriving at this

report--compromises in substance and/or quality.



Because of the volume of material the group wanted to review, individual

members generally read different articles and books. Discussions were based on

the summaries of readings presehtod by individuals rather than on everyone's

interpretations of common readings. This strategy relied on the thoughtfulness

and thorocghness With which each person prepared materials for the meetings.

The choice between having a common knowledge base of limited scope and trusting

individuals to competently summarize material for others' consideration is a

choice a similar group would need to make. Another option, of course, is to

devote much more time to a project such as this so that everyone could study the

same set of materials.

A potential problem, although one that would not likely have been apparent

to any observer of the groun's meetings, related to the mixing of faculty and

graduate students and the attempt t,.; work in a collegial spirit rather than in a

traditional faculty-student reIationehip. Graduate students might have felt

inhibited in making their offerirs tv tv.e Ic.,4)up, or they might have desired to

"show off" for the faculty. Fac,f ''5. have felt either reserved in cri-

tiquing students openly in the sessions or eager to show the students the

"errors of their thinking." It is possible that 2ome of thPse feelings were pres-

ent in individual group members. Me problem, if it was one was not raised

frr ascussion.

Maintaining interest in and commitment to the project over a year's time

was not easy. Two "carrots" seemed to help sustain motivation: the expectation

that the group's work would be reported in a publication which could be used by

others, and the anticipation of presenting a group symposium at t& ,984 annual

meeting of the American Vocational Association. Perhaps without these forms of

making the group's work public, the trcject would have fizzled out or only some

members wolIld have seen it through to the report stage.

Pluses

Several positive aspects of the process also deserve mention. The diver=

sity of backgrounds and perspectives of group members, although complicating the

group's work, was a major strength of the group. To some extent, this diversity

mirrors the makeup of many actors in vocational education today. If the various

knowledge, beliefs, prejudices, commitments, worries, and hopes represented by

individuals in the study group are somewhat representative of those found in



other diveme groups of vocational educators in Minnesota and the United States,

the soundness of the group's work is enhanced.

Not only did the variety in the group composition serve to ensure some

degree of balance and representativeness, but also it served to enrich the

depth, breadth, and flavor of the discussions. It also turned out that group

members played a variety of roles to make the group fulction: some tended to

raise questions, some played the r-%1. mediator, and others sought to bring

the group to consensus. Basically, interest in and commitment to the objec-

tive of the project and/or the stimulation of the process itself made the group

work as well as it did.

A second major plus of the process was the development it offered to each

group member. There was development, first of all, of thinking skills.

Writings of others were analyzed, writings and ideas of group members were cri-

tiqued, meanings for concepts were formulated, and "what if" propositicns were

tested. Individuals prepared syntheses of the discussions as they reflected on

them and as they prepared written materials.

Another type of development occurred as individuals learned to use these

reasoning skills in a group and as a group. Additional skills were needed in

this process which were different from those that are needed when one prepares a

term paper for a course, a report of one's research project or any other schol-

arly activity which is conducted primarily independently.

Further, there was a chance for development and expansion of one's existing

view of education, vocational education, and the specific fields within voca=

Uonal education. Odd as it seems, rarely do vocational educators representing

various perspectives and fields within vocational education seriously confront a

question as important as that of the purpose of vocational education. Study

group members worked hard to understand one another and to make themselves

understood. Much more effort to develop this understanding is needed, of

course.

Another way in which development occurred was that each group member was

responsible for briefing the other members on a topic and for preparing written

copy for the report. Each group member could sense his or her contribution to

the collective work.

A third positive outcome of the study group work has been the interest

shown by others in the "findings" of the project. Interestingly, this interest
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has come more from colleagues outside of the University than from those within.

The study goup already has reported to directors of vocational education in

Minnesota secondary schools, staff of the Minnesota Department of Education who

are responsible for secondary school vocational education, and a joint meeting

of the State Board of Education and the State Advisory Council on Vocational

Education. A representative of the study group also presented testimony at a

hearing of the State Advisory Council on Vocational Education.

Reflections on the Content

Each section of this report has concluded with a presentation of some

implications for vocational Jducation in the secondary school. The purpose of

the discussion in the following paragraphs is to present for consideration some

questi4ns which arise out of these implications. These questions are not

mutually exclusive; they overlap and interweave with one another, but are pre-

sented separately in order to clearly identify each.

,Fihat Should Vocational Education Contribute to the Overall Purpose of the Secondary School?

If vocational education ifY an element of the secondary school, its purpose

should be consistent v'th and --ntribute to the purpose of this broader irrt'

tion. At least the purposes shouldn't be contradictory. Without c_rr v of ann

concensus on the purpose of the public secondary school, it is difficoit to set

forth a statement of purpose for vocational education in the secondary school

and specify how it relates to the overall schobl mission. However, there seems

to be considerable agreement that schools ought to be developing students'

cognitive processing skills. Vocational education does/could contribute to this

end in two primary ways:

1. An emphasis on the_use of_skills_and_learnings developedin other

areas-of the school curriculum to concrete situations. Vocational education

provides numerous and "natural" opportunities for students to apply concepts and

principles from other oourses (e.g., mathematics, science, language) to prOblems

and situations which they encounter in their "real Iife." Students' perceptions

of these applications as authentic and relevant to their lives heightens

their motivation for learning these basics and increases the likelihood that
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aostractions will make sense to and be remembered and used by students.

Vocational education is not seen as a substitute for the practice that does

go on in the other curricular areas; it is seen as sharing with the other areas

the goal of making learnings meaningful and relevant to students.

2. A joining with other educators to help students develop and practice

reasoning skills. A common perception of vocational education is that it trains

students to perform step=by=step tasks which require little, if any, thinking.

Perhaps that perception is accurate; perhaps rote training is defensible in some

cases. However, what see-, critical for students' development is a much greater

emphasis on developing reasoning processes (e.g., problem solving, analysis,

critique, synthesis) through the vocational education curriculum and instruc=

tion. To many people, vocational education's recitati,n of the value of only

its "hands-on" experience is self=condemnation.

What Unique Purpose Should Vocational Education Have in the Secondary School?

The precediL3 paragraphs identified ways in which vocational education is

or could be similar to other curricular areas in the secondary school. This

question ,zout the unique purpose of vocational education forces a somewhat

arbitrary distinction but is concerned with the ways in which vocational educa-

tion, more than other sreae of instruction, fosters student development. Work

of the study group indicates that vocatgvol education should make a special

contribution to students' education in several ways:

1. Helping students seriously consider what they want their life to be

like==how-work itself and interpersonal relations in the workplace and in the

family can contribute_to_an integrated-and-meaningful-sense ef-self and-com=

munity. The point here is not career exploration (although that is important,

also) but the understanding of the role of work in one's life. The process of

examining work rewards and their relation to one's enjoyment of life should be

part of the content of vocational education.

2. Imreasing rather than decreasing_occupational opportunities for_stu-

dents. Vocational education can expand students' knowledge of occupational

opportunities available to them, and it can help them imagine the unimaginable

for themselves. Vocational education can serve to develop students' awareness

of their previously hidden talents and an understanding of how those talents can

be used and rewarded in thJ world oAside of school. One type of accomplishment
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historically claimed by voeaticnal education is that of developing students'

skills so that they can, as Snedden said, enter a "vestibule to a vocation."

Skill training increases occupational opportunities for students most when it

develops basic understandings related to the skills and when these skills are

generalizable to a variety of work situations and requirements.

3. purturing students' pride in and enjoyment of work by helping_them

deveIgp_technique_and-an-appreciation-of technique. Technique is a systematic

procedure by which a complex task is accomplished; it is the command of fun-

damentals involved in performance of an action; it is a method of accomplishing

a desired aim; it is "doing it just right." Technique involves a special com-

bination of knowledge, cognitive processing, and sensitivity to materials.

Teci.aique develops through practice, and one of vocational education's charac-

teristics historically is its devotion to practice. Vocational education can

help students become attuned to the satisfaction experienced when technique is

mastered and expressed.

What Questions About the Purpose of Vocational Education in theSecondary School Need
Deliberation by Participants in Vocational Education?

A common i'eeling tuward the end of many projects is that of wishing you

could begin the project now--now that you have gained the insight that you have.

Study group members expressed this feeling as they prepared final copy for this

report. Major questions remain far from resolved for study group members--

individually as well as collectively. Some of these questions are listed here

with very brief comments to suggest the flavor of the dilemmas now perceived.

1, Who-should-vocational education serve in the secondary lchool?

Ideally; we want to serve all students. The purposes oUtlined ih the past

few pages are deemed desirable for all students to experience; The system of

tracking students by standardiZed test scores and class stereotypes perpetuates

inequities in society and limits the contributions vocational education can make

to students' development; However, because we have limited resourcesU-61e1

facilities, staff--we sometimes feel as though we can't serve all students and

that probably we should be most concerned about students who are least likely

to continue their education beyond high school_ so that they can gain skills

which will equip them for_employment. An argument for this point of viev is

that if vodational education doeS not serve these students, they won't be served
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by the public school system and they will be mce likely to end up dropping out

of schook and dropping onto the public dole. Perhaps the question actually

in: How can we serve the interests of all students in the school without

shortchanging students who are least likely to continue their formal education?

2. How important is the teaching of_ specific technical job skille__In_the

public School? Should the public school be responsible for teaching specific

technical job skills or should employers or 'should they both? Many employers

state that they prefer to do their own training; some vocational educators argue

that the technical skins which students dewdop in school give them a competitive

edge in getting jobs. Related to this isssue is the point that it iS difficult==

perhaps impossible==to learn about various careers and the meaning of work

without the experience of learning specific job skills. We might want to teach

these specific job skills not as an end in themselves but as a means to career

exploration and an understanding of the role of work in one's life.

3. To-what exte _ .1 MI y school-be

used_to_meet _the occupation_demandsanpower_needs!9_of_society? Is voca-

tional education merely a component in the "training system" for labor? How far

can vocational education venture from this image and still expect special

funding and attention?

4 To what exter,L %:,..r:41 vocational education direct its efforts_towards-
social reconstruction? Sruadden argued that vocational education should not be

concerned with reforming society, that that happened in the voting booth.

Violas (1981), in contrast, said that "the schools should arm students against

aspects of the world of work which lessen the human dignity of workers."

(p. 151)

5. To-what-extent-should-vooationaleduoation encourage students to con-

sider the ethics_of ther work? ShouId vocational education encourage students

to examine moral implications of their worii? To question the ends toward which

their work is directed--ends such as equity or inequity, peace .:r war, beauty or

chaos, freedom or enslavement? Should we encourage commitment to fundamentals

of a democ-Iatic society? What is our ethical responsibility as vocational edu-

cators and what is the ethical responsibility of those whow we educate?

6. Does the public value vocational education in the schor0 lurriculum?

Too often vocational education seems to be regarded as a second=rate oper::ion

in the school, just as students enrolled in vocatio eduoation programs fre-



quently are considered second class. Can/should vocational education Strive to

dispel these beliefs? If so, how? What are the consequences of not doing so?

7. Is "Vocational education" an appropriate label for the field?

Considerable debate has occurred over the termS "training" and "education." The

question has been: Should training or should education be the focus of the

field? A far mord important question might be wiether or not "work education"

ought to be substituted for "vocational education." What special meaning goes

with the use of the term "vocation?"

8. If work_education is to become_part-of-the-secondary school curriculum,

WhO ShoUld be redponsible for it? Should teachers of other subjects teach work

education? Should vocational teaChers teach work education? Ara they up to the

task?

94 What would happen_if vocational education_disappeared-frork z.ue public

secondary tohOol Curriculm? Would anyone lose? Who would lose? What would

they lose? One shortterm consequence of elibinating vocational education from

the secondary school would be that many vocational educators would lobe their

jobS. Another more serious cos'sequence that seems very likely is that many Stu-

dents wOuld drOp OUt of high scl..00l because they would find it difficult to

relate to the curriculum which would remain. What would happen to these stu-

dents? Would they be from families who already are most diSadVantaged ecOnomi=

Callyt Sodially, And educationally? What are the long-term consequences for

students and for society?
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Epilogue by Harry F. Silberman

The study group was pleased to have the opportunity to present a
SymposiumPerspectives on the Purporml for Vocational Education in
the Secondary Schools--for the Ameriol% Vocational Education Research
Association during the 1985 AVA Convc,tion. This symposium focused on
the themes of the study group's repc-1 Rnd Harryy. Silberman,
University of California at Los Angts, participated as discussant.
The study group requested the opportunity to publish Dr. Silberman's
remarks as an epilogue to this report and is grateful for his consent.
We trust the reader will find his comments stimulating as we did.

I feel a little bit like an outsider who just joined a conversation that

has been going on for a year and who doesn't quite understand what is being

discussed. Nevertheless, I have read the material that has been presented and

shall Make a series Of "random" comments.

Firstt this is an instance of student-faculty collaboration that in itself

is an interesting educational procedure. Professors seldom involve themselves

as equal partners with graduate students on long-term collegial projecta of this

kind; I think much learning has occurred here.

Second, I thoroughly enjoyed the literature review and urge you to write

for it.

Third, With regard to definitio- of purpose, Clark Hull onde defined it

as a fractional anticipatory wal reacti - He said that it was a pure stimulus

whose only function was to guide L'ehavior. It is an incipient part of a pre-

viously completed goal responcu that has come to influence the sequen.:e Of

actions leading to thu goal. This ''sfinition is interesting in that purpose

grows out of experiende. You can't have a purpose which you have not yet

experienced; this has some broader implications with respect to the goals of

teachers who haven't been out in the work place. One of the recommendations of

our Commiszion on Secondary Vocational Education was that the certificatitin OT

all teadlers :nclude a requirement for a work 34,0vience record of demonstrated

mastery in their field;

Fourtht it was interesting to contrast the range of purposes of Sedöndery

VOCAtional education that emerged from this historical review with that whiCh we

obtained from testimony in our recent Commission hearings. The historical

review has rcvea1e0 as much greatzkr variety of purposes, for example, such out-

comes as aesthetic Impression, individual integrity, and the development of A
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heightened sense of altruism. Perhaps the social and political character of a

1984 setting imposes a greater constraint on the range of purposes than we

realize. The recent emphasis on excellence and achievement test scores may

nerY/w t!se scope of our rhetoric and rule lost purposes that are inconsistent

with ti:t1poral themes. An historical review gives a broader perspective.

fifth, there is often a discrepancy between stated purposes and educa-

tional practice. There is a sharp contrast between omr carefully defined pur-

poses, for all of their accompanying rationale, and what one observes in the

classroom. Even when teachers are asked to describe the purposes of classroom

activities that have just been completed, it is difficult to make the connec-

tion. One conclusion is that the purposes of educators are statements of fun=

damental moral and political beliefs, while our educational practices are often

governed by forces that are beyond our control. Purposes are also sometimes

wishful thinking or serve as a form of self-justification.

Purposes serve many functions. If our actions don't coincide with our

broad purposes, we can at least extract some comfort from our good intentions.

Thus, in the face of limited evidence of specifin program outcomes, we persist

in the vague claim that our purpose is to "bujld character" or to produce "men."

On the other hand, many teachers will define thei:, purposes in very narrow and

specific ways because it allows them to match purposes '- the teaching

peactices they are able to control. The distAlct: Netweer e'lucation and

training often refers to the specificity of Ieary....1 outcome:, Education refers

to outcomes and methods that are more difficult to define. When the science or

technology of education reduces some aspect of teaching to a replicable formula

for attainicg specificable outcomes, then it becomes training; Many teachers

may adopt training rather than educational goals because .t removes the dis-c71-

fort of a discrepancy between ends and means. Training purposes match the

teachers' methods and outcomes even if those teachers are not satisfied with the

depth of that accomplishmtnt. In short, narrow training objectives serve as one

form of self-protection, lofty educational purposes serve as another. Purposes

can insulate us from the depressing reality of practical expedience. They can

also reaffirm our values; Perhaps that is why debates about purposes are

seldom resolved by empirical research; they are simply expressions of faith in

the relationship of education and the good life. That may also explain why the

findings of a task force or commission may be so readily predicted by the
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composition of its membership; the values and ideals of the memberil

the reality that is perceived.

Sixth, the symposium has emphasized the contradictions in our aims for

secondary vocational education, whether to serve all students or the least able,

to teach job specific skills or general skills, to provide society's labor

supply or to maximize individual development, to protect the social heritage or

to stimulate social reconstruction. It is the contrast within each dichotomy

that makes us aware of the need to shift attention to the side that is

neglected. For example, the tension between equity and excellence becomes

cybernetic loop. We focus on equity for a decade and that builds a set of coun

teractions that change the emphasis hack to excellence. In another decP_de we

-

can expect this cyclic effect to shift the pendulum back to equity again. Tht;

tension between general liberal arts and vocationalism seems to follow the same

pattern.

Although I kept looking for the papers to provide unequivocal answers to

these dualisms, I knew that they have not answers, that they are not mutually

exclusive. We must have equity and excellence; every young person has the right

to experience the best of academic and vocatilnal education for the sake of the

individual and of society, for both immediate and deferred benefits.

My seventh, and final, remark is that the purposes discussed in this sym-

poSium were for the most part the purposes of parents, educators, or policy

makers, not the purposes of individual learners. I think purposes to which we

must be more sensitive are those which reside in the mina cr the lsarners. For

all of our efforts to establish purposes, individual differenceo in the purposes

of our student will determine whether we will succeed. Each of our students

has his own set of purposes. I think that John Wwey was right that "the ends

are inherent in the means," but only where the ends are of the student's making,

and only where the means are of the student's making rather than those of the

teacher, for it is the student who determines what is learned. The sooner we

recognize that the better.


